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A New Type of Geopolitical Power:
China’s Competitive Strategy
for the Digital Revolution
Emily de La Bruyère
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T

he Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has diagnosed that the emergence of data as a
factor of production is catalyzing a new industrial revolution. Chinese policymakers view
this industrial revolution as a competitive opportunity to leapfrog to leadership of the
international system. Beijing’s global digital strategy rests on seizing this opportunity
by competing to control international data, its movement, and, by extension, the production,
distribution, and consumption of resources and ideas internationally.
A new global digital architecture is taking shape. It is both disrupting the existing hierarchy
and creating the foundation for a new kind of geopolitical power. China intends to define this
digital architecture by building its physical infrastructure and corresponding virtual networks
and platforms, setting the technical standards that govern them, and shaping the emerging global
digital governance regime. In doing so, it is cementing Chinese control over the international flow
of data—and, as a result, resources.
The digital revolution promises a new era of opportunity, technological advancement, and
freedom of movement and thought. However, it also entails unprecedented dangers: the possibility
of digitally empowered authoritarianism that reaps profits as it asserts control, a monopolistic
network power that squeezes out competition in favor of a rent-based system of political and
commercial hegemony, and the capacity to shape, alter, and amplify information at a networkeffect pace and scale. China’s digital ambitions threaten the ability of companies to compete fairly
in the international marketplace, of information to circulate freely, and of governments to defend
themselves. China’s success would undermine the existing global system as well as the norms,
freedoms, prosperity, and stability that it affords. But China’s success in achieving its digital
ambitions is not a foregone conclusion—if, that is, liberal democracies and market economies stand
up to Beijing’s challenge. They must work together to promote and defend a digital architecture
that can resist illiberal, non-market control and protect the free flow of information. This will be
the defining battleground of international relations for the decades ahead.
This report judges that China is strategically and deliberately capitalizing on the digital
revolution as an opportunity to define and assert control over international resources, markets,
and governance. The six chapters document Beijing’s strategic approach to the digital revolution,
its growing global influence, and implications for the international order. The first four chapters
map China’s efforts to rewrite the international digital architecture from the ground up, including
through the proliferation of digital infrastructure and platforms, as well as from the top down,
via influence over technical standards and governance systems. They reveal that China is
turning traditionally commercial and cooperative global domains into battlefields of nation-state
competition. They also find that Beijing benefits from a set of asymmetric, structural advantages—
scale, centralization, and industrial capacity—that may be newly and uniquely determinative
for the digital contest, at least as China is engaging in it. Chapter 5 draws on these findings to
demonstrate that Beijing’s approach to the digital revolution could transform the nature and stakes
of geopolitical power—with corresponding direct security risks, as well as broader commercial,
political, and normative ones. However, Beijing’s agenda is not a fait accompli. A set of multilateral
proactive and defensive actions laid out in the final chapter aim to provide a roadmap for an
effective, and feasible, response.
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Defining the Digital Revolution
The idea of a new industrial revolution is not unique to China. Germany has its Industrie
4.0 national strategic initiative, venture capital firm Andreessen Horowitz has made “software
eating the world” buzzworthy, and the World Economic Forum operates a Center for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. However, China’s framing of today’s industrial revolution is unique,
particularly in terms of the perceived implications for international competition.
Chinese policy and strategic discourse assesses that industrial revolutions come about as a result
of new factors of production. Today’s industrial revolution, the digital revolution, is a function of
data having emerged—alongside land, labor, capital, and technology—as a factor of production. A
2020 article in Qiushi explains that “production factors are an ever-evolving historical category.
Land and labor were important production factors in the era of the agricultural economy,” but
“after the industrial revolution, capital became an important factor of production in the era of
industrial economy.” The article continues: “With the advent of the digital economy, data elements
have become the new engine for economic development. Data is a new production factor, a basic
resource, and a strategic resource.”1
Beijing frames the resultant global transformation in geopolitical terms as a competitive
opportunity to reshape the international hierarchy.2 Nation-state interaction is defined by a
contest for resources. The incumbent leader is powerful because it has an advantage over the legacy
basket of resources. But when a new factor of production emerges, that structural advantage fades,
and the playing field evens. Rising powers are presented with the opportunity to challenge the
hierarchy—not just grow within it. In fact, they have an advantage: unburdened by the inertia and
responsibilities that weigh down the incumbent power, they are both more likely and more able to
compete in the ways necessary to take advantage of new trends. A 2020 article in the People’s Bank
of China’s journal China Finance argues that “every industrial revolution has reshaped the world
pattern. With the digital revolution, the world structure will be reshuffled. The countries that are
the first to seize the opportunity will rise quickly and occupy a dominant position in the new
world order.”3 Chen Wenhui, vice chair of China’s National Social Security Fund, is more direct:
Technological changes in different periods not only bring about industrial
changes, but also affect changes in the world structure….In the early stages of
the industrial economy, the United Kingdom became the main country….In
the early days of the digital economy, the United States and China became the
main countries—and now in the period of digital economy development, which
is also a period of structural changes, China is facing strategic opportunities….
The digital economy is prompting a new industrial revolution, and the world
landscape is facing a reshuffle. China has a first-mover advantage in the
digital economy and is expected to achieve a revival in the fourth industrial
revolution. 4

4
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Chen Wenhui, “陈文辉详解数字经济投资逻辑: 得平台者得天下” [Chen Wenhui Explained the Investment Logic of the Digital Economy
in Detail: Those Who Win the Platform Win the World], Yicai, July 28, 2020.
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Assessing China’s ambitions for the digital revolution would be a simple matter if data were like
land or labor, factors of production where value comes from ownership. Beijing would simply be
competing to accumulate global data as empires once measured their power by conquered land—
for example, through telecommunications networks, Industrial Internet of Things standards, and
transaction platforms rather than armies. However, data is not like land or labor. Its strategic value
does not only come from access or ownership. These are certainly important, given that more data
means better targeting for everything from kinetic attacks to advertising campaigns as well as
better predictive capabilities, awareness of risks, and ability to identify opportunities. But these
advantages are tactical.
Strategic, revolutionary power in the digital revolution lies a step beyond accessing data—it lies
in the ability to shape data and its movement. The digital world rests on exchange: people, things,
and ideas constantly move across networks that transcend national borders. These networks, and
therefore these movements, hinge on and are defined by information. This is evident in everything
from GPS-supported troop movements to ride-share apps, from e-commerce platforms to the
Bloomberg Terminal, and from text messages to social media. To govern these information
networks is to shape global resources and their movement.
Data is revolutionary as a factor of production because control over data promises control
over not only production but also distribution and consumption of other resources. In a digital
environment, power is therefore a function of both capturing data and controlling the architecture
of digital exchange: information infrastructure like 5G and smart logistics hubs, platforms like
social media and digital trade hubs, and the technical standards and governance systems that
define their operations and evolution.

A New Type of Geopolitical Power
The global digital architecture—composed of international norms, standards, and new
infrastructure—will determine how, where, and what resources move. Control of the architecture
promises an unprecedented type of international power: the ability to shape data on global
exchange, and therefore the exchange itself; set international narratives, including propaganda
and disinformation; control the data defining land, air, and sea movement, of people and
things, military and commercial; and at any point and with little cost threaten an adversary’s
ability to see, talk, or move.5 For example, the player that controls digitized logistics hubs can
shape international shipments of cobalt without having to deploy troops to capture mines in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo; likewise, the player that controls currency trading channels
can overtake the dominant global currency. This is network power.
Amazon offers a ripe example of this type of power and its implications. The company controls
U.S. commerce not because it has the best products or production but because it has the dominant
information platform. At a first level, this grants Amazon superior access to information. It can
identify which product has captured the millennial marketplace and replicate it at a better price.
With enough longitudinal data, Amazon can predict how the product and its market will evolve
next year.6 These are huge advantages. However, in theory, competitors (e.g., Walmart) can collect
5

Emily de La Bruyère, “The Network Great-Power Strategy: A Blueprint for China’s Digital Ambitions,” Asia Policy 16, no. 2 (2021): 5–16.

6

Charles Duhigg, “Is Amazon Unstoppable?” New Yorker, October 10, 2019, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/10/21/is-amazonunstoppable.
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analogous data and use it for similar results. Amazon’s real power lies in its ability to shape the
information ecosystem in which users shop. The company can assign its products higher ratings
than comparable competitor products, flagging them for targeted buyers and setting their prices
according to buyer proclivities. Amazon also can feature its products in its original entertainment
content. In determining the information that users receive, Amazon can influence their incentives,
desires, and purchases.
The stakes of this type of information control are increasingly recognized in international
conversations about the private sector. However, such conversations ignore the risk of a nationstate claiming network power. China’s overarching digital ambition is to seize the opportunity of
the digital revolution, control data as a factor of production, become the network great power, and
leapfrog to leadership of the world order. This is how Beijing frames the competition for and of the
fourth industrial revolution.
Based on this framing of the digital revolution and power within it, China competes in relatively
novel ways, across the commercial as well as the government and military domains, and with
the ultimate goal of shaping the international architecture rather than simply seeking advantage
within it. As this report details in chapters 1 and 2, China develops digital infrastructure globally
and to scale in order to establish the backbone of the industrial revolution from the bottom up. This
infrastructure includes physical systems like data centers, smart cities, and their supply chains, as
well as virtual systems like “super apps” and payment platforms. At the same time, as chapters 3
and 4 document, Beijing works to shape the rules of the digital environment from the top down
by setting international technical standards and exporting a China-centered system of digital
governance. This rule-setting approach could lock in China’s advantage in the infrastructure and
markets of the digital era.
Beijing’s digital strategy demands a redefinition of the stakes of information presence and
influence. Conversations about China’s digital presence and the threat it presents tend to focus
on tactical dangers like surveillance, espionage, and cybersecurity. These conversations ignore
the more foundational, strategic contest for the global architecture. As chapter 5 lays out,
if China succeeds in becoming the network great power, the country will lock in control over
the information environment, shaping it to align with the CCP’s broader propaganda and
disinformation agenda. Beijing would also establish monopolistic control over the platforms that
define economic interaction and prosperity in the digital era and would be able to decide which
companies win and lose internationally. Moreover, it would lock in superior information access
and the ability to restrict the access of adversaries, both commercially and militarily.
At the broadest level, Beijing would turn authoritarianism into an absolute, and money-making,
proposition. The CCP would be able to not just gather information on individuals’, companies’,
and countries’ activities but also shape the information environment that defines these activities.
And because data is a factor of production, this information collection and dissemination would
be profitable.

Asymmetric Advantages: Size, Centralization, and Capacity
The nature of data as a factor of production, and the CCP’s strategy to compete for it,
also demands a redefinition of forums, tools, and modes for state competition. Neither
telecommunications base stations nor delegates to standard-setting bodies have traditionally been

6
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conceived of as agents of geopolitical influence or means to control critical, strategic resources. But
they now serve that role. This should change frameworks for assessing competitive balances, as
well as what constitutes determinative strengths and weaknesses within them.
The last industrial revolution, which was catalyzed by the emergence of technology as a factor of
production, rewarded innovative capacity as a critical source of national strength. Today’s digital
revolution also is oriented around technology, but innovation may no longer be the determinative
asset it once was.7 Instead, China’s digital strategy suggests that scale, centralization, and industrial
capacity may define today’s competitive balance. Beijing has all of these advantages in spades.
First, China’s unmatched size grants it unmatched ability to produce and access data: “As far
as China is concerned, a population of 1.4 billion, a super-large domestic market, huge domestic
demand potential, and abundant natural resource advantages are the treasures of big data
production,” explains the China Consulting Strategic Research Institute.8 This size advantage
also makes Chinese digital architecture more competitive globally. Networks and platforms are
governed by network effects, and their value increases based on the number of connections they
offer. In other words, they are differentiated by size. The best, or most appealing, social media
platform is not necessarily the one with the best user interface but rather the one that has the
greatest number of active users. This plays to Beijing’s strengths: the network and platform
preferences of its 1.4 billion people can be shaped by the CCP.
Second, not only is China’s scale unmatched, but its centralization allows it to more effectively
leverage that scale than any other leading global player. Beijing’s ability to shape the actions of its
population and private sector means that it can determine which technologies and technological
architecture are adopted domestically and advocated for globally. Caught in a government-guided,
enterprise-driven system, Chinese commercial and academic actors become tools in the CCP’s
larger digital strategy. Chapter 2 describes this in the context of Beijing’s regulatory crackdown
on leading tech firms, while chapter 3 does so for international standard-setting bodies. China’s
control of its domestic information network also allows the country to control its own data,
market, and information systems, even while accessing and competing for inroads into their
global counterparts. In addition, digital infrastructure, like all infrastructure, requires deliberate
capital expenditure, with a long-term time horizon and coordination among a host of privateand public-sector actors with different agendas, incentives, and modes of doing business. This
cumbersome process is most easily carried out by a centralized government. Beijing’s centralized
system may hurt it in an innovation race, but in a contest for networks, platforms, and standards,
centralization may grant an asymmetric competitive edge.
Third, China also benefits from unmatched industrial capacity that allows it to build the
physical infrastructure of the digital world. This capacity can also grant Beijing an edge in
setting international standards. For example, China increasingly dominates standards in
telecommunications, a lead that experts interviewed for this report have attributed to the country’s
larger industrial dominance in the field. Moreover, China’s industrial capacity and market size
can be leveraged to incentivize other international players across the public and private sectors to
adopt Chinese digital infrastructure, platforms, standards, and norms.

7

Chen Wenhui says as much: “China and the U.S. are leading the digital economy. The U.S. advantage is technology. That of China is the
market.” See Chen, “陈文辉详解数字经济投资逻辑.”
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Importantly, China’s industrial capacity is no accident. It is the result of deliberate government
policy that frames digital competition in terms of both the real and the virtual economy,
prioritizing vertically integrated value chains in strategic areas as much as, if not more than,
developing advanced technologies. In part, this prioritization stems from defensive motivation—
Beijing cannot establish global control if it is excessively dependent on external inputs or markets.
As Xi Jinping stated in 2016:
No matter how large an internet company is, no matter how high its market
value is, if it is heavily dependent on foreign countries for its core components,
and if the “major artery” of the supply chain is in the hands of others, it is
like building a house on someone else’s foundation. No matter how big and
beautiful it is, it may not stand up to wind and rain, and it may be so vulnerable
that it collapses at the first blow.9

But the corollary of defensive logic is an offensive one. Beijing recognizes that other countries
are willing to build on foundations that are not their own. Namely, they are willing to accept
dependencies on China’s resources and production. If China does not depend (or depend
equally) on them, it can claim asymmetric leverage over its competitors and prevent them from
challenging its digital ambitions.10 Chapter 5 details a concrete case of Beijing exploiting onesided industrial reliance for geopolitical ends: in 2010, it restricted rare earth exports to Japan in
retaliation for disputes over the sovereignty of the Senkaku Islands. This chapter also details the
glaring dependencies on China that remain today—rare earths and other strategic resources as
well as areas of strategic production like the semiconductor value chain—and the security risks
they create.

Organization of the Report
The six chapters that follow assess China’s digital strategy, the risks it presents, and a possible
path forward. Chapters 1 and 2 describe Beijing’s efforts to shape the international architecture
from the bottom up by building the physical infrastructure of the digital world and proliferating
the digital platforms that define interactions within it. Chapters 3 and 4 focus on Beijing’s topdown efforts, as manifest in the export of digital technical standards as well as systems of digital
governance more broadly. Chapter 5 discusses key security implications of China’s approach.
Chapter 6 then concludes on a positive note by providing a framework for a multilateral response.
China has an asymmetric advantage in the digital revolution competition. Because the digital
revolution plays to different strengths than did the last industrial revolution, and therefore to
different strengths than China’s competitors traditionally assess, Beijing may be farther ahead than
is generally recognized. Yet this does not mean that the CCP’s agenda is a fait accompli. As chapter
6 explains, the liberal international system is still the incumbent system and has entrenched,
structural advantages. Global market economies and liberal governments can present a positive
alternative for the digital architecture that protects global norms and values, free and fair markets,
and open flows of information. However, doing so will demand multilateral coordination in

8
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“习近平在网信工作座谈会上的讲话全文发表” [The Full Text of Xi Jinping’s Speech at the Forum on Cybersecurity and Informatization
Work], Xinhua, April 25, 2016.
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Security Review Commission, November 24, 2020.
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creative ways that emphasize both defensive measures and a proactive vision. This will necessitate
recognizing that today’s competition is not yesterday’s; it is being contested on new battlefields,
with new tools, and to a different end. Winning requires rewriting the playbook.
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Securing the Foundation:
Building the Physical Infrastructure
of the Digital World
Samantha Hoffman

SAMANTHA HOFFMAN is a Senior Analyst at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute.
She can be reached at <contact@samanthahoffman.net>.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter finds that China’s expansion of its digital infrastructure internationally,
though widely discussed, remains a vastly misunderstood and oversimplified problem.

MAIN ARGUMENT
China’s global export of digital infrastructure provides a foundation for the party-state
to gain greater access to, and control over, data internationally, while also affording new
avenues for Chinese digital companies to gain greater market access that can be leveraged
to advance the government’s strategic interests. Most debate on the issue underestimates the
risks associated with the ways control over digital infrastructure can enable future efforts
by the party-state that undermine the interests of countries whose data is being accessed
and used. For example, control over digital infrastructure can allow for collection of data
that, when aggregated, creates greater visibility of a society, enabling other efforts to subvert
democratic debate. It can also embed standards that go against liberal democratic values by
enforcing authoritarian definitions of risk rather than democratic definitions. Ultimately,
however, the largest issue is that China has a political system that is fundamentally different
from liberal democracies and that is embedded in the digital technologies and infrastructure
researched and developed in China and exported globally.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• Data security policy in liberal democracies is not yet effective enough to account for the
risks that China creates through its approach to data security.
• Liberal democracies must develop a better approach for identifying strategic datasets
and conducting due diligence on digital supply chain security risks.
• Liberal democratic governments must develop responses to China’s use of technology
to expand its power globally with the understanding that technology develops on a
trajectory and capabilities are likely to improve over time rather than be static.
• Liberal democracies must adopt a more multidisciplinary approach to due diligence on
decisions related to digital infrastructure. This approach cannot be country-agnostic and
must account for country-specific policy drivers. It must also take into account digital
supply chain risks associated with data collection and use.
• Liberal democracies must develop responses that better account for uncertainties around
a technology’s trajectory or a country’s ability to translate concepts into capabilities.

C

hinese companies are expanding digital infrastructure internationally. Because of China’s
unique laws, the large role of state-owned enterprises, and state intervention in private
companies that allows the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to violate or exploit globally
accepted data privacy norms, policy discussions on the associated political and security
risks have emerged (and are assessed in detail in chapter 5). The most prominent example is the
decision to effectively ban Huawei from providing 5G equipment in Australia, the United States, the
United Kingdom, India, and numerous other countries, as well as the debate around those decisions.1
Despite widespread discussion on problems associated with the proliferation of Chinese
companies as providers of these technologies and the role of the CCP in promoting and subsidizing
their expansion abroad, the nature of the issue remains ill-defined. Most conversation on the
topic is narrow in scope. It has tended to focus heavily on intrusive surveillance technologies2
and espionage3 as the primary risks of allowing Chinese companies into digital ecosystems. In
reality, however, datasets derived from any digital technology can potentially have a broad range
of strategic implications that go beyond both surveillance and espionage and are limited only by
the intent of an actor who has access to, or possession of, the data. When aggregated, data that
may seem insignificant in isolation can have enormous strategic value in terms of how it informs
an adversary about a society or how it might support a wide range of other efforts to subvert
democratic processes. MI6 chief Richard Moore recently described the issue as China’s “data trap”
and said: “If you allow another country to gain access to really critical data about your society,
over time that will erode your sovereignty, you no longer have control over that data.”4
Seeing the value of these technologies and the data they help generate, the Chinese party-state
prioritizes investing in and building “new infrastructure,” artificial intelligence, 5G, and data
centers. 5 “New infrastructure” generally refers to infrastructure that enables the Internet of Things
(IoT), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), or other data-dependent environments such as smart
cities and smart manufacturing. This infrastructure, better described as “digital infrastructure,”
refers to the physical hardware and software that enables digital connectivity. Digital infrastructure
at the physical layer, such as smart cameras, smart cars, smart appliances, and other IoT sensors
and devices, helps support real-time decision-making; technology that enables data storage or data
flows, such as 5G, helps deliver and exchange that information; and artificial intelligence and bigdata processing help derive value out of the data. For example, fiber-optic cables, data centers,
and IoT devices enable connectivity in smart cities. All facilitate the collection, processing, usage,
transfer, and storage of data, and thus the delivery of a wide range of services on which society is
becoming increasingly dependent. Beijing’s global digital ambitions require the ability to derive
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benefits from exporting and scaling this digital infrastructure internationally in order to establish
control over the foundation of the fourth industrial revolution from the bottom up.
Understanding how the People’s Republic of China (PRC) seeks to derive value from the digital
infrastructure it exports globally requires unraveling how the party-state perceives its value in
a domestic political context. For the CCP, digital infrastructure is a key to solving problems in
governance and improving its political control. Conceptually, this can be understood in the
context of the party-state’s objective to build a more “service-oriented” government, whereby the
CCP is able to improve its capacity to solve problems and deliver social services. The CCP links its
capacity to accomplish these tasks to its ability to shape, manage, and respond to society’s demands
in service of its driving objective to protect and expand its power.6 In essence, technology is a tool
that helps the party accomplish fusing its political control with China’s economic prosperity and
“social development.” Technology streamlines existing methods of economic and social problemsolving while also enhancing the party-state’s political control.
In April 2020, Xi Jinping said China must “seize the opportunities given by industrial
digitization and digital industrialization, [and] accelerate the construction of new infrastructure
such as 5G networks and data centers.” He also indicated the strategic relevance of the objective,
stating that it was “important to pay close attention to the deployment of digital economy, life and
health, new materials and other strategic emerging industries and future industries, vigorously
promote technological innovation, strive to expand new growth points, and form new development
momentum.”7 More recently, in October 2021, Xi called for the acceleration of intelligent and
comprehensive digital information infrastructure construction “that is high-speed, ubiquitous,
integrated, cloud-network integrated, intelligent and agile, green and low-carbon, and secure and
controllable, which creates information ‘arteries’ for economic and social development.”8
Internationally, China’s vision is similar. In terms of international politics, the CCP sees
new infrastructure as a strategic battleground between nation-states and the integration of new
infrastructure into the economy as key to guaranteeing national competitiveness. For example,
Beijing Communications Administration chief legal counsel Wang Chunhui described how
building new infrastructure would “bring about a ‘multiplier effect’ of total social demand and
GDP that is several times the amount of investment, which has significant and far-reaching
strategic significance for building a cyber superpower and a manufacturing power, promoting
high-quality economic development in China, and building a ‘community of common destiny for
mankind.’” He added that the construction of new infrastructure is a requirement for building a
modern economic system and “enhancing the international competitiveness of China’s economy.”9
The “community of common destiny for mankind” in large part refers to China’s desire to
reshape the international political and economic system such that it is conducive to Beijing’s
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interests and allows Chinese political and economic development to proceed unencumbered by
the existing liberal democratic world order.10 China has recognized, for example, that securing the
digital economy, especially as it relates to data security and information security, requires having
sufficient control over one’s own digital ecosystem.11
There are also political and social concerns driving China’s digital ambitions. Information
security is a prime example. As the world became increasingly digitally interconnected, there was
an assumption, within liberal democracies in particular, that authoritarianism would be severely
undermined and democracy would emerge stronger as improved information flows stymied
censorship efforts. For liberal democracies, the many color revolutions in the early 2000s and
the 2010–11 Tunisian Revolution seemed to prove this point. But for China, these movements
heightened threat perceptions and called attention to the fact that in a digitally interconnected
world those who controlled information flows had an advantage.12 The ability to prevent threats
before they emerge would become increasingly important. For China, its interests were in
the ability not just to censor unwanted information but also to shape discourse around issues
of strategic importance globally. Over time, this ambition has evolved to include the ability to
control the means of information flows. By controlling the means, one controls the message. These
inclinations provided critical impetus for China to launch its massive efforts to control as much
digital infrastructure abroad as possible.

How the Party-State Creates Risk
Many countries are still working to develop a clear understanding of what data security risk
looks like in terms of strategic competition. Because policy development can be a slow process,
many countries are exposing themselves and not regulating how data passing through a data
center or other infrastructure is used. China-based companies are particularly high-risk vendors
for countries who see the PRC as a potential adversarial state actor. But even if the country where
the infrastructure is based does not perceive Beijing as a current or potential adversary, they are
still subject to the same risks because of the nature of Chinese law and the ways in which the CCP
asserts its power over nominally private companies.
The party-state in recent years has made continual efforts to ensure that it has the technical
capacity—and that companies and individuals are aware of its political capacity—to demand and
access data if, and when, it wants. It has been explicit that all parts of society, including commercial
enterprises, are bound by the party-state’s demands. The implications of this political context of
party-state power over companies have been illustrated by Alibaba’s troubles over the past year. In
late 2020, founder Jack Ma briefly “disappeared” as regulators investigated the company following
his public criticism of the Chinese government.
In fact, China-based technology companies have acknowledged their exposure to legal risks
emanating from the PRC in disclosures such as privacy policies. While it is common for any global
company in its privacy policy to communicate that user data may be transferred and governed by
10
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laws outside the user’s own jurisdiction, the fact that PRC companies say this in privacy disclosures
has unique consequences given the nature of Chinese law. PRC technology companies specifically
acknowledge that they may be required to disclose users’ personal data in accordance with Chinese
law-enforcement or state security demands.13 Given that political security in China is at the core
of the CCP’s concept of state security, the system governing when these demands might be made
is intentionally designed to ensure that the party can access what it wants, when and if it chooses,
and regardless of how companies feel about the situation.
The recently enacted Data Security Law (DSL) and Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL)
reinforce these risks. Articles 4 and 5 of the DSL state that the effort to guarantee data security
must adhere to the party-state’s “comprehensive state security outlook,” and that the “central state
security leading mechanism” is “responsible for decision-making and overall coordination on data
security work, and researching, drafting, and guiding the implementation of national data security
strategies and relevant major guidelines and policies.”14
The term “central state security leading mechanism” in legal documents is synonymous with
the Central State Security Commission (CSSC), which is a CCP agency led by Xi Jinping.15 The law
says not only that a party entity is in charge, but that any significant policies will originate within
the entity. This means that any department or organ—regulatory bodies like the Cyberspace
Administration of China or state security organs like the Ministry of Public Security—that
is responsible for implementing elements of the data security strategy will be responsible for
overseeing and implementing decision-making and strategy that flow from the CSSC. The CSSC,
meanwhile, was established to plan and coordinate the implementation of China’s state security
strategy.16 Also notable is that a January 2019 directive established that political and legal affairs
commissions—which include judiciary and public security organs—are required to implement
state security decision-making of “central and local state security leading mechanisms” (i.e., the
CSSC and local-level branches) while prioritizing the party-state’s political security.17 Therefore,
political security is at the core of data security and state security. This means that any entity
directly exposed to those laws is also directly exposed to the risks emanating from this politicized
version of state security.
If there were any doubts about the impact of these laws overseas, the DSL also clearly states
that Chinese companies are bound by PRC law no matter the political jurisdiction in which their
business operations are located. Article 2 says that it applies to data-handling activities taking
place “outside the territory of the PRC” if those activities could “harm the state security, the public
interest, or the lawful rights and interests of citizens” and organizations of China. In such cases,
violators will be pursued for legal responsibility “in accordance with the law.”18
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The PIPL is similarly problematic. It regulates the individuals and entities who handle personal
data, and while restricting those entities, it explicitly does not do the same for the state organs that
can exert power over them. Even though the law establishes that personal information must be
handled “in accordance with the authority and procedures provided by laws,” seemingly regulating
state power, Article 18 is clear that personal information handlers need not notify individuals that
their data is being accessed if other laws and regulations provide that the purpose for that access
“be kept confidential or need not be announced.”19 Following this logic, one example is Article 7 of
the National Intelligence Law, which states that “any organization and citizen shall, in accordance
with the law, support, provide assistance, and cooperate in national intelligence work, and guard
the secrecy of any intelligence work they are aware of.”20
In sum, these laws are applicable anywhere in the world where Chinese companies have
operations. Even if the companies providing digital infrastructure are acting according to their
own market interests rather than by direction of the state, the state can leverage that expansion
and market success for its own purposes if and when it chooses.

PRC Digital Infrastructure and the Embedded Risks
The political risk associated with a vendor could be that vendor’s ability to see specific
information or exert control over an end-user’s access to information.21 It will likely become
increasingly complex to understand how particular datasets are collected and used by any actor,
particularly state competitors or adversaries, and especially an adversary that has shown a
willingness and ability to leverage its technology companies to advance national policy goals.
Since digital infrastructure tends to be directly linked to the provision of services (and not, for
instance, simply for surveillance), many people falsely assume that as long as one controls physical
infrastructure and its day-to-day use, the majority of risks associated with it—except for illicit
data access—are controllable. What is overlooked, however, are the fundamental concerns around
who has control over systems that enable information flows. When aggregated, data consisting of
seemingly innocuous information can become extremely valuable. Sentiment data, location data,
and other datasets can all offer important insights, depending on the intent of the actor who is
processing and using the data. The technology involved is not always an indicator of the strategic
relevance. We know that data from facial recognition systems paired with geolocation data can be
used for surveillance purposes, and it is obvious from the invasiveness of the technology (in terms
of privacy) that this is a potential use case.
It is less obvious, perhaps, that data collected from service-providing technologies, or
technologies that offer convenience, can simultaneously facilitate the CCP’s efforts to expand power
or control. Technology does not create fundamentally new ways of approaching problem-solving
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but instead intends to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of those efforts. This means that
analysts must recognize that seemingly contradictory features of these applications of technology
to governance are actually not mutually exclusive. The failure to think in grayer terms is a problem
among analysts and decision-makers who continue to compartmentalize China’s technologies as
“good” and “bad” or “risky” and “non-risky.” This has a negative knock-on effect for efforts to
predict the potential strategic value of certain digital and data-driven technologies. If the issue is
framed as “a good technology can be misused,” rather than “digital and data-driven technologies
can be used to achieve multiple objectives at once, and those uses could be (subjectively) both
good and bad,” then the major game-changing effect of the technology in the lens of geopolitical
competition is overlooked.
PRC technology companies do not just provide their products to domestic consumers. They also
export them globally. Though the global expansion of PRC digital infrastructure is not overseen
completely by the Chinese state, the state attaches its interests to this expansion in direct ways. Plans
like the Belt and Road Initiative and Digital Silk Road, which export hard and digital infrastructure,
create incentives (i.e., financial support) and overlay strategic objectives on the market activity of
companies.22 As these technologies are exported globally, they can set standards—which reflect the
party-state’s priorities and ambitions—in the market (as is discussed in chapters 2 and 3). The data
derived from these Chinese-provided technologies overseas becomes part of the party-state’s data
ecosystem. While companies are often expanding in their own commercial interest, the state seeks
to leverage that expansion by creating or mandating direct or indirect access, such as through the
aforementioned DSL and PIPL. The ability to easily integrate and process data from PRC companies
located outside China will also incrementally improve over a longer period of time.
Smart cities, or safe cities, are another example of a project that PRC companies (most notably
Huawei) are contracted to deliver overseas. Although smart cities offer solutions for everyday
problem-solving in governance, they are also associated with efforts to enhance the party-state’s
capacity for control. In China, the technologies involved in smart cities are usually linked to
either the Skynet project or the Sharp Eyes project. Skynet refers to video monitoring equipment
that is mostly used at major intersections, law-and-order checkpoints, and other public assembly
locations. It uses GIS mapping, image gathering, transmission, and other technology to improve
real-time monitoring and information recording.23 Sharp Eyes is an extension of Skynet. In
addition to surveillance cameras, Sharp Eyes is focused on building video/image/information
exchange and sharing platforms and county-village-township comprehensive management centers.
Its application extends to state security, anti-terrorism, enhanced logistics, security supervision,
and the prevention and control of criminal activity.
Smart cities are an example of China’s application of technology to its governance strategy,
which is often referred to as “tech authoritarianism,” though the phrase “tech-enhanced
authoritarianism” is more accurate. This means that technology enhances existing methods of
maintaining authoritarian control, instead of creating something completely new. As such, the
impact might not always be directly visible. For instance, control is not merely about invasive
surveillance; control may also be as simple as improving information sharing and information
integration among state agencies to more effectively enforce the law or wield state power. Some
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analysts point to the fact that technology has not yet caught up to ideas in this regard because,
for example, data integration is still a difficult task. Besides the clear technical argument for why
this problem is exaggerated—China is not unique, since data integration is a common, global
problem—efforts to apply technology to public administration have contributed to what is actually
a decades-long effort to streamline public administration.24 So technology, on this trajectory, is
actually incrementally solving a long-term problem, not creating a fundamentally new one.
Despite—or in some cases because of—the strong link between smart city technologies and
coercive state activity in China, these solutions have been exported globally. In 2020, Huawei signed
an agreement to supply smart city solutions to Saudi Arabia, including smart streetlights, smart
parking, and video analytics solutions.25 Similarly, in Serbia, the company has made over a dozen
agreements to provide technology to government entities. In 2016, Huawei agreed to cooperate with
Serbian company Telekom to provide digital infrastructure modernization. In 2017, it agreed with
the Serbian Ministry of Interior to implement a safe-city solution, including providing surveillance
cameras, a command-and-control center, facial recognition, license-plate recognition, analysis
systems, and a data center.26 Within Serbia there have been concerns about the system being used
to target the incumbent government’s political opponents, but the projects persist.27 In other cases,
projects have been deployed but are not functional. In Pakistan, safe-city projects in Islamabad,
Lahore, and Punjab have seen setbacks due to political, technical, and financial problems.28
Data centers are another common type of infrastructure Chinese companies have won contracts
for or have built overseas. They are also often included in smart-city packages offered by companies
like Huawei. For example, in 2019 Huawei agreed to deliver a “data center, smart city, and surveillance”
project to Kenya’s Konza Technology City.29 Likewise, in July 2020, it provided equipment for the
Zamengoe Data Center in Cameroon.30 As part of the project, it provided an access management
system, surveillance cameras, a fire-fighting system, an energy management system, and four standby
electric generators with the financial assistance of the Export-Import Bank of China.
The risk of a country allowing a China-based company to supply or build a data center is
equivalent to allowing a high-risk vendor to build a country’s 5G network.31 As previously
mentioned, 5G can serve as a prominent example of the risk associated with digital infrastructure.
Australia defines a “high-risk vendor” as “any vendor that, by nature of the product or service
they offer, has a significant influence over the security of your system.” The vendor then “can be
subject to adverse extrajudicial direction, or the vendor’s poor cyber security posture means they
are subject to adverse external interference.”32 This was the justification for effectively banning
Huawei from Australia’s 5G infrastructure.
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The other issue with 5G is that it is the foundation for the IoT and IIoT, which are the
technologies that enable smart-city services.33 The PRC Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology’s 2021 Industrial Internet Work Plan calls attention to the economic and strategic
value of the IIoT as well as its direct connection to expansion of 5G infrastructure.34 The IIoT
refers to “the billions of industrial devices—anything from the machines in a factory to the engines
inside an aeroplane—that are filled with sensors, connected to wireless networks, and gathering
and sharing data.”35 These devices ultimately allow for greater visibility and transparency about
the state of global supply chains.36 In regular application, these technologies help businesses
reduce costs. But there are also national security reasons for improving efficiency and visibility
over key industries in the logistics sector, including aviation, marine, and rail. For China, there is
strategic value in having access to data from which it can extract valuable information to maintain
an internationally competitive edge.
An example of an IoT device that is harder to connect to strategic interests, yet produces data
that could potentially be used in ways that undermine democratic debate, is a smart television.
The smart television has transformed the media industry in terms of how content is distributed.
The aggregated datasets from smart televisions can be useful for understanding how to target
particular audiences not only from an advertising perspective but from a propaganda perspective.
In the United States, this data has been sold to political campaigns.37 Such data-handling practices
should be a concern in their own right, no matter where the company generating the datasets is
based. Chinese companies are among the global leaders in smart television manufacturing. One
such company, Hisense, is a leading global company that sells smart products at more affordable
prices than its competitors (using the Roku TV interface).38 Hisense is a partly Chinese state-owned
enterprise (i.e., mixed-ownership company),39 which allows it access to preferential financing and
other state support that enables this price advantage. Hisense’s overseas privacy policies also make
clear that the personal data the company collects can be held on the company’s servers in China.40
This does not mean that Hisense will use the data for purposes beyond business, but it does mean
that the company has the ability to do so.
Similar data can be acquired through digital infrastructure in smart cities. Global Tone
Communications Technology (GTCOM) is a company controlled by the Central Propaganda
Department that engages in global big-data collection. The company offers machine translation
services but also uses data to generate insights that contribute directly to state security, according
to its own claims. Embedding the company’s translation products in digital infrastructure is a key
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part of how it is able to improve data collection. For example, one GTCOM product, Language
Box, was reportedly integrated into a Huawei smart conferencing solution sold as part of smartcity packages.41 The company also claims to annually collect two to three petabytes of data globally,
which contributes to state security applications ranging from relationship mapping and sentiment
analysis to facial and voice recognition.
Chinese technology companies are comparable to U.S. companies in that they tend to occupy
all layers of the “technology stack”: the physical layer, the network layer, and the application
layer.42 They also have a global presence across each of these layers. The difference between the
two is largely the way the party-state seeks to derive value from the companies’ activities, as the
DSL illustrates. But this is also seen in the way the party-state injects itself into China’s innovation
ecosystem. Technology companies and researchers who develop digital infrastructure in the PRC
are focused on implementing specific applications of technology that meet CCP policy needs. In
the PRC, the government is heavily involved in efforts to standardize digital technologies at the
design level.43 As is discussed in chapter 3, government and research institutes collaborate with
companies on national standards technical committees to standardize equipment development.
These requirements that companies must meet to successfully bid for a project will, over time,
lead to increased interoperability and the ability to integrate information. This means that the
expansion of Chinese technology companies’ global activity presents new and complex policy
challenges and risks for liberal democracies.
The standardization also embeds a values system that ultimately runs against liberal democratic
values. Financial infrastructure has received ample attention in the past year. Although many
countries are just now considering the development of a central bank digital currency, China
is already a leader of digital currency electronic payment (DCEP). While the DCEP debate has
focused heavily on the implications of internationalizing the renminbi, the real focus should be
on the implications of DCEP as a financial technology.44 The standards of the technology can be
exported—DCEP is already integrated with digital payment technology such as Alipay, which is
accepted globally.45 An Australian Strategic Policy Institute report, for instance, called attention
to the idea that terms such as “anti-terrorist financing” take on a different and highly politicized
meaning in China, where those accused of such crimes are often the CCP’s political targets or
opponents, such as the Uighurs. Based on these definitions, People’s Bank of China officials
conduct monitoring using big-data analytics that flag unusual activity that might indicate illegal
activity (as defined in the PRC). The People’s Bank of China might also seek to more closely
monitor a specific subset of individuals and entities who are targets of the regime.46
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Conclusion
China’s export of digital infrastructure abroad is a critical element of its broader digital strategy.
It provides the foundation for the party-state to gain greater access to, and control over, data
internationally, while also providing new avenues for Chinese digital companies to gain greater
market access. It thus—due to China’s legal system that ensures party-state access to private
companies’ sensitive information—further advances the government’s digital agenda.
In order to predict and mitigate risk, decision-makers must bear in mind that digital technology
is constantly evolving. They must imagine technology’s future trajectory and use cases to
adequately develop policies governing the application. For now, the critical domains of influence
are in possessing infrastructure, storage, processing capacity, and the actual data. The actor that
administers these means can later control much more in terms of how technologies—or the data
derived from and passing through them—are used.
The risk of offering prescriptive solutions for ambiguous problem sets like those outlined in this
chapter is that it limits conceptualization of how China projects extraterritorial political power.
That being said, there are ways to better prepare policymakers for dealing with these problems.
These include the following:
• Recalibrating data security policy and privacy frameworks to account for the fact that PRC
regulations on each are not motivated by the same drivers as in liberal democracies. Even if
there are some commonalities in the problem sets, the political nature of the state’s security
strategy will always be a distinguishing feature. More effective data security policy and privacy
frameworks will account for a wider range of risk.
• Taking a more multidisciplinary approach to due diligence on decisions related to digital
infrastructure. This approach cannot be country-agnostic and must account for countryspecific policy drivers. It must consider digital supply chain risks associated with data collection
and use.
• Developing responses that better account for uncertainties around a technology’s trajectory or a
country’s ability to translate concepts into capabilities.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter examines how the Chinese government is seeking to create a China-centered
global digital order in which China’s technology firms have a leadership position and
China controls or influences key economic, financial, information, trade, manufacturing,
innovation, and technology networks; their supporting digital infrastructure; and
information that flows through these digital platforms.

MAIN ARGUMENT
China’s digital platforms are the likely place where the full range of China’s technology,
economic, and geopolitical efforts, if successful, could converge and solidify China’s position
in global markets. These platforms advance the Chinese government’s global ambitions as
conveyed through its Belt and Road Initiative and related Digital Silk Road plans and seek to
leverage and integrate the hard and soft infrastructure that China’s firms have established or
acquired overseas. Through digital platforms, China seeks to operationalize its technology
development efforts across the entire value chain in hardware, software, and related design,
manufacturing, infrastructure, and services.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• The Chinese state plays a powerful and growing role in China’s digital infrastructure
and operations. As China’s digital platforms expand overseas, these points of control
allow the state to access, analyze, and leverage wide swaths of global data across a range
of platforms and applications with far-ranging potential ramifications for China’s global
economic and geopolitical capabilities.
• The Chinese government restricts foreign participation in its digital market, the largest
in the world, allowing Chinese firms to secure a global leadership position in China
and expand globally through sustained unfair trade and investment practices. These
persistent asymmetries due to digital protectionism and state controls allow China to
secure a global market position that could become increasingly difficult and costly to
counter over time.
• China’s use of ostensibly nonprofit and corporate actors to advance state goals challenges
key tenets of the global trading system and other countries’ abilities to address risks.
Many markets are open to commerce, and most policy tools consider Chinese corporate
actions on a case-by-case basis in narrow instances of national security risks, allowing
governments to miss or dismiss the strategic ramifications of China’s early discrete actions.

T

he People’s Republic of China (PRC) is seeking to create a China-centered global digital
order in which economic, financial, information, trade, manufacturing, innovation, and
technology networks—as well as the digital infrastructure they rely on—are controlled
or influenced by China; China’s technology firms have a leadership position; and China
governs a significant share of international information flows. Digital platforms play a key role in
this effort. China is developing digital platforms to promote Chinese technology and economic
competitiveness, enhance political and social controls, and challenge current global trade,
technology, energy, information, and financial networks by creating alternatives that it controls.
China is working to consolidate, centralize, and control global digital networks in part through
the use of Chinese companies, technologies, and standards in building and operating global digital
platforms. In many respects, China’s digital platforms seek to operationalize its development efforts
across the entire technology value chain in hardware, software, and related design, manufacturing,
infrastructure, and services.
Digital platforms are the likely place where the full range of China’s technology efforts, if
successful, could converge and solidify the country’s position in global markets. China-controlled
digital platforms, should they expand internationally, could reinforce and leverage China’s
construction of digital infrastructure, as discussed in the previous chapter, and solidify its
influence over international technical standards, as discussed in the next chapter. These platforms
are poised to implement China’s broader Digital Silk Road goals in building out global networks—
including in information, commerce, currency, and innovation—that are vertically integrated and
controlled by China. If successfully established internationally, China’s digital platforms could
cement Beijing’s influence over the global information environment with, as discussed in chapter
5, broad ramifications for China’s global economic, geopolitical, and security positions.
China’s digital sovereignty approach (discussed in-depth in chapter 4) informs its global digital
platform strategy as the Chinese government seeks international technology leadership and state
touchpoints and controls over platforms, networks, and the data they generate. This statist approach
keeps China’s domestic digital market walled off from foreign competition and global connections
not controlled by China while Chinese firms create and expand China’s digital platforms offshore.
This not only ensures that China’s champion platforms are protected but also grants these
firms exclusive access to China’s enormous digital user base. The advantage of this asymmetric
positioning is enhanced by Beijing’s concomitant emphasis on digitizing all elements of its society,
including information, goods, services, labor, trade, currency, finance, manufacturing, health, and
personal identity. This compounds the size of China’s user base, data base, and the corresponding
value of Chinese market control. In absolute terms, China’s domestic market represents around
40% of global e-commerce.1 It has an estimated 1.3 billion mobile internet users and is a top global
market for mobile payments. Between 2015 and 2020, China’s digital economy grew faster than
any other market, at an annual rate of almost 17%.2
China’s digital platforms are characterized by government controls and convergence
ambitions—in which Beijing seeks to integrate digital technologies, content, and networks across its
platforms, at least for state purposes—making them potential powerful challengers to the current

1
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October 2020.
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global system.3 China’s statist approach to digital competition and technology is diametrically
opposed to deliberations and efforts by other governments that have sought to use antitrust
authorities and other regulatory approaches to encourage innovation and competition. Similarly,
China’s approach to developing new technologies, such as blockchain, appears antithetical to
many corporate efforts outside China that are creating digital networks that promote anonymity
and seek to avert government oversight. In contrast, China’s approach to antitrust and technology
development seeks to enhance state control in the name of privacy. Recent measures enhance the
state’s access to digital platforms and their underlying technologies so that it can surveil, control,
and leverage the data from these networks. China is encouraging horizontal integration across
platforms, as in the case of “super apps,” as well as integration of their data into a broadly relevant
and usable architecture, as in the case of its national social credit system. This enhances the
scope of data that China’s platforms are able to collect and leverage, making them more valuable
and competitive. This can also provide a more interconnected experience for users, making the
platforms more attractive. At the same time, it may secure state monopolistic control over the
digital platform environment.
U.S. digital platforms currently have a global leadership position with commensurate network
and lock-in effects that enhance their market position. However, as this chapter details, China’s
approach to developing and exporting digital platforms may allow its platforms to gain ground and
potentially unseat U.S. leadership. China’s digital strategy leverages one-sided market protections
and access. Its leading digital platforms—such as Alibaba, Tencent, JD.com, DiDi, and TikTok—
have a significant global market share as a result of their dominant position in China’s massive
domestic market. These Chinese digital platforms are now gaining footholds offshore through
a range of strategies that include the use of mobile apps and foreign investments. They leverage
China’s overseas digital infrastructure but also use foreign digital infrastructure, at least initially,
to break into new markets. Additionally, through innovation and industrial digital platforms,
China is obtaining the foreign technology capabilities it needs to develop its own technology
ecosystem that the Chinese government seeks to leverage to support its digital platforms over
time. While initially a latecomer to the platform revolution, China is now seeking a first-mover
advantage in the adoption and deployment of new emerging technologies, such as blockchain, and
may benefit from state support of its digital platforms as well as broader digitization trends in
China and global markets—seeking to digitize information, goods, services, labor, trade, currency,
finance, manufacturing, health, and personal identity—that are disrupting traditional markets
and facilitating new entrants such as China.
This chapter provides an overview of China’s digital objectives and explores how digital
platforms advance these broader goals, with particular attention to issues of state control and the
potential for platform integration. The chapter surveys China’s digital platforms, detailing the
different types of platforms and approaches to development and global expansion. It also examines
how China’s development and deployment of a national blockchain technology is contrary to
foreign corporate efforts outside China, and how China’s digital platforms are distorting concepts
of what it means to be open. Finally, the chapter discusses specific case studies of trade, financial,
power, and industrial platforms as examples of digital platforms that are advancing China’s Digital
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Silk Road goals. This chapter aims to raise issues for consideration and is not designed to be a
comprehensive overview of the sector.

An Overview of Digital Platforms
Definitions of digital platforms vary, but they are generally understood to be internet-connected
and software-based digital spaces that facilitate the exchange of information and the creation of
value through the online interactions of businesses and individuals.4 Digital platforms aim to
provide value by offering a digital place to exchange goods, services, and information. They offer
points of connection, exchange, and control.5 China is developing and deploying several types of
these digital platforms.
Transaction platforms. These are the most common in China’s emerging ecosystem and include
trade, e-commerce, and payment systems. Alibaba, Tencent, and JD.com are prominent examples
of China’s national champions operating in these areas.
Information platforms. While all platforms provide information, these platforms focus on the
dissemination of information through private messaging, social media, and news services. China
has an estimated one billion social media users. Top firms in this space are Tencent’s WeChat
(closed voice and text messaging service with additional features including gaming, shopping, and
fintech), Sina Weibo (microblogging), and ByteDance’s Douyin (the domestic version of TikTok’s
short video service).6 Some Chinese firms engage in digital news content and aggregation.
ByteDance’s Toutiao and Newsbreak are examples of Chinese digital news aggregators that operate
in the United States.7
Super apps. These multipurpose platforms integrate numerous transaction and information
functions described above. A great deal of China’s digital economy flows through a few of these
mobile apps operated by China’s national technology champions.8 Tencent’s WeChat, for example,
offers integrated services in communications, social media, digital content (e.g., games, books,
news, and music), payment services (e.g., WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet), and tools (e.g., email and
browsing software).9
Industrial platforms. These platforms share manufacturing-related technology and expertise
and aim to upgrade industry through Internet of Things (IoT) applications. They advance China’s
industrial policy goals in advanced manufacturing, and many operate through partnerships with
leaders in advanced manufacturing such as Germany, facilitating technology transfer and crossborder training for Chinese firms. Examples of these industrial platforms include China Aerospace
Science and Industry Corporation’s INDICS and Haier’s COSMOPlat.
Innovation platforms. These platforms support open-source technology collaboration
across national borders in software and hardware. While many Chinese firms use Microsoft’s
GitHub, the Chinese government is sponsoring the development of domestic competitor Gitee.
4
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In biotechnology, China’s BGI Group has developed a platform to conduct cross-border genetic
testing; China’s WuXi AppTec operates a platform that conducts cross-border drug development.
Infrastructure platforms. These platforms use a robust toolkit of sensors and other surveillance
technologies to collect and aggregate complex datasets that support a range of applications
enabling the construction and operation of digital infrastructure that includes e-government
and public services. China’s digital platforms in this area include its operation of supporting
services for smart cities and State Grid’s domestic grid platform, as well as global ambitions for an
interconnected smart power grid.
Enterprise and industry software systems. These large-scale software applications support
corporate and industry operations that include business processes, supply chains, information
flows, reporting, and data analytics. While many systems focus on facilitating a company’s
internal processes, they interact with external consumer information and services and can also
be considered as digital platforms. A prominent example of a PRC firm operating in this area
is China’s state-tied Shiji Group, which operates back-office software systems for the hospitality
industry. After President Donald Trump blocked Shiji’s bid to acquire StayNTouch in March 2020,
the company expanded its U.S. operations to sell its information systems software directly to
hotels.10 According to Shiji, over 56% of all hotels in the United States now use its technology in
their stack.11 In another example, Alibaba operates a back-office payment system for Walgreens in
the United States through a joint venture structure.12

China’s Platform Objectives
China is developing digital platforms to promote Chinese technology and economic
competitiveness, enhance political and social controls, and challenge current global trade,
technology, energy, information, and financial networks by creating alternatives that it controls.
There is a disruptive element to these efforts, along two main axes. First, digital platforms are by
nature disruptive to established businesses and sectors. These platforms are changing the rules of
the game and allowing new entrants to break in and expand quickly. Second, China’s efforts are
also disruptive in that they seek to overtake the existing digital, and broader global, architecture,
which is led by a liberal system and based on values of free and open access to information.
Instead, Beijing seeks to create alternative global digital platforms and related architecture that are
centered on and controlled by China.
Digital platforms support Chinese government technology-enhanced forms of control,
including censorship, surveillance, and propaganda. Domestically, for example, Chinese
technology firms have developed e-government platforms, smart cities, and robust surveillance
networks to censor content as well as surveil and control the Uighur people. Internationally,
Chinese firms are exporting these digital tools and models in their development of sensitive digital
infrastructure and platforms in other countries.13 These surveillance, censorship, and propaganda
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risks—as well as the larger challenge of China’s export of digital platforms—are particularly acute
because of the degree of Chinese government control over its platforms. Under China’s digital
sovereignty model, foreign participation in the country’s internet- and software-tied systems is
restricted, and the system is firewalled to networks outside China, closely monitored, censored,
and leveraged for propaganda and surveillance purposes. The Chinese government has also
tightened the ability to use workarounds such as VPNs.14
Since 2007, the Chinese government has implemented a series of laws, regulations, and measures
that enhance its controls over hardware, software, and technology services, including digital
platforms. China still depends on certain foreign technology, hardware, and software to operate its
platforms—including sensors, semiconductors, and high-end programmable logic controllers—
but its industrial policies condition foreign market participation to ensure that China controls
the underlying technology and learns how it works so as to “digest, absorb, and re-innovate” this
capability.15 China has also enacted a series of national economic security measures since 2014
that strengthen the state’s control over digital platforms and economic activity more broadly. Its
2017 Cybersecurity Law codifies broad governmental powers to control and restrict internet and
digital platform activity. Since 2020, the Chinese government has strengthened its control over
data, algorithms, and digital platform operations. China’s new data security law restricts crossborder data transfers, and the new personal information privacy law enhances the state’s authority
over the collection and use of data.16
The Chinese state maintains an array of points of control over China’s digital platforms
that operate domestically and overseas, including digital architecture, hardware, and software
designed, built, and operated by China. Software-based algorithms are typically developed
and controlled in China; trusted Chinese companies and PRC nationals give the state potential
touchpoints over Chinese companies’ overseas digital operations as well. While they also have
their own commercial interests, Chinese technology firms and the digital platforms they develop
and operate are closely tied to the Chinese state. They benefit from state direction and policy and
financial support, as well as from China’s foreign policy that promotes their expansion by aligning
with UN programs and negotiating government agreements for overseas projects. They are also
subject to state lines of control, which can include the government, the party, and the military.

China’s Platform Development and Overseas Expansion
China’s platform ambitions are evident in its industrial and technology planning. Its 14th FiveYear Plan (2021–25) emphasizes the importance of China’s role in setting international rules and
standards, particularly in digital and financial trade.17 Toward this goal, many of China’s digital
platform efforts are structured or supported by organizations that brand themselves as nonprofit
even though they are state-tied and state-interested. This allows China to advocate its views with
14
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foreign academic, corporate, technical, and government stakeholders in softer ways than direct
government advocacy. Use of these types of organizations also allows the Chinese government to
downplay its role in academic research, industry associations, and standard setting, both in China
and in overseas organizations (see the case study in the Appendix for more information).
Domestically, the Chinese government has sought to develop indigenous and secure internetand software-tied digital systems since its 9th Five-Year Plan (1996–2000). China’s Internet Plus
strategy, released in 2015, established its plans to promote the digital economy as a new driver of
economic growth and innovation that would make Chinese firms competitive by tying industries,
innovation, and economic activity to the internet and information technology applications
such as big data, cloud computing, and the IoT.18 Government policies have incentivized digital
platform projects in healthcare, transportation, education, finance, logistics, environment,
physical tracking, e-government, and credit ratings.19 Chinese policies also emphasize—as is
discussed in other chapters of this report—the systems that make up the larger ecosystem in
which platforms exist and on which they depend. The Chinese government is prioritizing the
development of China’s digital economy and related strategic technologies in its 14th Five-Year
Plan.20 This includes digital infrastructure: China has committed $1.4 trillion over the next five
years to digital infrastructure, including in 5G and 6G, smart cities, and IoT applications for
manufacturing.21 China’s ecosystem approach also prioritizes autonomous value chains: longstanding industrial policies support the country’s digital strategy in seeking to develop the full
value chain of its technological capabilities.22 Chinese digital policies outline intentions for China
to own and control the intellectual property and standards in global technology value chains as
part of broader efforts to gain a leadership position.23
Globally, China’s plans call for the development of China-controlled digital infrastructure
in overseas markets. The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and related Digital Silk Road initiatives
seek to expand China’s digital trade, build Chinese information and communications networks,
and deepen global digital connectivity that is China-centered and -controlled.24 China’s digital
platforms both advance and build off this global construction of digital infrastructure, including
transnational land and submarine cable networks, fiber-optic cables, satellite navigation networks
(BeiDou), data centers, and related cloud services. Southeast Asia has been a key initial focus in
China’s efforts to build digital platforms outside its borders. Internet Plus incentivized BRI digital
projects, with a focus on a China-ASEAN digital hub.25 In 2014 the State Council approved a
state digital platform hosted by China-ASEAN Harbor Information Co. to promote Chinese
digital infrastructure and platforms in South and Southeast Asia as part of the Digital Silk Road.
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The firms’ projects include surveying and mapping, smart cities, smart harbors, intermodal
systems, medical imaging, and trade settlement.26
China’s competitive approach to developing and exporting digital platforms is evident in its
incubation of domestic champions, as well as the methods these champions are now using to make
international inroads. Until 2012, Chinese technology firms generally pursued a copycat strategy
in which they created digital platforms for Chinese users that mimicked leading U.S. digital
platforms. Alibaba began in 1999 as a competitor to Amazon, and in 2003 it developed Alipay as
a competitor to PayPal. Baidu started as a competitor to Google in search engine and mapping
services and developed a competitor video and movie service (iQIYI) and Chinese version of
Wikipedia (Baike). Sina Weibo began as a challenger to Twitter. In 2011, Tencent launched WeChat
to challenge Facebook’s WhatsApp. In 2012, ByteDance began as a news aggregator, Toutiao,
which used an algorithm the company refined in 2016 to launch a short video business, Douyin
(the domestic version of TikTok), to challenge Facebook and YouTube.
Once these competitor domestic platforms are established, the Chinese government has
consistently proceeded to restrict—or push out of its markets—the foreign digital platforms that
were copied and with which the copycat Chinese versions seek to compete internationally. This
has played out for Amazon, Google, Facebook, Yahoo, Uber, and, more recently, LinkedIn. This is
evidence of China’s domestic market protections granting its platforms asymmetric advantage in
competing for global market share: Chinese firms are able to grow in the protected, insulated, and
government-bolstered Chinese market with little international competition and the advantages
of building a globally significant position by leveraging China’s enormous domestic user base.
China’s market matters to global digital competition, and preferential access for domestic firms
coupled with restrictions for foreign competitors creates certain advantages and disadvantages
globally. Due to the size of China’s market and its focus on mobile networks and digitalization, in
absolute terms China’s domestic market represents around 40% of global e-commerce.27 It has an
estimated 1.3 billion mobile internet users and is a top global market for mobile payments. China’s
digital economy has grown faster than any other market, at an annual rate of almost 17% between
2015 and 2020.28 Foreign markets for the most part remain open to China’s digital platforms,
including related infrastructure such as data centers and cloud services. This asymmetry has
allowed Chinese firms to develop within China in a protected market and then expand globally,
while U.S. digital platforms are kept out of the world’s largest and fastest-growing market.
China’s strategy relies not only on domestic market protections but also on removing other
countries’ market barriers. Beijing’s trade policies press foreign countries to lower barriers of entry
not only to China but also to one another. This creates the potential for China’s platforms to expand
across national boundaries. Moreover, BRI leverages the provision of digital infrastructure and
systems, as well as preferential financing, to bypass normal trade liberalization reciprocity rules
and allow China to expand in foreign markets without having to open its own market in return.
This approach has been attractive for some governments. Most have not pressed China for any
quid pro quo in return for this market access. China’s major trading partners—including many
that have competitive technologies and platforms at stake—for the most part have not imposed
26
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requirements in their domestic markets or negotiated rules to require reciprocity in third markets.
Further, platform services operate in a gray regulatory environment in which they are disrupting
and allowing Chinese participation not only in digital markets but by extension in some of the
otherwise most highly regulated industries such as banking, insurance, health, and media.
Today, China’s digital platforms are expanding offshore through a combination of approaches
that include the use of foreign operating systems and cloud services, the development and use
of digital infrastructure that Chinese firms have created overseas, and acquisitions of and
partnerships with foreign companies. Many social media and super apps, such as TikTok and
WeChat, use a model that allows their platforms to reside within operating systems on mobile
phones, such as Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android.29 This model creates a low-cost way for Chinese
platforms to provide cross-border digital services without a heavy initial investment in supporting
infrastructure. As their platforms’ use and reach expand, these firms then seek to operate their
own data centers and cloud services overseas. Alibaba, Huawei, and Tencent are examples of
platform providers that have rapidly expanded their global cloud services.30
Some Chinese firms elect, at least for now, to use foreign cloud services and platforms to operate
overseas. Baidu’s autonomous driving platform, Apollo, is based on open-source Android software
and operates on Microsoft’s Azure Cloud. This allows Baidu to offer support to over 95 partners
(including foreign auto firms) and test Apollo applications overseas, including test-driving in
California. The Apollo platform provides data and code that allow Baidu’s partners to develop
applications.31 Many of China’s industrial and innovation platforms use foreign platforms, such as
Microsoft’s GitHub, for cross-border technology transfer and collaboration.
Alibaba, Huawei, Dahua, and ZTE are among the Chinese firms building integrated digital
architecture and platforms through smart-city deployments in China and overseas. These collect,
integrate, analyze, and apply data from a city’s operations and management systems to run digital
platforms for government services, utilities, energy, transportation, health, and security. These
systems use cameras, sensors, radio frequency identification, satellite positioning, card readers,
video capturing devices, and data aggregation that in turn feed surveillance systems, artificial
intelligence, and cloud computing. To function, these systems have touchpoints to foreign
physical, transportation, utility, and other critical infrastructure.32 Chinese digital platforms can
also leverage digital architecture that other Chinese firms have put in place. Huawei, for example,
is building overseas data centers and cloud services for other Chinese firms, such as State Grid.33
Chinese digital platforms are also expanding overseas through foreign partnerships and
investments. Acquisitions of foreign firms have helped China acquire a range of technological
capabilities relevant to platform development, including computer architecture, semiconductors,
sensors, data and data analytics, biotechnology, and related areas such as genetics and biometrics.
BGI Group, for example, acquired its DNA-sequencing capabilities through a 2012 acquisition of
U.S.-headquartered Complete Genomics.34 Also, in a two-part deal that began in 2015, the Chinese
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government acquired U.S.-headquartered OmniVision, the world’s third-largest image sensor
provider.35
Foreign acquisitions and partnerships have also allowed Chinese platforms to gain overseas
market footholds, in some instances skirting the need for licenses and gaining expertise and
insights. Tencent has developed its global gaming network largely through investments in foreign
gaming firms, including Supercell and Epic Games.36 Its investments in mobile payment app
Lydia and neobank Qonto allowed it to enter the European financial market without a license.37
Similarly, it entered Latin America through a joint investment with SoftBank in the Argentinaheadquartered fintech company Uala.38 Pharmaceutical technology company WuXi AppTec has
used acquisitions to build a U.S. and European presence.39 ByteDance’s acquisition of Musical.ly
in November 2017 allowed TikTok to immediately add an estimated 80 million U.S. users to its
platform.40 In 2019, TikTok was the most downloaded app in Apple’s store. It has been downloaded
more than 1 billion times, operates in over 150 countries, and has become China’s fastest-growing
digital platform.41 In Russia, Alibaba’s AliExpress created a joint venture with MegaFun, Mail.ru,
and Russia’s sovereign wealth fund. Alibaba has acquired Trendyol (Turkey), Daraz (Pakistan),
and Lazada (Singapore) and invested in other firms in India and Indonesia.42 It is the largest
shareholder in India’s leading mobile payment firm, Paytm, and the Philippines’ Mynt. Chinese
digital platforms are also expanding through shareholding in foreign platforms. Tencent is one of
the largest shareholders of Snap, the parent of Snapchat.43 Since 2019, Snap has expanded into areas
of interest to Tencent, such as gaming, e-commerce, and mini apps.44

Convergence
The Chinese government appears to be seeking technological, content, and network
convergence across its digital platforms, in terms of both their outward-facing operations and
the state’s access to their back-end operations and data resources. These forms of convergence are
distinct to Chinese platforms because of the state’s overarching role and interests. Convergence
aligns with and fuels centralized government control over platforms and their information. It may
also make China’s platforms uniquely competitive and powerful. In particular, it increases the
scope of data that they can collect, leverage, and disseminate—and may gain additional traction
and capabilities because of how it offers users a more seamless and integrated experience across a
range of functions and applications.
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Smart cities offer an example of a Chinese digital system that already integrates a wide range of
Chinese infrastructure, technologies, functionality, and data. China’s super apps now combine a
wide array of integrated services and data. Similarly, China’s Integrated Joint Operations Platform
for controlling the Uighur population integrates a variety of digital tools and aggregates, analyzes,
and acts on a wide range of datasets to surveil.45 Some analysts see China’s social credit system as
being stove-piped across applications, but a common identifier or national digital overlay could
align systems and functions. More broadly, common identifiers used across platforms or that
are identifiable to operators across platforms could facilitate convergence. In 2018, for example,
the Chinese government integrated the national ID card with Tencent’s QR code and is now
leveraging Tencent facial recognition technology to enforce its rules restricting minors’ access to
gaming domestically.46 In 2020 the Chinese government leveraged and nationalized the Alipay
Health Code app—a digital platform originally developed by Ant Financial for the Hangzhou
government—to evaluate health status and monitor and control the movement of people during
the Covid-19 pandemic.47
China’s requirements that platform users use their real identification, along with the growing
centralization of personal information on digital platforms, could further enable the aggregation
of data and development of rich and sophisticated profiles of users across platforms, for both
the operators and the Chinese state. China’s growing use of facial recognition and biometrics
and advances in biological applications provide a way to further refine identification and
surveillance capabilities across digital platforms. There is evidence that similar practices are being
implemented abroad as Chinese digital platforms expand in overseas markets—thus giving the
Chinese government greater access to foreign data, influence over external digital environments,
and heightened ability to surveil foreign populations. This use of both private and state-owned
companies to increase Chinese influence and control over international digital ecosystems is a
core pillar of Beijing’s digital strategy.
China’s plans for its digital currency and a globally connected power grid seek to overlay new
digital technologies and platforms on existing networks. Digital infrastructure and common
technical standards—both goals of the Digital Silk Road—can facilitate interoperability (as is
discussed in chapter 3). China is advocating for civilian-military interoperability in its MilitaryCivil Fusion program and its China Standards 2035 development plan.48 As discussed in chapter 1,
China’s development of smart cities, ports, rail, and telecommunications networks overseas creates
intermodal and potentially interoperable digital infrastructure on which it can develop services.49
Cross-shareholding among Chinese technology firms in domestic and foreign digital platforms, as
well as large firms in other industries that themselves handle sizeable amounts of data, could also
facilitate convergence.
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China’s recent actions against its technology champions appear aimed at state centralization
and convergence.50 Measures since 2020 related to antitrust, privacy, and data appear designed
to ensure that the state has access to its digital platforms and that these platforms open their
proprietary services to one another to facilitate innovation and development of the sector. China
may continue to leverage these companies’ digital platforms for its own purposes by asserting
stronger controls and reining in or directing certain activity. The government’s overlay of new
applications such as digital currency could crowd out the current e-wallet leadership of China’s
super apps, or it might be a measure to capture these platforms and align services.

China’s Use of Blockchain Technologies in Digital Platforms
China’s emphasis on centralization and expanding and enhancing state control over digital
activity is also evident in its efforts to exert control over the development of emerging technologies
like blockchain, as well as the platforms for their use. The 14th Five-Year Plan prioritizes the
development and deployment of blockchain technology for initial applications in financial
payments, supply chain management, and e-governance. These plans build on Chinese leader Xi
Jinping’s statement in October 2019 at a Politburo study session that blockchain would provide an
“important breakthrough point for indigenous innovation in core technologies.”51 Xi also called
for a security guarantee system that would be adapted to the technology that guides developers
and platform operators to implement “security responsibilities.”52 In 2020 the Chinese government
launched two national projects—the Blockchain-based Service Network (BSN) and the Xinghuo
Blockchain Infrastructure and Facility (BIF)—to direct and support the development of globally
connected data centers that operate through a Chinese government–controlled network.53 The
Hainan Free Trade Zone is China’s first blockchain pilot zone. In a nod to state priorities, its plan
is called Secure, Sharing, Compliance+ (SSC+).54 At a Hainan trade forum in December 2019,
participating countries signed a digital agreement with blockchain provisions.55
Internationally, many companies are developing and deploying blockchain technologies in
applications that promote decentralization and anonymity and attempt to circumvent government
oversight. China, in contrast, is developing blockchain capabilities to strengthen the state’s control
of digital platforms and the information that passes through these networks. In addition to
developing the government’s own capabilities, it is also detecting and shutting down unauthorized
operators.56 The China Academy of Information and Communications Technology (CAICT)—an
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institute under China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT)—is developing
the blockchain technology that Chinese companies are using in their platforms.57 China is
aiming to issue a national blockchain standard in 2022. In support of this goal, in July 2020 the
International Telecommunications Union Study Group Sixteen, chaired by a representative from
Huawei, accepted China’s proposal for a framework blockchain standard project.58
China’s real-identity requirements further strengthen the government’s capabilities in
blockchain. Red Date Technology, the Hong Kong–based technical engineer for BSN, can
reportedly censor or delete blockchain users or networks due to a permission service that
obligates users to identify themselves to the BSN operator.59 BSN uses “public city nodes” that
operate through data and cloud services that have installed its software and are linked to the BSN
network.60 BSN says it has 100 domestic and 7 global nodes—including in Paris, Sydney, and
Tokyo—and aims to create an additional 150 domestically and 50 overseas.61
The Chinese government is leveraging access to foreign expertise to develop and deploy
national blockchain technologies in digital platforms that will operate outside China. The
University College Oxford Blockchain Research Centre directs the Oxford-Hainan Blockchain
Institute in Hainan and the Chieftin Lab (China-Europe FinTech Innovation) in Shenzhen. In
October 2021, MYEG Services Berhad—Malaysia’s e-government service provider—announced
an agreement with CAICT and its Industrial Internet and IoT Research Institute to expand
China’s Xinghuo BIF by introducing backbone nodes (machines running with relevant software)
under the Zetrix brand.62

Open Platforms with Chinese Characteristics
China’s digital platforms emphasize that they are open platforms, but they have key
characteristics that challenge concepts of what it means to be open, including the role of the state
and asymmetries in openness. These platforms are open only to the extent that Chinese firms are
engaging in national technology development, trying to obtain certain foreign firm capabilities, or
seeking to work around restrictions on some of China’s leading technology firms, such as Huawei.
China is not only leveraging foreign open platforms but also developing competitive alternatives.
Domestically, the Chinese government has promoted open platforms among its domestic
technology firms to encourage information sharing in the development of national technologies.
Recent Chinese government regulation of its major technology firms, including Alibaba, aims to
ensure that national champions do not develop technology competencies that are walled off from
each other and the state. Relatedly, China is advancing interoperability and common infrastructure
and standards that, while often used in global markets to promote commercial development, could
enhance state controls by integrating platform operations and aggregating data analytics.
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The Chinese government’s industrial plans for information technology and software
development promote the use of open-source technology and its global community of expertise
to advance innovation within an “open, collaborative, and international ecosystem.”63 In July
2020, however, MIIT indicated that it would promote Gitee as an independent open-source digital
platform for China.64 While Gitee’s current level of activity is small in comparison to GitHub (the
largest global code repository, with more than 40 million users and 206 million code repositories),
China may value Gitee as an innovation digital platform it controls and as a possible future, Chinacentered competitor to GitHub. In the meantime, Gitee also allows China to hedge and potentially
counter U.S. technology restrictions. For example, Huawei is hosting its operating system,
HarmonyOS, on Gitee in an effort to expand globally despite U.S. export controls. In September
2021, China’s OpenAtom Foundation—a Chinese alternative to the Linux Foundation—signed
a strategic agreement with the Eclipse Foundation to host Huawei’s HarmonyOS in Europe.65
Greater regional or global acceptance of a Chinese operating system could allow Chinese firms
like Huawei a way to expand digital platforms through apps on their own operating systems.
The attempt to brand China’s digital platforms as open obfuscates the ways in which China’s
digital systems are closed to foreign digital competition and subject to state control. Chinese digital
platforms’ business strategies depend on other markets remaining open to them and reducing
barriers in these markets to China and to one another. At the government level, China is focused
on reducing other countries’ barriers to China while keeping its own market closed. Moreover,
the Chinese government is distorting concepts and practices in U.S. technology frameworks and
business models for open collaboration and commercial competition. In innovation platforms,
China is leveraging the openness of foreign research, technology, and commercial markets to
obtain and develop the capabilities it needs to develop domestic competitors that aim to displace
these leading experts and companies. Open-source technology models are based on principles of
reciprocal openness and transparency that seek collaboration among academic and commercial
actors.66 China’s business model, by contrast, is more top-down, being protected and controlled
by the state. It emphasizes vertical integration and control of entire value chains and does not
reciprocate foreign technology and market openness, including in areas where digital platforms
are generating commercialized technologies. China’s participants and operators of these digital
platforms are state-tied. Its platforms may appear to be open, but that openness tends to be limited
to areas where China seeks to obtain certain foreign expertise.
These digital platforms leverage Western concepts of open research to provide China a
countermeasure to technology controls imposed by the United States, as well as by Europe and
Japan, to gain the computer architecture, software, and hardware technologies and capabilities it
needs from the outside to develop its own “indigenous capabilities.”67 These platforms exchange
technologies and know-how that many governments consider sensitive with PRC institutes and
companies of potential concern. While this type of exchange would otherwise be regulated
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through government tools such as export controls, advanced technology collaboration on opensource technology platforms has not been restricted to date. Similarly, there has been little
discussion among policymakers about whether current controls should be applied or whether new
approaches are needed.68

Conclusion
Data is increasingly the underlying source of value in economic and geopolitical activity.
The ability to access, analyze, leverage, and control data in a variety of interrelated and complex
applications is increasingly powerful in the global economy, particularly for those commercial
or state actors able to achieve dominant positions across sectors and domains. China’s interest
in data and understanding of its importance and sensitivity are well documented. CAICT
assesses that data has become a “key factor in production,” and that a “new digital technologyeconomic paradigm” is taking shape.69 Defensively, China’s policies restrict foreign access to its
digital market and increasingly curtail the ability of foreign firms to collect or leverage data from
China. Offensively, China’s cybertheft and foreign acquisitions target industrial, government, and
personal datasets and capabilities.
In the absence of national-level restrictions or global rules, China is moving quickly to establish
its digital platforms. It is capitalizing on an ability to restrict digital infrastructure and platforms
in China without consequences while its firms expand overseas in these areas. Chinese digital
platforms have not faced antitrust actions and benefit from policy stasis in other countries on
whether or how to consider the potential risks that China’s digital platforms may pose. These
potential risks include how China might use its unfair market practices to gain a global leadership
role in digital platforms over time, as well as the role of the Chinese state in its platforms. These
digital platforms are also breaking into sensitive and otherwise highly regulated foreign markets
that are considered critical infrastructure, including finance, health, media, public utilities,
telecommunications, and government services.
The growing global role of China’s digital platforms offers the country increasingly powerful
and complex capabilities to leverage global networks and data. To date, attention has focused on
how China’s digital platforms give it potential access to sensitive personal data internationally.
But this is just the tip of the iceberg. China could also use these platforms to leverage and shape
industrial, commercial, financial, and trading data. Control of digital platforms also allows an
operator to deny, manipulate, and propagate information.
The international system has yet to respond to the growth and expansion of China’s digital
platforms and the challenges that they may pose to both national governments and the broader
global system. Some Chinese firms are developing bifurcated digital platforms to separate
aspects of their China and global businesses. In some cases, this is a response to China’s digital
sovereignty policies; in others, it is a response to foreign governments’ defensive requirements
that Chinese digital platforms establish a separate legal entity and data centers. However, such
defensive measures leave outstanding questions about the extent to which the Chinese state may
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still have touchpoints and access, even over “firewalled” platforms.70 Most international policy
tools leveraged thus far to protect against China’s digital platforms and the information superiority
they might provide the Chinese government are tactical in nature and consider risks on a case-bycase basis. This approach may not appreciate the potential strategic economic, geopolitical, and
national security challenges that the expansion of China’s digital platforms might pose to other
countries and the integrity of broader global digital architecture. In addition, these defensive tools
are subject to the asymmetric pressures and constituencies that China’s market protections have
created. For example, TikTok and WeChat are major Chinese platforms uniquely able to operate in
both China and the United States. The Trump administration’s efforts to ban TikTok and WeChat
from the U.S. market due to national security concerns faced pushback in part because of how
such a restriction might curtail cross-border communication options. These arguments ignore the
underlying reasons why Chinese firms have a unique ability to serve both markets, potentially
rewarding Chinese government protectionist policies as a fait accompli.
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APPENDIX: CASE STUDY OF HOW DIGITAL PLATFORMS
EXPAND BEIJING’S INFLUENCE ABROAD

T

he PRC is using a wide array of tactics—many of which are being implemented as components
of its Belt and Road Initiative and corresponding Digital Silk Road—to facilitate the
proliferation of Chinese digital platforms abroad. In doing so, the Chinese government is
working to secure greater access to global data, increase its control over information flows
in third countries, shape the emerging digital ecosystems in developing countries, and ultimately
exert greater influence over the global digital domain. There is a close relationship between
China’s agreements with other governments and the ways in which Chinese digital platforms are
developing under these agreements in foreign countries. In many cases, Chinese platforms are
formally structured as nonprofits or consortia. But these digital platforms are state-directed and
-supported efforts. China’s ability to access, assess, and act on data collected across global trade,
currency, energy, and manufacturing platforms could give the state unparalleled influence because
of how it could access data across platforms, either in a direct and open way or through back-office
convergence. Chinese corporate investments overseas support the development of these digital
platforms through the infrastructure and influence in corporate constituencies they are building
in key functional areas. This platform expansion is also supported by Chinese government trade
policies and government-to-government agreements that seek to reduce global trade barriers to
China while its barriers remain intact.
China’s platform ambitions are evident in a host of different industries and domains of
interaction. In trade, Alibaba’s eWTP (electronic World Trade Platform) is leading the Chinese
government’s efforts to create digital trade zones with partner countries and working to build
out China’s global logistics capabilities to support this platform. These efforts are shaping the
architecture for digital trade. The Chinese government is also launching a digital currency and
related platform to diversify away from its dependence on the U.S. dollar and promote alternative
payment systems with other countries. It has reined in nonstate bitcoin operators and super app
payment systems in order to bolster its state-controlled payment currency and emerging platforms.
While Alibaba and Tencent are partners in the digital currency, the Chinese government is
overlaying its own system and controls in its use of their digital platforms. In energy, the Chinese
government is using a State Grid–affiliated research institute to advocate and develop institutional
ties to promote global cross-border energy connectivity through a Chinese digital platform.
This effort benefits from China’s investments in renewable energy and power businesses in other
countries. And in manufacturing, in order to enable the advanced manufacturing goals outlined in
industrial policies such as Made in China 2025, China’s digital industrial platforms are partnered
with advanced manufacturing leaders in Germany to gain competencies.
China’s digital platform strategy puts the country in a unique global position in which it benefits
from access to both international and China-controlled digital platforms and related infrastructure
while also maintaining barriers to overseas competition. This position could allow China a tutelary
period in which its platforms can develop and mature in a protected environment while also
learning from foreign systems. Unique access to both global and Chinese digital platforms allows
China distinctive advantages to have greater visibility, control, and operational flexibility across
these platforms. This unique dual access could position China not only to work around global
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restrictions but also to be able to gain commercial, geopolitical, or military advantages by taking
down a global platform while its own platform remains operable.
China’s digital platforms aim to shape new emerging pathways for commerce, manufacturing,
and innovation. These platforms realize the Chinese government’s goals of shaping, controlling,
and leveraging this emerging information architecture and the data generated from these networks.
The examples that follow provide some details about the digital platforms China is developing
and how they are evolving domestically and overseas. In each instance, while Chinese firms have
the lead in developing these digital platforms, the platforms are advancing key government policy
goals and enjoy government support.

Trade: Alibaba’s eWTP
Alibaba’s eWTP supports the Chinese government’s larger efforts to establish a global
leadership position for China in digital trade. The platform is branded as an NGO but has strong
ties to the Chinese government and aligns with Alibaba’s global logistics ambitions. The Chinese
government initially proposed the concept for eWTP at the 2016 G-20 Leaders’ Summit held in
Hangzhou. Since then, the platform has expanded through a combination of government and
company agreements and Chinese government domestic policies that have established digital
free trade zones (FTZs). In April 2020 the Chinese government created the Yiwu Comprehensive
Bonded Zone and Digital Customs Clearance Port, where eWTP operates. In September 2020 and
September 2021 the State Council issued plans to create and expand pilot digital export zones,
including in Beijing, Anhui, Hunan, and Zhejiang.71 The Zhejiang FTZ plans promote the global
role of eWTP and Zhejiang’s role as one of two national agriculture and energy stockpiling bases.
Plans include a soybean import pilot, the development of the Zhoushan port, and cross-border
renminbi settlement.72
China and Malaysia’s 2017 BRI memorandum of understanding paved the way for a digital
FTZ between the two countries, and that same year Alibaba and the Malaysia Digital Economy
Corporation (MDEC) launched the Malaysia Digital FTZ.73 The zone includes a fulfillment hub
and an e-commerce platform that leverages Alibaba’s OneTouch e-services platform and Alibabacontrolled Lazada’s e-commerce operations.74 The deal builds on an existing e-trade program
between Alibaba and MDEC that was created in 2014 to defray the costs of firms that used
Alibaba’s e-Trade Global Supplier Package.75 Ahead of the October 2021 G-20 Leaders’ Summit, Xi
Jinping announced China’s intent to join the Digital Economy Partnership Agreement (DEPA), an
agreement launched by Singapore, New Zealand, and Chile. If China is allowed to join, the DEPA
could allow it to promote eWTP and digital trade without having to make commitments—the
agreement focuses on best practices and cooperation frameworks.76
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Alibaba’s eWTP seeks to expand China’s digital networks in global trade, tourism, training,
and technology. The platform aims to create a single ecosystem for logistics firms and provides
certified logistics (e.g., labeling and parcel tracking), e-trading (e.g., customs clearance), and
financing and payments (e.g., foreign exchange conversion and tax). It currently focuses on digital
trade between China and Europe, Southeast Asia, and Africa through agreements with foreign
airport authorities that have established six Alibaba warehousing facilities, or e-hubs, including in
Belgium, Malaysia, Ethiopia, and Rwanda. The platform has an import hub in Hangzhou (where
Alibaba is headquartered) and an export hub in Yiwu in Zhejiang Province. In addition, the
platform currently has over 3,000 logistics partners, including the top 15 distribution firms in
China and 100 firms operating globally. The platform promotes Alibaba’s services, including its
logistics firm Cainiao (China Smart Logistics Network, Ltd.), and participating e-hubs connect
through Alibaba’s OneTouch supply-chain management digital platform. Alibaba almost certainly
gains data and insights from the manufacturing and logistics firms that use its platform. The
platform also is poised to leverage China’s expansion of transportation links, including rail and air
cargo, between China and Europe and China and Southeast Asia.
Alibaba is investing in other platforms that could help it build out eWTP’s capabilities and
geographic reach, such as China’s digital freight platform, the Full Truck Alliance.77 The firm offers
industry-wide logistics support, including freight matching and pricing. The founder previously
worked as an Alibaba business-to-business executive, as did several other Full Truck Alliance
leaders. While the Full Truck Alliance is focusing on China, it plans to provide cross-border
services to BRI countries. By the end of 2020, the company had nineteen registered trademarks and
one pending trademark in other countries, including India, Russia, and Vietnam.78 The company’s
2021 initial public offering in New York has provided U.S. capital in support of this expansion.79

Fintech: The Central Bank Digital Currency
China’s central bank, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC), has been developing a digital
currency since at least 2014. This is part of an effort to establish a first-mover advantage in setting
digital currency rules and standards. At the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) Innovation
Summit in March 2021, China submitted a proposal on global digital governance that discusses
its views for standards and norms on cross-border digital transactions, risk supervision, and the
use and ownership of data. At the BIS event, the director of the Digital Currency Institute said
that China seeks to be among the first to issue a sovereign digital currency as part of efforts to
internationalize the renminbi, reduce dependence on the global U.S. dollar system, and safeguard
China’s monetary sovereignty.80
A central bank digital currency and global digital payments network could help China diversify
away from the dollar and provide workarounds to U.S. dollar–based sanctions. It also could give
China greater visibility and control of certain global financial flows.81 A digital currency platform
and related networks could allow China over time to expand the use of its digital currency across
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its other platforms, allowing it a greater role in global payments and visibility into and control
of these financial flows. As the first to market certain approaches, China also might seek to gain
advantages in standardizing the technologies and systems it is using that could in turn be adopted
by other countries. This potential for interoperability could allow China to expand the reach of its
digital currency payment platforms.
PBOC engaged in domestic and overseas trials—including in Hong Kong, Thailand, and the
United Arab Emirates—in the lead-up to the 2022 Winter Olympics as it prepares to officially
launch its digital currency.82 In 2016, PBOC established the Digital Currency Institute to lead
national efforts. PBOC has filed 80 patents related to technologies and processes for issuing
digital currencies, including interbank settlement and the integration of digital wallets and bank
accounts.83 In January 2021, it announced a joint venture (JV) with Belgium-based financial
messaging service the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT).84
The JV will build a storage center in China that will allow the PRC government to monitor and
analyze cross-border payment messaging and build a localized network in China. The JV includes
government shareholders that operate China’s cross-border renminbi payments and settlements
system for banking and nonbanking institutions.85
China may seek to align its new digital currency payment system with its other digital
platforms, such as those in trade and retail e-payments. Alibaba and Tencent are among a small
group that PBOC has entrusted to distribute its digital currency. In January 2022, Chinese Android
and Apple app stores offered a pilot digital currency “e-CNY” app that was developed by PBOC’s
Digital Currency Institute for use in trial cities and locations in China hosting the Olympics.86
While the Chinese government is seeking to leverage these firms’ platforms to launch PBOC’s
digital currency, it may impose new state overlays, controls, and players and combine certain
networks and systems.87 PBOC, for example, is including China UnionPay (CUP) in its effort in
a sign that CUP might lead business use of the currency and payment settlements.88 Similarly,
China’s national blockchain technology could be used within these digital payments, which could
allow greater interoperability and also points of visibility and control for the state.

Smart Grids: Global Energy Interconnection
The Chinese government through its national monopoly and champion, State Grid, is
promoting a global energy digital platform for cross-border data sharing and the trading and
transmission of renewable energy to supply countries’ national electric grids. In September 2015,
Xi Jinping introduced the Global Energy Interconnection proposal for China to connect (and
82
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control) power grids around the world.89 China’s plan includes both improvements to physical grid
infrastructure and, relevant for this case study, developing Chinese smart platforms to manage
these newly connected grids. The plan promotes Chinese renewable technologies and products
(wind, solar, and hydropower) and State Grid’s ultra-high voltage AC/DC hybrid-power grid
that it can overlay on traditional grids to transmit renewable energy.90 By 2050, China seeks to
operate and control one intercontinental grid, seven cross-border grids, and eighteen regional
interconnections through its digital platform.
The Chinese government argues that cross-border energy trading and grid integration are
inherently positive developments but proposes to advance these practices through its digital energy
platform with no commensurate cross-border liberalization of China’s own power sector. China’s
power sector would remain under state monopoly control with one-way cross-border digital
connectivity that would vertically integrate China’s control over cross-border power data, trade,
transmission, and connectivity. The Chinese government is advocating its digital platform concept
through a State Grid research organization, the Global Energy Interconnection and Development
Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO), that is headed by the former chairman of State Grid.
GEIDCO has offices around the world, including in New York City. The organization presents
itself as a nonprofit research institute but is controlled by State Grid and tied to the government’s
China Electric Power Research Institute (CEPRI). CEPRI oversees China’s national key labs in
energy that lead in developing relevant national technologies and standards that support State
Grid’s energy platform.91 CEPRI also oversees the development and operation of China’s domestic
digital platform for electric power allocation and trading. It is poised to play a key role in any
regional or global digital platform that GEIDCO would develop.92
GEIDCO’s first step in the development of its digital energy platform has focused on data and
research. Its global research platform, Nenglian, includes data, trading, and government and
company information. The Global Energy Connection platform includes supply/demand energy
data, global flows of technology, capital, energy, and talent and allows for data and information
sharing with the eventual goal of real-time data sharing, energy trading, and power transmission.93
To develop the platform from the technology infrastructure side, State Grid and China’s other state
monopoly in the power sector, China Southern Power Grid, are working with Huawei’s global
energy business unit to use its data and cloud services. Huawei provides these firms cloud-based
data services for their smart-grid operations in China. Huawei says it is supporting the power grids
in Qinghai Province and Shenzhen as well as 190 electric power companies worldwide, including
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state electricity operators in Saudi Arabia, Thailand, and Turkey.94 The Chinese government could
leverage ties to these power systems to advance GEIDCO’s digital power platform.
While its digital energy platform concept may seem overly ambitious and difficult to achieve,
GEIDCO could gain traction by leveraging its research on regional energy infrastructure and
systems (including in North America) to advocate as a research institute with foreign universities,
industry associations, and government partners about why cross-border liberalization is needed.
In the developed world, GEIDCO is appealing to environmental interests in clean energies and
efficiencies. In the developing world, it is working with countries that lack energy access and
may assess that current energy distribution systems are unfair. GEIDCO is also leveraging ties to
countries where China has built power infrastructure as well as China’s ties to the United Nations
and regional development banks.95 GEIDCO could influence other countries’ views of its digital
energy platform through China’s control of renewable power generation and power operator
companies in these countries, an area of significant Chinese investment.96

Manufacturing: Industrial Digital Platforms
China is prioritizing the digitalization of manufacturing and the use of the IoT to promote
advanced manufacturing in China, particularly among its state industrial firms. In most instances,
these digital platforms involve technology transfer and the sharing of foreign manufacturing
capabilities that China is seeking in its industrial policies, such as Made in China 2025. These
platforms give China access and visibility to advanced knowledge and research overseas, as well
as, if networks are not properly secured, to potential sensitive digital touchpoints into foreign
competitors’ trade secrets and proprietary manufacturing processes.
Chinese industrial policies and state subsidies promote industrial platforms, and the
government considers cross-sectoral platforms as national champions.97 The Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology (MIIT) published a three-year industrial internet action plan, first
in 2019 and again in 2021, to provide direction and incentives for the development and use of the
IoT to promote advanced manufacturing.98 The Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Shenyang Institute
of Automation hosts China’s national Key Laboratory for Networked Control Systems and leads
the development of technologies underpinning China’s intelligent manufacturing systems.99 MIIT
has created several alliances since 2016 to align government and corporate efforts in developing
94
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industrial internet platforms and related technologies, systems, and standards. These groups
include the Edge Computing Association (ECA)100 and the Alliance for the Industrial Internet
(AII).101 In 2018, the ECA signed a memorandum of understanding with the IEEE Standards
Association to codevelop edge-computing standards.102
Many of China’s industrial digital platforms rely on strategic partnerships with foreign firms
for software and cloud service support while China develops its domestic providers. Foreign
digital platforms that compete and partner with China include Microsoft’s Azure, PTC’s
ThingWorx, Siemens’ MindSphere, and SAP’s HANA Cloud Platform. Some of these foreign
platforms use Chinese cloud providers in order to operate in China.103 In an effort to foster the
development of indigenous software capabilities, China’s construction equipment firm Sany
incubated the industrial internet platform provider ROOTCLOUD.104 Several executives with
another platform provider, Beijing Sysware, have a background in state aircraft production—a
key sector of interest for advanced manufacturing. Other emerging providers that China is
developing include Guoxin Lucent Technologies, You Ye, CyberInsight, NeuCloud, Zhejiang
SUPCON, and MJ Intelligent Systems.
China’s industrial platforms seek to develop the country’s advanced manufacturing capabilities
by digitizing manufacturing, sharing know-how across companies and industries within China,
and transferring foreign advanced manufacturing capabilities to China. These platforms facilitate
the transfer of advanced manufacturing capabilities and talent training from leaders in the
field such as Germany. This industrial digital platform cooperation with Germany stems from
government agreements on advanced manufacturing and Industrie 4.0 that Germany and China
signed in 2015 and 2016. In a sign that this cooperation is valuable to China, its 2021 industrial
internet action plan seeks to deepen ties and emphasizes developing industrial internet platforms
that connect with Europe.105 Among prominent examples, the German government and German
companies support the industrial cloud platforms INDICS and CASICloud of China’s space
defense firm China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC). INDICS has an office
in Germany and operates a testbed with TU Darmstadt. Haier’s COSMOPlat industrial digital
platform has research ties to Germany’s Aachen University’s Industrie 4.0 Institute. The platform
also supports a partnership between the Tianjin Research Institute for Advanced Equipment and
the German Fraunhofer Logistics Research Institute.106 China’s Xuzhou Construction Machinery
Group (XCMG) operates an industrial digital platform in Germany that focuses on technology
transfer and talent training for its operations in Germany and in China.107
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Conclusion
The platforms highlighted in this case study cover some of the key areas where Chinese
platforms are working toward state objectives of greater global influence in and control over
emerging digital architecture. Through these examples, this study seeks to demonstrate a pattern
of Chinese platforms’ efforts to advance state goals. Similar strategies are being carried out across
a range of sectors. These actions highlight the process and specific pathways through which the
Chinese government could expand its global digital influence: while several platforms are in early
stages of development, they reflect the PRC’s broader digital ambitions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter examines how China, fueled by its unmatched size, centralization, industrial
capacity, and resolve, is competing to lead international standard setting in order to control
emerging digital markets, as well as to shape technological and commercial evolution.

MAIN ARGUMENT
Beijing’s digital strategy hinges on setting emerging technical standards globally.
Standard setting promises Chinese commercial players an advantage in defining digital
infrastructure. In addition, it locks in Chinese influence over emerging digital governance.
More broadly, standard setting allows China to shape the future of technological
development and commercial hierarchies in an enduring fashion. Beijing pursues its
standards strategy through international standard-setting bodies, international investments
and commercial footholds, and regional and national standard-setting partnerships. In
the process, it benefits from size, as well as centralization that allows it to leverage that
size by ensuring coordination among Chinese actors both in developing standards and in
promoting them internationally. Unmatched industrial capacity also offers China influence
over the commercial ecosystems that develop de jure standards and define de facto ones.
And the lure of China’s market incentivizes international players to comply with Beijing’s
national standards. China also benefits from the fact that it is actively competing to set
international standards, while other countries tend not to. Beijing treats technical standard
setting as an opportunity, and strategic imperative, of the digital revolution.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• China’s influence over standards is both growing and greater than most analysts recognize.
The stakes are enormous for international prosperity and security: standards constitute
the rules of new-type geopolitical power in a digital environment.
• No other country is likely to rival the structural advantages that China brings to bear
in standard setting. A tit-for-tat competition is unlikely to succeed. Instead, an effective
response to China’s standards strategy will demand international coordination among
private- and public-sector actors across not only formal standards bodies but also
informal commercial and industrial partnerships that shape the standards environment
on the ground.
• A competitive response should include pushing for greater transparency in international
standard setting, defending against China’s efforts to co-opt cooperation, and promoting
a proactive standards development agenda.

I

n October 2021, the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the State
Council issued the National Standardization Development Program. The program details a
fourteen-year, national-level project to develop technical standards—especially in emerging
and digital domains—and export them globally. The underlying goal is simple: “comprehensive
competitiveness.”1 “In the past five years,” declared Zhang Xiaogang, former chair of both the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the China Iron and Steel Association,
“China has been recognized by all countries in the world as the country that has made the greatest
contribution in the field of international standardization.”2
Technical standards are established norms or requirements for engineering or technical criteria.
These are the rules that permit interoperability across countries, technologies, and industries.
4G (fourth generation) telecommunications is a standard and constitutes the internationally
accepted suite of technologies that allow mobile handsets and other network-connected devices
to communicate. Likewise, HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is a standard language used by
every webpage. ISO/IEC 27001, an international certification standard for information security,
constitutes a set of best practices for organizations handling sensitive data. Standards represent
the technical rule sets for globalization, as well as the information technology (IT) that fuels it.
By extension, standards are a key factor in enabling market dominance.3 An entity that sets
a technical standard can lock in an essential role for its product or technology. If, for example,
patented Huawei technology becomes incorporated into international 5G standards, every system
built using these standards will have to pay Huawei to license its technology.4 Huawei will also
claim a competitive advantage in markets supporting and based on 5G standards. This advantage
endures. Like all rule sets on which complex systems are built, once established, standards are
difficult to uproot. Further, in many digital environments, standard setters are also able to shape
how their technological or industrial ecosystems evolve—and therefore to stay ahead of innovation
within them. Zhang Xiaogang argued in a 2020 speech that in an IT environment, “standards
lead products and industries. This is a new trend that has emerged with global technological
developments.”5 Using 5G as an example, and suggesting that 5G standards will determine the
development direction of new technologies such as domestic-use robots, Zhang concluded: “The
leader of the standard must be the leader of technology and the controller of the market.”6
Beijing’s digital strategy hinges on setting emerging technical standards globally. Standard
setting promises Chinese commercial players an advantage in defining digital infrastructure and
exporting digital platforms. This is a mutually reinforcing process: defining and exporting these
also grants China an advantage in setting their technical rules. In addition, standard setting locks
in Chinese influence over emerging digital governance. More broadly, it allows China to shape
the future of technological development and commercial hierarchies in an enduring fashion,
1
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with direct implications for market competition as well as political, normative, economic, and
technological influence.
Beijing pursues its standards strategy through international standard-setting bodies, such as
the ISO; international investments and commercial footholds, such as infrastructure construction;
and regional and national standard-setting organizations, such as the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Association Française de Normalisation. In doing so, Beijing leans
not only on government entities but also on companies, universities, and research institutions—all
of them guided by Chinese digital industrial policy.7
This chapter examines China’s standardization ambitions, the influence that the country
has secured thus far, and the mechanisms that it uses to expand that influence. It finds that in
international standard setting, Beijing benefits from asymmetric structural advantages. Size grants
China a significant voice in international standards organizations; centralization allows it to take
advantage of that voice, ensuring coordination among its commercial, academic, and government
entities—both in developing standards (e.g., for complex systems like smart cities) and in promoting
them internationally. Furthermore, unmatched industrial capacity (e.g., in telecommunications)
offers China outsized leverage over the commercial ecosystems that develop de jure standards
and define de facto ones. The lure of China’s market incentivizes international players to comply
with its national standards. Finally, China also benefits from the simple fact that Beijing is actively
competing to set international standards. Other national governments tend not to.
This chapter finds that China’s standards influence is both growing and far greater than most
analysts recognize. Whether national governments recognize as much or not, the stakes are
enormous for international prosperity and security: standards constitute the rules of new-type
geopolitical power.
This chapter begins by detailing the strategic framework for Beijing’s standards ambitions
in emerging digital domains. It then describes the international standards ecosystem, before
assessing China’s influence in that ecosystem based on membership and especially leadership in
international organizations, Beijing’s ability to leverage that representation, and the network of
regional and bilateral standards cooperation efforts that allow Beijing to shape the incentives and
agendas of other countries and regional organizations.

China’s Strategic Framework for Standards
Companies have long recognized the strategic value of international standards and actively
compete in their development.8 By contrast, countries have traditionally treated standard
setting as a collaborative endeavor, emphasizing rules and cooperation. They have approached
standards as tools through which to create a non-zero-sum, globally connected commercial and
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technological environment.9 China, however, is an exception. As one standards consultant put
it in an interview for this project, “historically, countries haven’t asked what happens if I don’t
follow the rules. But now China is asking that question.” According to Shu Yinbiao, chair of the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and academician of the Chinese Academy of
Engineering, “a country’s international standardization level reflects that country’s comprehensive
strength and core competitiveness.”10
Beijing’s competitive approach to standards is not new. For two decades, government
planning and authoritative discourse have emphasized the imperative of exporting Chinese
technical standards globally. The Main Points of National Standardization Work released by
the Standardization Administration of China (SAC) in 2008 explained that Beijing sought
international standards influence “so that China’s leading enterprises will truly lead the entire
global industry and lead the future.”11 As a Zhejiang Daily article put it in 2015, “standards are the
commanding heights, discourse power, and the power to control. Therefore, ‘the one who obtains
the standards gains the world.’”12
Beijing’s standard-setting strategy has received new emphasis—and taken on new significance—
since 2015. In part, this is a function of China’s growing international influence in industrial
competition and corresponding assertiveness.13 China’s heightened emphasis on standard setting
also stems from a diagnosis of new strategic opportunity: Beijing sees today’s industrial revolution
as a chance to challenge developed economies’ long-standing control of international standards.
Chinese analysts also explain that the networked nature of information technology makes
standards a particularly critical battleground in the digital revolution.
In 2015 the State Council issued the National Standardization System Construction and
Development Plan (2016–2020).14 The plan outlined a set of key, high-level goals for the five-year
period: China would participate in at least half of all standards drafting and revision in recognized
international standard-setting bodies, strengthen its role in these bodies’ governance, increase the
number of Chinese-held leadership positions in their technical committees and working groups,
and use overseas construction contracts and equipment exports to promote Chinese standards.15
“By 2020,” the document projected, “China’s influence and contributions toward setting
international standards [will] have greatly increased, and China [will have] entered the ranks of
the world’s standards powers.”16 In 2018 the SAC launched the two-year China Standards 2035
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research program, intended to establish the foundation for a national standardization strategy.17
In 2021, Beijing issued the Standards Development Program.
This new wave of Chinese ambitions has targeted emerging, digital technologies. “Emerging
industry standards are particularly valued,” declared Zhang Xiaogang in a 2020 speech.18
The same year, a Global Times article explained that “China intends to lead the formulation of
technology rules,” and therefore “promote the cultivation of 5G and AI industries.”19 The SAC’s
Main Points of National Standardization Work in 2021 highlights the importance of standards
in “new generation information technology systems,” including the Internet of Things (IoT),
artificial intelligence, big data, blockchain, IPV6 (Internet Protocol version 6), new infrastructure,
information and information infrastructure security, the industrial internet and intelligent
manufacturing, and unmanned aerial vehicles, smart cars, smart ships, smart roads, and smart
car data collection.20 The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology’s Main Points of
Industrial and Informatization Standards Work in 2021 provides a similar list of priority digital
domains for standard setting.21
The logic behind this prioritization is straightforward. China’s larger industrial strategy hinges
on claiming an advantage in emerging, digital technologies. Standards provide an avenue to
secure this superiority. The last industrial revolution proved as much—the United States, Europe,
South Korea, and Japan were able to dominate in large part because they controlled international
standards. As long as the technological paradigm remained unchanged, Beijing could only
challenge their standards control at the margins due to the lasting structural advantage in
technological and commercial competition that standards provide. However, new industrial
revolutions bring new rule sets and the chance to leapfrog the incumbent hierarchy. Moreover,
the nature of digital technologies is likely to make standards more strategically significant.
Information technology is networked, which makes standards critical for its development.
Chinese discourse suggests that in a world based on integration, standards are what govern and
permit that integration.
Du Chuanzhong of Nankai University explains these points clearly in a 2019 Social
Science Frontiers article. He writes that the fourth industrial revolution has catalyzed a new
international technology competition that “mainly depends on the ability to control intellectual
property rights, architectures, and interface standards” because the digital revolution hinges
on “integration of different modules in the value chain through a global value network.”
Such integration “can only be realized when a globally consistent international standard is
formulated.” Therefore, “the country that takes the lead in dominance over international
standards will enjoy the first-mover advantage in the fourth industrial revolution…the control
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of the new generation of information technology standards will become the commanding
heights of the future international industry competition.”22
Du argues that the industrial revolution grants China the opportunity to establish such a lead.
He explains that the United States defined the standards of the IT revolution of the 1970s, claiming
a “first-mover advantage in technology” and, with it, an “enduring competitive advantage in
information technology standards.” But now that advantage is up for grabs: “With the birth of
the fourth industrial revolution, the international standards competition pattern…has undergone
significant changes. The competitive advantage in standards is shifting from developed countries
such as the United States to emerging economies represented by China.”23

The Formal Standard-Setting Ecosystem
Understanding China’s approach to and influence over standards requires understanding the
international standards ecosystem itself. Most global technical standards are formed and ratified
through international standard-developing organizations (SDOs), standard-setting organizations
(SSOs), and market-based consortia. There is little consensus on the precise distinctions between
these. However, generally speaking, SDOs are organizations dedicated to crafting standards
(usually within dedicated working groups), while SSOs ratify them. Consortia are like SDOs but
focus on specific industry verticals. There are thousands of these entities internationally, forming
a convoluted, interconnected, and sometimes even competitive web. This is not a neat, mappable,
or clearly hierarchical network. A standards consultant interviewed for this report describes it as
a “rat’s nest.”24
That said, three standard-setting organizations are widely accepted to have the most leverage
internationally: ISO, IEC, and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Together, these
three organizations constitute the World Standards Cooperation (WSC).25 They are global and
have nation-state members, and accordingly have more formal influence than any other standards
bodies.
ISO develops and publishes international technical, industrial, and commercial standards,
while IEC handles international standards for all electrical, electronic, and related technologies.
Membership for both ISO and IEC is composed of one representative per country, subordinate
to that country’s national standards body (NSB).26 NSBs can be government (e.g., the SAC) or
nongovernment (e.g., the American National Standards Institute) entities, or a combination of
the two. As with most standards organizations, standards development and deliberations at ISO
and IEC take place in technical committees or subcommittees, all of them with a specific focus
area (e.g., screw threads or surge arresters). The two organizations collaborate on work related to
information and communications technology (ICT) through a joint technical committee: ISO/
IEC Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC 1).
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ITU is the United Nations’ specialized agency responsible for ICT and consists of three
sectors: ITU-T develops technical standards to ensure interconnectivity and interoperability of
international ICT systems, ITU-R allocates global radio spectrum and satellite orbits, and ITU-D
works to improve access to ICT across the developing world. ITU has 193 member states, including
every UN member except Palau, plus the Vatican City. In addition, it has hundreds of individual
members representing government, private, and academic sectors.
ISO, IEC, and ITU are complemented by an extensive network of additional ICT-standards
bodies. Some, like the high-profile European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),
are international and wide-ranging in their focus. ETSI’s committees cover everything from
emergency communications to IPv6. Others are more narrowly scoped. For example, the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) focuses on standards for, as the name suggests, the
World Wide Web. Some standards bodies are formed through partnerships of other standards
organizations. For example, ETSI, Japan’s Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB)
and Telecommunication Technology Committee (TTC), China Communications Standards
Association (CCSA), Telecommunications Standards Development Society, India (TSDSI),
South Korea’s Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA), and the Alliance for
Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) of the United States together formed the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in 1998. The same seven SDOs, as well as the
Telecommunications Industry Association, established an IoT-focused partnership, oneM2M, in
2012. In many cases, the standards developed in these organizations feed into ISO, IEC, and ITU
pipelines. As an interviewee explained, “if you’re an industry, and your standards group wants to
make a global standard, ultimately it will have to bubble up to ISO/IEC JTC 1” or ITU.
Some regional and subregional organizations also have standards bodies. For example, the
ASEAN Consultative Committee for Standards and Quality sits under the purview of the ASEAN
economic ministers. These tend not to develop their own standards. Instead, they review existing
global standards and decide whether to adopt them.
Importantly, not all countries or regions treat standards and their development in the same
way. The United States tends to follow a market-driven approach: companies form standards
of their own volition and through their own partnerships, with little government attention. By
contrast, the European Union and its member governments are more involved in the process.27
And in China, most standard setting is government-led, and companies and academic entities
receive state support for participation in international standardization.28
Finally, not all standards are set through standard-setting bodies. In some cases, companies
create less formal standardization agreements among themselves, namely through multi-source
agreements (MSAs). MSAs allow multiple manufacturers to produce a compatible set of products
and constitute de facto standards. They are growing in popularity today, as the long, cumbersome
process of standard setting stymies efforts to keep up with shortening product and technology
life cycles.29
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An Asymmetric Contest: Scale, Centralization, and China’s Growing
Presence in SSOs and SDOs
Chinese discourse and policy documents prioritize SSOs and SDOs—and representation in
them—as key channels through which to influence international standards. For example, the
SAC’s Main Points of National Standardization Work in 2008 calls for “expand[ing] the number
of participating members in ISO technical committees or subcommittees.”30 The State Council’s
2015 Development Plan notes that “Chinese experts hold a series of important positions such as
ISO Chairman, IEC Vice Chairman, and ITU Secretary General, and the number of Chinese-led
international standards is increasing year by year.”31
China allocates resources accordingly and provides a host of preferential policies to encourage
Chinese actors to join, engage in, and contribute recommendations to standard-setting bodies.
These include monetary rewards for companies that propose international standards; training
for delegates, or “standardization talents”; and financial support to join standardization
organizations.32 As the 2019 China Standardization Development Report explains, “China
vigorously encourages enterprises and social organizations to participate in international
standardization activities, compiles and publishes Chinese versions of ISO/IEC guidelines for
enterprises to participate in these activities…and formulates programs for enterprises and social
organizations to participate.”33
Such state support can make a determinative difference. Participation in SSOs and SDOs tends
to be an expensive, laborious, and knowledge-intensive process. Meetings are long and take place
all over the world, membership costs can be high, and progress tends to be measured over longterm time horizons.
The following section seeks to assess China’s influence in SSOs and SDOs and whether
government efforts have paid off. It does so in part by tallying up membership positions and
leadership roles.34 It also explores how China leverages representation in SSOs and SDOs and
competitive asymmetries that might result. The findings suggest a rapidly growing Chinese presence
in the international ICT-standards ecosystem, especially in areas like telecommunications, where
China benefits from outsized industrial capacity. The section also finds that Beijing’s centralization
may allow it to take advantage of representation in SDOs in a way that other national governments
cannot.

Counting Seats
Most work in standards organizations takes place in domain-specific subgroups (i.e., technical
committees or working groups). Members propose and vote on recommendations. These subgroups
also have management teams (e.g., secretariats, chairs, and vice chairs) that grant influence over
standardization agendas. “Chairs have power,” explained an ECMA delegate interviewed for this
project: “a chair with an agenda can steer conversation.” Chairs can also decide where and when
30
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meetings are held. More empirically, ISO data suggests a correlation between working group
chairs and the publication of standards suggested by Chinese players: approximately 50% of ISO
technical committees with SAC secretariats published standards recommended by China in 2019
or 2020. Overall, only around 25% of ISO technical committees did.35
China is rapidly increasing its membership and leadership positions in international standards
bodies. The 2019 China Standardization Development Report celebrates that “as of the end of
2019, China has undertaken vice chair positions in 73 ISO and IEC technical institutions, and
88 secretariat positions.”36 Between 2011 and 2020, Chinese-occupied secretariat positions in ISO
technical committees and subcommittees increased by 73%. In IEC, they grew by 67% between
2012 and 2020. These figures remained largely stable for other major participants, including the
United States and Japan.37 This growth in Chinese representation correlates with an increase in
Chinese-led standards in ISO and IEC: between 2013 and 2020, these increased by 4.1 times to
reach 788.38
Nonetheless, China’s presence is not outsized relative to the size of its market, nor is it the most
significant player in ISO or IEC. In ISO, China ranks second in secretariat positions after Germany.
In IEC, China lags behind Germany, the United States, France, Japan, the United Kingdom,
and Italy in leadership posts in technical committees and subcommittees. And in ISO/IEC
JTC 1, China’s presence is even less significant. It has 22 subcommittees and 17 working groups,
but none of the subcommittees and only 3 working groups (smart cities, quantum computing, and
unmanned aircraft systems) have Chinese conveners.
Some U.S. analysts have treated this as evidence that standards bodies are structurally sound
and that Beijing—whatever its ambitions—neither does nor will claim disproportionate influence
over them. These analysts also cite the fact that Chinese-led international standards still account
for only around 2% of the total.39 Such points are valid. They suggest that at present, Beijing’s
influence over the international standards ecosystem remains limited. However, this conclusion
ignores the rate of growth of China’s presence in international standards bodies and what that
means for tomorrow’s ecosystem. As will be discussed in the next section, this conclusion also
ignores both Beijing’s asymmetric ability to use its representation and the outsized presence China
has secured in other SDOs, especially those related to telecommunications.
China holds significantly more management team positions in ITU-T, the branch of ITU
responsible for ICT standards, than any other country, with 34 posts out of a total of 225.40 South
Korea ranks second with under 20. The Global Times reported in 2019 that China had proposed
more standards at ITU than any other country, accounting for 33% of the total.41 A similar story
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holds in 3GPP. Of the 44 chair or vice chair positions in open specification groups, China holds
15. The United States holds the next most, with 9. China’s lead is particularly noticeable in radio
access network–focused specification groups. There are 5 such groups, with 15 leadership posts.
China holds 7 of those, followed by the United States with 3.
Moreover, China’s dominant role in ITU is borne out in specific cases. Take, for example, an
October 2021 meeting of ITU-T Study Group 20, dedicated to IoT and smart cities. This meeting
addressed 94 total standards contributions, 53 of which were proposed by Chinese actors. South
Korea had the next most contributions with 21.42
China’s lead in telecommunications-relevant standard-setting organizations may in part stem
from lower barriers to entry. The membership structure of ITU, which includes private-sector as
well as national body members, might make it easier for a coordinated, government-led, enterprisedriven approach to gain traction. China’s lead also likely stems from the country’s stronghold in
the telecommunications value chain. Regardless, the advantage aligns with a Chinese strategic
emphasis on telecommunications as the backbone of the digital revolution.43 In a 2019 article, Sun
Lu of the Communication University of China argued that not only are information technology
standards the crux of today’s industrial revolution but telecommunications standards are the crux
of those:
Technical standards are the “compass” and “beacon” of industry…One of the
most important points is interconnection in telecommunications, which both
improves the level of interconnection and interoperability of international
communications and promotes a new generation of ICT….In the current
complex background of the world, the issue of standards in the field of
international telecommunications has become one of the focal issues of global
governance. 44

A Coordinated Approach
China’s centralization may also allow it to leverage representation in SDOs in a way that other
national governments cannot. Standards are defined through coordination among private-sector,
academic, nonprofit, and government entities. These players tend to be fragmented, focused on technical
merit—or their own self-interest—rather than on nationalism or a country-level strategic agenda.
ITU-T has almost 500 sector, associate, and academic members. Of these, 73 are headquartered
in the United States, but that does not mean they coordinate or respond to U.S. national directives.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and Intel Corporation follow their own agendas. Similarly,
Bouygues Telecom and Orange are both French companies, but that does not mean that they
collude in 3GPP. On the contrary, they might be more likely to compete, rivals as they are in the
French market. This is not the case in China. As one ISO delegate put it, “other countries’ delegates
act like individuals. China’s act like a group.”
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The CCP is asymmetrically able to shape the incentives of its private-sector and academic
players and, by extension, their engagement in international standard setting. This process is
direct for state-owned entities: of the fifteen 3GPP chairs and vice chairs in open working groups
affiliated with Chinese entities, 60% work for state-owned enterprises.45 Beijing also has outsized
control over the actions of its companies that are not state-owned, as is evident in the state’s recent
regulatory crackdown on the tech sector.
Moreover, China’s domestic standard-setting system is a government-controlled affair.
Standards innovation bases offer a useful example of Beijing’s process: SAC oversees at least fifteen
of these across China. In them, companies engage with a centralized platform to develop and
hone their standard recommendations before taking them to international standards bodies.46
Or, in a more ad hoc example, in 2020 the China Satellite Navigation Office formed a “Chinese
expert group”—composed of representatives from the China Academy of Information and
Communications Technology, Datang Telecom, Huawei, ZTE, China Mobile, China Unicom, and
China Telecom—to “submit four Beidou-3 B1C signal technology proposals” to 3GPP.47
This government-guided system grants China an advantage in developing complex technical
standards, such as those for smart cities, that require coordination among a diverse range of
technologies as well as among public- and private-sector stakeholders. Beijing can ensure that all
of these actors work together to formulate and implement a standard, which it can then present
as ready-made and tested to international partners whose more fragmented domestic systems
preclude such coordination. A standards consultant interviewed for this project suggested that, as
a result, Chinese standards in these complex domains will inevitably be adopted as international
standards.
China’s centralized approach to standards also means that the proposals it brings to SDOs
tend to align with the strategic interests of the Chinese government and be backed by the broader
ecosystem of Chinese actors. Chuanzhong Du describes bloc voting of Chinese companies in
3GPP. He uses the example of the 2016 meeting in Reno, at which 3GPP delegates chose between
polar code, favorable for Huawei, and low-density parity-check code:
At the Reno Conference…almost all Chinese companies coordinated tacitly to
support the polar code led by Huawei as a control channel coding standard….
This shows strong nationalism. While on the surface, the 5G international
standard competition is a competition between technical solutions, at a deeper
level, it is dominated by nationalism.…This is particularly obvious among
Chinese companies. 48
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More recently, in 2020, Huawei proposed a fixed 5G standard in cooperation with ETSI. In
doing so, it benefited from the support of some ETSI members in Switzerland, Altice Portugal,
and every Chinese operator. It also benefited from little competition. When Nokia had proposed
a different standard at ITU in February 2020, a minority coalition led by Chinese operators and
vendors blocked the move.49
Nor is it only Chinese players that Beijing can influence. As chapter 4 will illustrate, China’s
market and investments also grant the CCP leverage over other international players. The SAC’s
Main Points of National Standardization Work in 2008 notes that China should “strengthen
exchanges and cooperation with African countries and strive for support from African countries
in international standardization activities.”50

Bilateral and Multilateral Engagement
Beijing also leverages bilateral and multilateral engagement to influence standard-setting
ecosystems. “In 2019,” reads the China Standardization Development Report, “China will actively
participate in the activities of regional standardization organizations.”51 The report also describes
standardization conferences held between China and Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan and
South Korea, Canada, and Russia “to connect standardization strategies [and] promote standards
cooperation.”52
This section surveys China’s regional and bilateral standards partnerships. It argues that these
constitute an avenue for recognition of Chinese standards internationally, which in turn increases
their legitimacy, scale, and, by extension, likelihood of formal adoption. More directly, bilateral
and multilateral standards partnerships can be used to drum up support in international standards
bodies. They can also be used as channels through which to develop joint standards that, by virtue
of being multilateral, might be more likely to take hold globally.
Cooperation among standards organizations is not anomalous. This is a normal activity
for NSBs rather than a unique tool in China’s arsenal. But in China’s case, such cooperation is
asymmetric. Beijing is actively competing to shape global standards for the sake of national power,
channeling its standardization engagement through government entities (e.g., SAC). China’s
partners, many of which are private or nonprofit entities, are not.
Beijing signed its first bilateral standardization cooperation agreement in 2002. Today, China
reports 98 standardization agreements with 55 different countries (see Figures 1 and 2).53 Some of
the earliest such agreements involved cooperation with Japan and South Korea, discussed in detail
in the case study in the Appendix to this chapter. More recently, in 2019 the British Standards
Institute (BSI) signed a memorandum of understanding with SAC during a meeting of the UKChina Standardization Cooperation Commission.54
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figure 1

source:

地开花.”

China’s total standardization cooperation agreements and partners (2002–21)

Standardization Administration of China, “大道致远，海纳百川—国际标准化合作协议遍

China takes different approaches, and focuses on different technologies, with different national
and regional partners. Beijing channels much of its standards cooperation with ASEAN countries
through the regional organization itself. For example, in 2019, China and ASEAN held an
inaugural international standardization forum, the second iteration of which took place in 2021.
The two parties also operate a China-ASEAN standards research center and have identified a set of
“major projects for China-ASEAN standards cooperation.” With ASEAN partners, Beijing tends
to focus on standards for smart manufacturing, smart cities, autonomous vehicles, and financial
information—as well as on more legacy, non-digital-relevant fields like healthcare, agriculture,
and construction.55
By contrast, China’s engagement with European and North American national standards
bodies tends to be more bilateral. This engagement is tailored to the industrial and technological
advantages of the partner in question. For example, China’s standards engagement with the UK
prioritizes smart cities and graphene, while that with Germany emphasizes the auto industry and
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figure 2

source:
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China’s total standardization cooperation agreements and partners (by region)
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advanced manufacturing.56 The latter provides an instructive case. Germany is a crucial player
in international standards and holds more leadership positions in ISO and IEC than any other
country. China has secured a close standards partnership with Germany in precisely the emerging
domains where Germany excels and which China prioritizes, including advanced manufacturing.
In 2011, SAC and the German Institute for Standardization (DIN) formed the German-Chinese
Standardization Cooperation Commission.57 The commission meets annually and serves as a
platform for dialogue and cooperation on standardization strategies. It focuses on shipbuilding,
biotechnology, smart cities, medical technology, automotive steel, and especially electromobility
and Industry 4.0, both of which have dedicated sub-working groups.58 German players have
56
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attributed the formation of the commission, and especially the Industry 4.0 sub-working group, to
Chinese government pressure.59 The commission’s work feeds directly into international standards
bodies, including ISO and IEC (e.g., ISO/IEC Joint Working Group 21).60 In 2019 the partnership
added the Strategy Dialogue Group to focus on forming a coordinated front, generating support,
and countering resistance in ISO.61 In August 2020, Tian Shihong, director of SAC, met with DIN’s
chair of the executive board. They discussed the ISO Strategy 2030, the digitalization of standards,
and the governance of ISO/IEC JTC 1.62
Germany’s influence over international standards is unique, but this type of bilateral
cooperation is not. Just days before the meeting with DIN, Tian held bilateral standardization
cooperation talks with BSI, in which they discussed the China-UK Standardization Cooperation
Commission, progress on the China Standards 2035 plan, cooperation in ISO and IEC, and
institutional reform of IEC.63 Three months later, Tian held a similar meeting with the chair of the
American National Standards Institute, and two months after that with the Association Française
de Normalisation.64

From the Ground Up
As discussed in chapter 1, China’s bilateral and multilateral engagement also targets entities
other than standards bodies to change facts on the ground. Beijing’s size and centralization allow
it to leverage trade, investment, and industry partnerships to proliferate de facto standards. When
Chinese entities build infrastructure projects internationally, they tend to do so according to
Chinese standards. In many cases, requirements mandating Chinese standards are written into
contracts.
Chinese policy documents emphasize the value of the Belt and Road Initiative to this end:
the Development Program suggests that China “actively promote the docking and cooperation
in the field of standards with the co-construction of Belt and Road countries.”65 In 2015, SAC
issued the Belt and Road Initiative for Standards Connectivity (2015–17). This was followed by
the Action Plan for Standards Connectivity to Build the Belt and Road Initiative (2018–20). The
plans explicitly target the “formulation and implementation of Chinese standards” across both
traditional industries and infrastructure and emerging ones, including information technology.66
A prescient 2012 article in the International Journal of IT Standards and Standardization Research
predicted this approach and its risks:
Once Chinese infrastructure is laid and Chinese equipment is loaded on it, it is
only a matter of time before Chinese standards will be used…Due to its huge
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domestic market and global influence, we expect that China’s standards will
become a real threat to the incumbent standards from traditional players like
the United States, Japan, and EU. 67

In addition, as their global reach and clout grows, Chinese companies are increasingly active
in more informal, inter-company standard setting, such as MSAs.68 Partnerships with foreign
industry associations offer another avenue for bottom-up influence. These groups are not
necessarily themselves standard-setting bodies, but their decisions and initiatives influence best
practices across their industries, constituting a de facto rule set that, with enough global buy-in, is
likely to ultimately become an international standard. For example, Alibaba, the Chinese Ministry
of Transport, and the International Port Community Systems Association—an association of sea
and air port authorities, port community system operators for both sea and air, and single-window
operators—have jointly launched a task force on logistics visibility.69 The Ministry of Transport
bases its contributions on China’s National Transport Logistics Public Information Platform, an
information hub controlled by the ministry that collects and integrates multimodal information
on trade across China and internationally. The outputs of this task force will become de facto
industry standards. They will also likely be adopted by ISO and will become a foundational
element of smart supply chains. Chapter 2 described Alibaba’s eWTP (electronic World Trade
Platform) and, with it, the company’s state-backed efforts to define digital trade platforms. Should
those efforts be scaled and combined with standard setting in digital logistics, Alibaba could lock
in vertically integrated control over information flows for future trade and the physical goods and
systems that will depend on them.

Conclusion
The digital revolution has raised the strategic value of standards, and Beijing is competing to set
them. It treats technical standards as tools, and sources, of national power, while other countries
have historically left the standards contest to commercial players. This strategic approach creates
an inherent asymmetry—China competes where other countries are cooperating. Moreover,
China’s size, centralization, and industrial capacity grant it structural advantages in influencing
international standards: Beijing’s representation in international organizations is growing at
a breakneck pace; its infrastructure construction and platform proliferation, especially in the
developing world, may allow it to shape standards from the bottom up. These advantages are such
that, especially as technologies and their standards grow more complex, Beijing is likely to claim
outsized influence in setting the rules of the digital environment.
No other country, or even group of countries, is likely to rival China on these metrics. A titfor-tat competition is unlikely to succeed; instead, an effective response to China’s standards
strategy will demand coordination among private- and public-sector actors across not only
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formal standards bodies but also informal commercial and industrial partnerships that shape
the standards environment on the ground. Key first steps in developing such a response should
include the following.
Greater transparency. SSOs and SDOs should be required to publicly note the formulating and
proposing entity for every standard they develop and approve.
Stronger defense. China benefits from the reality that it competes for international standards
while other national governments cooperate. The United States and its allies and partners should
recognize as much and stop making unforced errors. They should terminate bilateral standards
cooperation with the Chinese government and government-controlled entities. They should also
bar domestic standards organizations from including as members Chinese entities that have been
designated as tied to the Chinese military, engage in human rights abuses, or are under the control
of the CCP.
A proactive agenda. The United States and its allies and partners should establish and fund
a new organization composed of government and industry representatives that is dedicated to
developing and proposing new standards recommendations in strategic areas.
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APPENDIX: CASE STUDY OF HOW STANDARDS COOPERATION
AMONG CHINA, JAPAN, AND SOUTH KOREA ADVANCES CHINA’S DIGITAL INTERESTS

B

eijing’s standards strategy does not rely only on Chinese actors. China also pursues bilateral,
multilateral, and regional engagement to shape the direction of other countries’ standards
development, lock in recognition of Chinese standards in foreign markets, and drum up
support in international standards bodies. China’s long-standing and extensive engagement
with Japan and South Korea provides a quintessential example and highlights the influence that
such engagement promises over international standards.
Japan and South Korea are established leaders in the international standards environment.
Both boast outsized representation in major international standards bodies, including ISO, IEC,
and ITU. South Korea has the second most leadership posts in ITU, after China, while Japan has
the second most technical committee secretariat positions in IEC, after Germany. This makes the
two countries valuable assets in Beijing’s bid to influence international standards.
Japan’s and South Korea’s economic and technological positioning also makes them auspicious
targets—despite their historically competitive, and even confrontational, relationships with China.
As neighboring countries, they need technical interconnectivity, and interoperability, with China.
They depend on China’s market, value chains, and emerging digital ecosystems. A 2012 article in
the International Journal of IT Standards and Standardization Research about China’s standards
relationship with South Korea explained that “while they compete against each other in the arena
of international standardization, they need each other to support the development of each other’s
standards and to strengthen them in markets, both domestic and international.”70
Such support is evident in long-standing, extensive standards cooperation among China,
Japan, and South Korea. This cooperation takes place at a high level: the three countries hold
regular ministerial-level, trilateral meetings dedicated to cooperation in ICT and the international
standards therein. At the second such meeting, held in 2003, they signed an “information and
communication cooperation arrangement,” committing to work together in standardization
for third-generation and next-generation mobile communications, next-generation internet
technology, and network and information security.71 At the 2011 meeting, China’s Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) proposed coordination in IPv6 standardization; at
the 2018 event, the three sides agreed to coordinate in developing 5G systems.
Cooperation among the three countries also takes place at a more granular level. Since 2002,
they have operated a series of dedicated trilateral standardization cooperation mechanisms
designed to implement their national commitments to standardization cooperation and, more
broadly, foster a unified front and greater influence in international standards bodies. These
mechanisms include the Northeast Asia Standards Cooperation Forum (NEAS Forum) and the
China-Japan-Korea IT Standards Meeting (CJK-ITSM), as well as more targeted mechanisms like
the Northeast Asia Open Source Software Promotion Forum (OSS Forum).
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NEAS Forum
At the 2010 trilateral summit, the three countries’ leaders signed a joint statement
reaffirming their dedication to standards cooperation. That statement pointed in particular
to the NEAS Forum as a primary mechanism for promoting the “coordination of international
standardization,”72 which had been formally launched in 2002 by their standardization bodies—
the Japanese Industrial Standards Committee, the Korean Agency for Technology and Standards,
and the Standardization Administration of China. In a 2012 interview, the SAC official in charge
of international activity, Shi Baoqun, described the NEAS Forum as “an important bridge linking
the standardization work of China, Japan, and South Korea.”73 He also explained that the forum
had been launched in large part to “strengthen [CJK] communication and coordination in
international and regional standardization activities.” The NEAS Forum is, as China’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs puts it, “government-led, with public participation.”74
A set of working groups—32 at present, though the number changes every year—undertakes
the NEAS Forum’s technical activities, every one of them with a dedicated country lead or set
of country leads. Some of these working groups explicitly target a defined ISO or IEC technical
committee, such as the ISO/TC 20/SC 16 UAS testing working-group preparation plan, led by
China. Others are broader, such as the “international standardization in the Internet of Things
(IoT)” cooperative project, also led by China.75 Further, as of 2019, the NEAS Forum has effectively
absorbed CJK-SITE, a mechanism established in 2007 to cooperate on international standards in
IT and electronics. CJK-SITE focuses on the standardization activities of ISO/IEC JTC 1, as well as
other IEC technical committees covering information technologies and electronics.
The NEAS Forum holds an annual meeting at which delegations from the three countries—
composed of public- and private-sector representatives and led by their respective standardization
bodies—determine the work agenda for the year ahead. Attendees propose and vote on new
working groups and on disbanding existing ones. Since 2008, the annual meeting has served
as an arena for bilateral exchange as well: every pairing of countries holds bilateral cooperation
mechanisms concurrently with the NEAS Forum. In 2021, these focused on standards for
automatic identification and data collection as well as logistics and advanced manufacturing.
“China, Japan, and South Korea will strengthen cooperation in international standardization of
digital transformation,” reported Chinese media coverage of that year’s event.76
Over the past nineteen years, China’s role in the NEAS Forum has increased significantly. In
2010, China led only 2 of the 12 cooperative items with single-country leads, compared to 6 for
Japan and 4 for South Korea. In 2021, China led 7 out of 28. While it might still lag behind the
other two on that metric, China consistently recommends more new working groups than either
country—of the 15 new items proposed at the 2021 conference, China suggested 12. In 2010, those
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figures were 12 and 5, respectively.77 This high number of proposals may stem from active SAC
encouragement and coordination. Before every annual meeting, SAC issues a “notice on soliciting
cooperation projects.” “All units are requested to actively organize and put forward proposals for
cooperation projects,” reads the 2021 notice. The notice requests that all projects align with China’s
national technological and standardization priorities as well as with proposals to ISO/IEC that it
“hope[s] will be supported by Japan and South Korea.”78
As this guidance suggests, the NEAS Forum and its projects are designed to influence
international standards and standards organizations, especially ISO and IEC. That much is clear
in the projects themselves—in many cases they cite specific ISO or IEC technical committees
to target—as well as from the fact that representatives from ISO and IEC regularly attend.
Descriptions of the forum indicate that it serves as a mechanism through which China, Japan,
and South Korea can bolster each other’s broader postures at ISO and IEC. Liu Zhiyang of the
China National Institute of Standardization explained in a 2012 article that the NEAS Forum
allows the three countries to develop and apply “close cooperation in assuming leadership
(e.g., chairman or secretariat) roles in ISO and IEC technical committees and subcommittees,
in running for leadership positions at all levels of ISO and IEC, and submitting international
standards proposals.”79 Press coverage of the 19th NEAS Forum, held in 2020, noted that the three
countries had committed to exploring “solutions to support each other in ISO activities,” as well
as the stationing of ISO and IEC management personnel. The SAC describes the purpose of the
conference as “promot[ing] more standards projects in China to the international stage.”80
The SAC has described success in doing so. In February 2020 the administration reported
that the NEAS mechanism had “promoted the establishment of five ISO technical committees
or subcommittees and the issuance of 22 international standards…Among those, China led the
establishment of one technical committee and three standards proposals.”81

CJK-ITSM
In 2002, the China Communication Standards Association, Japan’s Telecommunication
Technology Committee, Japan’s Association of Radio Industries and Businesses, and South
Korea’s Telecommunications Technology Association signed a memorandum of understanding to
establish the CJK-ITSM.82 The CJK-ITSM has a plenary as well as five working groups: Network
and Service Architecture, International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT), Information Security
(IS), Wireless Power Transmission, and TACT. Until 2018, the CJK-ITSM met annually, but the
plenary appears not to have convened since then. Meetings are attended by representatives of
the countries’ standards organizations, private-sector entities, and often ITU representatives.
The Chinese delegation typically includes CCSA and MIIT leadership, as well as executives from
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China’s key telecommunications companies (e.g., China Telecom, China Mobile, China Unicom,
Huawei, ZTE, and Datang Mobile).
Like the NEAS Forum, the CJK-ITSM explicitly targets international standardization activities
by “facilitat[ing] cooperation among firms and among governments of the three countries and
contribut[ing] to the work of standards organizations of regional and global levels.”83 However,
where the NEAS Forum targets ISO and IEC standards, the CJK-ITSM is more focused on ITU.
As the TTC’s current description of the mechanism puts it, “the CJK IT Standards Meeting brings
together standards organizations from Japan, China, and South Korea to exchange information
and opinions on standardization activities at the ITU.”84 Concrete examples abound. At the 2018
plenary, the IMT working group reported having led five submissions to ITU-R; the IS working
group discussed how ITU-T Study Group 17, which focuses on security and is currently chaired by
a South Korean representative, should be organized.85
In 2011 the CJK-ITSM signed a memorandum of understanding with ITU. In it, CCSA, TTC,
ARIB, and TTA recognized ITU as “the pre-eminent global ICT standards body,” while ITU
granted them “better access to international standards-making activities.”86 The next year, an
ITU Secretariat representative attended the CJK-ITSM plenary. He suggested ways in which the
ITU Secretariat might contribute to the effectiveness of CJK in ITU, including supporting the
formulation of coordinated CJK positions for ITU meetings and assistance in input documents.87

OSS Forum
China, Japan, and South Korea also operate more targeted standards-relevant cooperation
mechanisms. Take, for example, the OSS Forum, launched in 2004 by China’s MIIT; Japan’s
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry; and South Korea’s Ministry of Science and ICT.
Partially funded by all three governments and organized by the countries’ respective OSS
Promotion Alliances, the mechanism is dedicated to “promot[ing] the development of the
open source software industry in the three countries and enhancing the status and influence of
Northeast Asia in the international open source community and industry.”88 It has four working
groups, all composed of company and government representatives from the countries: technology
development and assessment, talents education and incentives, study of standardization and
certification, and promotion of technological applications. The latter focuses on applications
ranging from mobile internet technology to cloud computing and IoT to smart cities.89
Like the NEAS Forum and the CJK-ITSM, the OSS Forum engages with international standards
bodies, including ISO/IEC JTC 1 and the Free Standards Group. According to the China OSS
Alliance chairman, Lu Shouqun, it rests on the consensus that “China, Japan and South Korea
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should contribute to the formulation of Linux international standards (or the formation of de facto
standards).”90 Since its earliest days, the OSS Forum has focused on cooperation in developing
Linux standards. This and the forum’s larger open-source mission are framed in opposition to
Microsoft—and as part of the Chinese government’s effort to unseat that legacy company’s market,
standards, and dominance. “We are not developing Linux to counter or replace Windows,” said Lu
in a speech at the opening ceremony of the 3rd OSS Forum meeting, “but we do not approve of
Microsoft’s monopoly operation.”91 In 2005, two years after that speech, Japanese, Chinese, and
South Korean companies jointly unveiled new software based on the Linux operating system,
Asianux 2.0, developed by South Korea’s Haansoft Inc., Japan’s Miracle Linux Corp., and China’s
state-owned Red Flag Software Co.
In recent years, China’s efforts to develop and popularize open-source software have begun to
figure in the international policy community’s conversations about the country’s digital ambitions.
But the significance of CJK open-source software—and its potential to transform economic,
technological, and geopolitical power dynamics—was clear over a decade ago. “If the cooperation
turns out to be successful,” wrote Bongsung Chae and Roger McHaney in 2006, “the impact on the
world IT industry may be enormous.” They suggested that technologically CJK cooperation in OSS
could accelerate the momentum for Linux as well as Linux-based embedded applications across
consumer electronics, industrial equipment, and emerging ICT systems.92 Economically, a unified
Chinese, Japanese, and South Korean front in favor of Linux would present a steep challenge for
Microsoft, as “CJK’s global ambition for the world’s open source software market may threaten
U.S. technological leadership and could damage U.S.-based companies.”93
Standards have not historically been considered sites for nation-state competition. Beijing is
changing this, and its approach to competing for international standards should also change the
way that influence over them is measured. Standards are the rule set for a globalized world. In
that globalized world, countries and their influence over international standards should not be
measured in isolation. The global system must also assess how much leverage one country has over
other countries’ standards ecosystems—and how independent those ecosystems are, or can be,
from that country’s digital strategy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter examines China’s increasingly assertive efforts to influence international
data governance, especially cross-border data flows, and promote its concept of “cyber
sovereignty,” while also analyzing its restrictive approach to domestic data governance as
the basis for its international advocacy efforts.

MAIN ARGUMENT
In recent years, China has clearly and forcibly advocated in the international sphere for
“cyber sovereignty” and a state-centric approach to international data governance, including
through proposals such as its Global Initiative on Data Security. The principles of state and
cyber sovereignty emphasize that governments can essentially take whatever actions they
deem necessary with respect to data, including leveraging it for economic development
and national security. Beijing’s strategy for influencing international data governance
includes an expansive digital agenda at the United Nations, selective attempts to influence
data discussions at the G-20, and government and private-sector engagement in standardsetting organizations and other countries’ domestic digital governance policies. China’s
approach to digital trade provisions and agreements in the Asia-Pacific and at the World
Trade Organization is also evolving. Its success will depend in no small part on how well the
United States and other liberal democracies respond to these efforts.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• Data governance, especially the restriction and control of data flows, is central to
China’s international advocacy for a state-controlled internet. The U.S. and other liberal
democracies need to develop a detailed, whole-of-government global digital strategy to
counter China’s efforts.
• The contest over the flow of data is critical for shaping the future of the internet. The
outcome will impact success in today’s data-driven economy, which increasingly depends
on how effectively firms can leverage data to generate insights and unlock value.
• There are few international binding rules and agreements governing how organizations
collect, use, protect, store, and share data, or regarding what happens when data
is transferred across borders. This is also true for related issues like cybersecurity,
cybercrime, and digital development. This provides China room to expand its leadership
in global digital governance if the U.S. and others do not develop better, alternative
approaches to addressing these issues.

C

hina’s efforts to play a larger role in global data governance are nascent and evolving, but
increasingly well-articulated and prosecuted. Until recently, China was inwardly focused
on domestic internet governance and efforts to assert state control over its rapidly growing
digital economy. But in recent years, Beijing has clearly and forcibly advocated for “cyber
sovereignty” and a state-centric approach to international data governance, such as via its Global
Initiative on Data Security (GIDS). The general lack of binding international rules and agreements
around data provides China with an opportunity to play a leading role in how these rules and
norms evolve, especially with new negotiations and governance initiatives at the United Nations,
World Trade Organization (WTO), and elsewhere. China’s success will depend in no small part
on how well the United States and other liberal democracies respond to its efforts to create an
international framework that allows broad state control over data and the internet.
China’s international data strategy is based on the principle of state and cyber sovereignty,
where governments can essentially take whatever actions they deem necessary with respect to
data. China clearly recognizes data’s critical role in economic development and national security.
For example, it has designated data as the fifth factor of production—after land, labor, capital,
and technology.1 However, China differs from other major countries in its emphasis on political
control over data. China’s recent crackdown on its own tech industry provides clear evidence that
it wants to support data-driven innovation, but that nothing should threaten political stability
or the grip on power by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).2 In 2015, President Xi Jinping
delivered a seminal speech at China’s World Internet Conference clearly articulating that Beijing’s
approach to international data governance would align with its restrictive approach at home. He
declared that “China will vigorously implement a strategy to make China a cyber great power,”
including through construction of a “community of common destiny in cyberspace,” global
internet infrastructure, and appropriate internet governance norms.3
This prioritization of data control manifests in an emphasis on forcing firms to only store
data locally within a country’s borders (a concept known as data localization). China does this at
home and, increasingly, in international digital governance. China is a world leader in using data
localization, enacting dozens of laws and regulations making data transfers illegal or prohibitively
complicated and costly.4 China’s efforts to set up stringent oversight mechanisms to review requests
by firms to transfer data reinforce its preference for local data storage. Arbitrary enforcement and
uncertainty about how these laws work make firms risk averse, leading them to store data locally
even if the data could potentially be transferred (i.e., de facto data localization).
China is also working to normalize data localization in the global digital economy, as data
naturally flows across borders absent artificial barriers and controls. Whether it is successful has
enormous economic, social, and political implications. This battle over the flow of data is critical
for shaping the future of the internet and dictating the terms of success in today’s data-driven
economy, which increasingly depends on how effectively firms can leverage data to generate
1
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Xi Jinping (speech at the opening ceremony of the World Internet Conference, Wuzhen, December 16, 2015), available at https://
chinacopyrightandmedia.wordpress.com/2015/12/16/speech-at-the-2nd-world-internet-conference-opening-ceremony.
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insights and unlock value. China uses strict control over data to manage online discourse, with
obvious implications for human rights like freedom of speech and association, as well as the
spread of misinformation globally. Economically, for firms to maximize value from both datadriven innovation and digital trade, they need to be able to transfer data freely across borders.
Yet China uses data localization and other restrictive policies as part of an evolving toolbox of
digital protectionism. Many of the world’s leading technology firms, such as Amazon, Dropbox,
Facebook, Google, and Twitter, as well as a range of news services and search engines, are already
banned or blocked in China.5 As is discussed in chapter 2, Beijing uses these restrictions to protect
Chinese tech firms from foreign competitors that would otherwise use data transfers to bring their
global information technology and data analytics systems to bear in the Chinese market.
Given that the concept is still developing, coming late to the issue of global data governance has
not disadvantaged China. However, its growing advocacy on data governance is not happening
in a void. Australia, European Union countries, Japan, Singapore, the United States, and others
are advocating for their preferred approaches to data privacy, cybersecurity, digital trade,
and other data-related issues. This debate is increasingly fierce and contested. While there are
well-established rules about how the internet functions at the technical level, at the policy and
application level there is a clear vacuum. There are few international norms, binding rules, or
agreements governing how organizations collect, use, protect, store, and share data, or regarding
what happens when data is transferred across borders (if it is allowed to be transferred at all).
There is no single international forum that manages global data governance. Instead, the data is
governed by a disparate group of multistakeholder forums, domestic laws, and a few international
agreements and sets of principles.6 This lack of rules and the fragmented governance have provided
China an opportunity to advocate for a restrictive approach based on state sovereignty.
This chapter analyzes how China’s restrictive approach to domestic data governance defines
its international advocacy efforts and considers how these efforts are playing out in multilateral
organizations and forums. It highlights cases of direct engagement and advocacy by both China’s
government and firms, followed by an analysis of Beijing’s approach to negotiating data-related
provisions in trade agreements. The chapter concludes with recommendations for the United States
and like-minded countries that support an open, rules-based, and competitive digital economy
and internet to counter efforts by China to expand data localization and other restrictive policies.

China’s Restrictive Domestic Data Governance Framework Defines
Its International Agenda
China’s sovereignty and control-focused approach to international data governance is based
on its restrictive domestic data governance framework, which has been refined and strengthened
since the Great Firewall of China was launched over two decades ago. More recently, a deluge of
new laws, regulations, and investigations dealing with data privacy, data protection, cybersecurity,
artificial intelligence (AI), competition, national security, and other issues have emerged. The
Cybersecurity Law, Personal Information Protection Law, and Data Security Law provide the legal
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foundation for data governance in China, all of which allow broad state discretion.7 These laws
regulate consumer and commercial uses of data but do not create meaningful constraints on the
state in relation to access, use, or enforcement practices. A defining characteristic of Chinese laws
and regulations is that they provide legal space for the state to intervene.
The location of data storage is central to China’s concept of cyber sovereignty. For example, data
localization facilitates surveillance and control over digital content and online discourse. China
treats local data storage as the norm and the free flow of data as the exception, asserting that data
privacy and cybersecurity are associated with location, which contrasts with most other countries
that contend that responsibility for privacy, cybersecurity, or other issues should flow with data
wherever it is stored. Data localization is both explicit (codified in Chinese laws and regulations)
and de facto. The regulations to transfer data are so complicated, onerous, and uncertain that firms
have no realistic choice but to store data locally so as to avoid fines and other penalties.
China has expanded local data storage and control to a growing range of specific data types
and services relating to health, genomics, banking, insurance, payments, mapping and location
services, and scientific data domains.8 There are also local data storage requirements for broad
categories of data deemed important or strategic that cover a range of largely commercial
services. For example, the legal fiction of “important data” is a broad category in the hierarchical
data classification framework in the Cybersecurity Law. In many ways, this is a nationalization
policy that gives the government arbitrary authority to deem any data as important for national
or state interests and exert provenance over it. China does not want to separate its definitions
and treatments of commercial and strategic data largely because its broad definition of national
security is such that most data is dual-use or, put otherwise, falls into both categories.
China uses data localization and asymmetric internet access (e.g., the Great Firewall) to keep
foreign firms, digital goods, and services out, while allowing its own firms to expand overseas. This
strengthens Chinese firms while also enhancing China’s political control over its internet. In trade
negotiations, this position is disingenuous in that China essentially wants to maintain strict political
control and protectionism at home while securing unconstrained market and internet access for its
firms and their digital goods and services abroad. Yet China criticizes other countries targeting
Tencent, Alibaba, or other leading Chinese tech firms. And while its domestic economic interests—
characterized by the rise of these and other innovative tech firms—increasingly align with the need
to create a framework that allows greater global data flows and digital economic competition and
trade, they still do not outweigh the domestic political imperative for strict control.9
More recently, China has explicitly turned its digital governance efforts outward to shape the
global regime. Its global data advocacy took an evolutionary step forward with the 2020 launch
of GIDS.10 GIDS was clearly designed in response to the Trump administration’s Clean Path and
Clean Network initiatives, which targeted Chinese firms and their involvement in many digital
7
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and telecommunications services.11 China characterizes GIDS as an initiative to safeguard
global data and supply chain security, promote development of the digital economy, and provide
a basis for international rulemaking for data.12 But in reality, the initiative embodies China’s
conceptualization of data, cybersecurity, and sovereignty. GIDS uses language and tools from
Beijing’s existing policies: strong localization requirements and the right for jurisdictions to govern
data and the digital economy as they wish based on “mutual respect.”13 In a 2020 speech on GIDS,
Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi explicitly advocated (without a hint of irony) against digital
protectionism and data localization while also championing the centrality of sovereignty and the
state’s ability to manage the internet and protect data without restrictions.14 This highlights China’s
efforts to shape the narrative around data governance and security to achieve multiple competing
outcomes regarding digital trade, data-driven innovation, data flows, and a state-centered and
-controlled internet. These goals, however, are contradictory. China seeks to restrict and control
foreign companies operating within its borders, while ensuring that Chinese companies expanding
abroad do not face equivalent restriction or overseas control. This asymmetric approach to data
governance unfairly advantages Chinese companies while hindering their competitors.

How China Advances Its Agenda through International
Data Governance Norms, Principles, and Agreements
Beijing’s strategy for influencing international data governance is multifaceted and evolving.
China provides visiting delegations a Chinese model of internet and data governance and positions
its core laws and regulations as alternatives to European and U.S. efforts to regulate the protection,
collection, storage, transfer, and analysis of data. But its efforts to influence international data
governance extend more broadly. These involve bilateral infrastructure and commercial projects,
regional and multilateral organizations, private-sector firms, and domestic agencies. For example,
the Cyberspace Administration of China has made influence over global internet governance
a key goal in developing China’s status as a cyber great power.15 This section examines specific
cases at the United Nations, the G-20, and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
to demonstrate how China uses not only government-to-government engagement and trade
negotiations to pursue its data governance objectives but also private tech firms.

Expand and “Flood the Zone”: China’s Push for Cyber Sovereignty
and an Expansive Digital Agenda at the United Nations
China, along with Russia, has dedicated growing diplomatic attention and resources to the
United Nations because of the organization’s central role in cyber and internet governance,
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especially negotiations to frame a new and potentially expansive cybercrime treaty. In particular,
China seeks strong, explicit references to state sovereignty in cyber governance and is increasingly
using GIDS to advocate for this and its broader vision for data and internet governance.
China favors multilateral institutions like the United Nations (and the ITU, as is discussed
in chapter 3 and in more detail below) because they provide governments with voting power,
allowing a focus on state sovereignty. Government-based institutions also make it easier for
China to marginalize public- and private-sector advocacy groups that oppose its policies and
often prefer the alternative multistakeholder model of internet governance. The large membership
in these organizations allows China to use its full toolbox of incentives to get other countries to
support its proposals and positions. The United Nations and ITU also favor scale. China can,
as one government official put it, “flood the zone” by ensuring that it has as many participants
and proposals in as many forums as possible.16 Beijing often, but not always, sides with Moscow,
which supports a state-controlled internet and has long used the United Nations to advocate for
its preferred approach to cyber governance. There is, however, a difference between the two: while
China floods the zone, Russia is savvier at developing and building support for its proposals.
Though Beijing does not generally like being isolated on an issue (especially without Moscow), it is
getting more comfortable spearheading arguments on cyber issues.
China wants to use cyber discussions at the United Nations to push a comprehensive agenda—
or, as one official described it, “issue creep”—on cybercrime and cybersecurity to cover broader
data and internet governance issues, even though these issues are not within the usual scope of
the United Nations. Russia and China were instrumental in creating a new UN working group—
the Open Ended Working Group (OEWG) on Information and Communication Technologies—
that was more amenable to their interests and approach, as opposed to the smaller Group of
Government Experts on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the
Context of International Security. Indicative of its use of GIDS, OEWG proposals and discussions
have often used similar terminology and concepts. In June 2021, China’s UN ambassador Zhang
Jun made the connection clear in referencing both the OEWG and GIDS and their core concepts
in a speech at the UN Security Council.17
Furthermore, in 2021, China developed its first draft resolution on cyber issues for the UN
Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC). China and Russia prefer to use this
committee because its outcomes tend to be based on explicit references to nonintervention, central
to cyber sovereignty. Initially, China circulated a proposal on the peaceful use of technology,
which, despite its name, was actually directed at export-control restrictions imposed by the United
States and other countries that target China and its firms.18 Subsequently, it shared a draft DISEC
resolution on GIDS in its first effort to embed GIDS and its concepts into the committee.
At first, the United States and like-minded countries did not fully appreciate what GIDS
represented in Chinese cyber statecraft and were unprepared when China started pushing for this
initiative and related concepts everywhere it could at the United Nations.19 It took time for these
countries, and the various agencies involved, to fully understand GIDS and its potential impact on
16
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the global internet. This should be a wakeup call. As is discussed in chapter 6, the United States and
other liberal democracies will need to develop new mechanisms for coordinating a multilateral
response to China’s efforts in the United Nations.

“Death by a Thousand Cuts”: How China Seeks to Expand Its Agenda
As with its standard-setting strategy discussed in the previous chapter, China’s data governance
strategy prioritizes the ITU because it is a government-based organization that also allows select
private-sector participation and lends itself to broad, coordinated, and persistent engagement. The
ITU is a little-known multilateral organization responsible for issues like setting certain technical
standards. In contrast to the United Nations, the ITU has a designated role for private firms,
whose involvement China coordinates as part of its strategy. In this way, the ITU scales even more
readily than the United Nations since private firms—as “sector members”—have a seat at the table.
In recent years, many Chinese companies have become sector members in ITU committees and
study groups for technical standards, especially as they relate to smart cities and surveillancerelated technologies.20 As one official described, this public-private “death by a thousand cuts” is a
coordinated strategy by China to get its preferred language embedded in agendas, discussions, and
documents. Even if a major proposal is defeated, China can break it into many pieces and convince
representatives to embed them in other committees and forums.
Similar to its support for an expansive agenda at the United Nations, China wants to expand
the scope of the ITU to include digital trade and the broader digital economy even though
the union’s jurisdiction does not include internet architecture. As part of this effort, China
is becoming more adept at building support for its proposals, including by using incentives to
persuade other countries to front and support them. For example, Beijing wanted to push for
broad digital economic discussions at the ITU but knew that with its chief role the initiative would
likely fail. It wanted Asian and Australasian countries to jointly present the initiative but could not
get consensus. So China convinced Malaysia to lead the effort. Similarly, in 2019, Huawei officials
proposed a new top-down, centralized design for internet governance called “New IP (Internet
Protocol).”21 Thus, China used government and private-sector information and communications
technology (ICT) projects to build support among African countries for New IP. Given the
criticism and opposition to the proposal, China broke it into pieces to advocate in various ITU
committees and study groups, making it harder for opposed countries to track and respond to
each separate element. These individual elements also appear less concerning, even though when
combined they collectively serve China’s overarching goal.
Both of these are examples of China’s approach of taking issues that are normally discussed at
the WTO and technical, multistakeholder forums like the Internet Engineering Task Force and
putting them on the ITU agenda (despite the fact that the ITU has hitherto not been involved in
standard setting for internet traffic and digital trade). Thus far, China’s efforts have largely proved
ineffective. It struggles to build broad and genuine support for its proposals and often does not
prepare well-supported and high-quality submissions. Europe, the United States, and others have
benefited from this because it has allowed them to recognize China’s attempts and oppose them.
However, Beijing is no doubt learning and adapting.
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China’s ability to successfully advocate for its preferred approach at the ITU depends, in part,
on an apathetic and passive membership in the organization. Liberal democracies need to reengage across the board at these often bureaucratic, slow-moving, and frustrating institutions to
ensure that each and every proposal is thoroughly vetted. Moreover, for these efforts to be truly
successful, they must not merely be defensive reactions to malign Chinese proposals but offer
positive alternatives. As is discussed in chapter 6, the United States and like-minded countries
need to develop a new framework to provide a constructive and pragmatic agenda for the ITU,
otherwise China may still win with its state-centric approach to data and internet governance.

China’s Selective Attempts to Influence Data Discussions at the G-20
While the G-20 is not generally a forum for action or binding commitments, it has become a
focal point in the conflict between China (and Russia) and the EU, Japan, the United States, and
others on statements around global data flows and data governance. China has generally limited
efforts by these countries to use G-20 meetings and statements to advocate for ambitious statements
on the free flow of data. While China and Russia signed onto the Osaka Track framework (inspired
by Japan’s proposal for “data free flow with trust”) to promote the drafting of international rules
on the free movement of data, this does not mean they support its aims or how Japan and the
United States interpret the framework. As with GIDS, China will define and apply these terms and
concepts in its own way. Beijing’s predictable opposition is why Washington does not prioritize the
G-20 as a forum for meaningful debates around data flows and digital trade.
China will interpret G-20 statements and commitments in its own way given that they
are nonbinding. However, Beijing is getting more proficient and creative in trying to embed
its preferred terminology and concepts. For example, before 2020, Indonesia was not active on
data and digital issues at the G-20, including on China’s previous efforts to get GIDS and “data
security” into G-20 statements. Yet after their cooperation on Covid-19 vaccine clinical trials and
production, Indonesia started actively supporting the concept of data security in G-20 documents,
including in the 2021 G-20 statement from Rome (though the final statement did not include a
reference). There have been other anecdotal cases where Mexico and others made noticeable
changes to their usual statements on data governance following Chinese vaccine diplomacy.

Direct Engagement by China’s Government and Private Sector on Data
and Digital Governance
China is directly and indirectly affecting individual countries’ domestic development of data
governance policies through both organic influence and direct, digital economic statecraft. Many
countries (both developing and developed) see China’s model of digital development and control
as a success—one they want to replicate. Many are drawn to the approach because they too
prioritize state-directed, protectionist economic policies and political control over free markets,
open trade, and human rights. In this way, China has an indirect effect as countries voluntarily
adopt similar policies. But Beijing also increasingly pursues digital economic statecraft as the CCP
and private sector (both jointly and independently) advocate for their preferred data governance
policies, often alongside China-supported ICT infrastructure deployments.
Government-to-government: Advocating for data localization regulations. In Africa, China
is leveraging a combination of bilateral and regional government-to-government and Chinese
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private-sector tech engagement to influence both hardware and data and digital policies.22
Infrastructure is the starting point for extensive engagement and advocacy, and China
offers preferential financing for its firms to construct submarine cables and 5G and other
telecommunication networks.23 But the scope of its engagement is evolving. Several countries,
including Kenya, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and South Africa, have considered or enacted data
localization policies and embraced notions of cyber sovereignty at the same time that Huawei
and other Chinese firms were building data centers and expanding cloud services.24 Many
countries are also considering using other China-related tech tools (e.g., surveillance) and digital
regulations around content moderation (e.g., stifling free speech online).25
For instance, in 2015, China selected Tanzania as a pilot country for targeted capacity building,
including on digital governance. Technical assistance from China influenced restrictions found in
Tanzania’s cybercrime law as well as other laws that resemble Beijing’s restrictive control of digital
content.26 Huawei built much of Tanzania’s ICT infrastructure as well as its national data center.
China continues to use high-level engagement to build on this early success. In August 2021 the
Cyberspace Administration of China hosted the ministerial-level China-Africa Internet Development
and Cooperation on Digital Innovation Forum, where China outlined its various initiatives to build
ICT and digital economic connectivity with Africa. Elsewhere, it funded a Huawei-built national
data center for Senegal. As part of this project, Senegal decided to replicate China’s approach of
requiring that all data from state-owned enterprises and the government be stored locally.27
China’s government and commercial engagement provides a foundation for engagement at the
African Union as it considers developing a regional digital economic framework as a follow-up to
the recently enacted African Continental Free Trade Area.28 The initial debate has often revolved
around the major data governance models—U.S.-style data-driven innovation and digital free
trade, EU-type precautionary principle and restrictive regulations, and China-like digital control
and protectionism—with many being drawn to the Chinese model. While the African Union
and its members are obviously the final decision-makers, and there are many factors involved in
building these frameworks, China is actively engaged in the debate alongside government and
private-sector representatives from the United States, Europe, and elsewhere.
Private-sector advocates: Chinese firms advocating for data localization. Chinese tech
companies play a key supporting role in advocating for the government’s preferred approach to
data governance, especially as it relates to data localization. Alibaba Cloud and Tencent Cloud are
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rapidly expanding in open cloud service markets around the world, especially in the Asia-Pacific,
and have shown that they are willing to advocate for localization policies. They do this in part
to differentiate themselves and seize market share from U.S. and other foreign cloud providers
that generally oppose localization. The general manager of Alibaba Cloud India said the company,
which has set up data centers in India, sees a big opportunity in the Indian government’s push
toward data localization.29 Alibaba Cloud’s president made similar comments, stating the “need to
respect laws on data security and privacy. It is the most fundamental one. We insist on localization
of data. Indian data should be stored in India. That is our principle.”30 Sometimes Chinese firms
are more subtle and indirect, as in Chinese investors’ advocacy for data localization by Indian
payment firm Paytm during India’s debate about payment data (which was ultimately enacted).
U.S. cloud service providers and other tech firms generally oppose data localization and
expansive government requests for data as they add unnecessary costs and complexities to global
IT systems and operations. U.S. firms want to leverage the distributed nature of the internet to
provide their services globally rather than build out unique IT systems for every market. Major U.S.
tech firms also tend to carefully review each government request for data to ensure it is legitimate
and abides by local laws. This legalistic approach can be long and complicated if it involves data
in multiple jurisdictions, which can frustrate local policymakers. U.S. firms have stated that they
are not generally losing contracts to Chinese firms on price or services, but Alibaba’s and Tencent’s
advocacy on data localization and seamless government access to data is proving successful in
some markets (especially for government-contracted data and services). Many government officials
around the world—particularly in law enforcement and national security agencies—prioritize
control over data. Thus, a sales strategy of giving local governments what they want, in terms of
local storage and control, can be effective.
Chinese tech firms’ advocacy on data localization represents an alignment of commercial and
government interests. Domestically, tech champions like Tencent and Alibaba are key beneficiaries
of Chinese digital protectionism and asymmetric internet and data access.31 Overseas, Chinese
firms advocate for data localization as part of government-related efforts (as in Tanzania and Sierra
Leone), but also independently. These firms sometimes self-brand projects as being related to the
government’s Digital Silk Road initiative in an effort to score political—and perhaps financial—
support from Beijing. Alibaba Cloud and Tencent Cloud are major players globally but still lag
behind AWS, Microsoft, and Google in size, capability, and coverage. Alibaba is the world’s
fourth-biggest cloud-computing service.32 Tencent Cloud remains dependent on its protected
home market, which alone gives it a larger worldwide market share than IBM or Oracle.
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China’s Approach to Data Governance in Trade Agreements
China’s approach to data and digital trade negotiations is evolving, but not in a direction that
will allow the free flow of data. China will likely push for a vaguely defined, self-judging “national
security” exception in any digital trade agreement so that it can keep its array of localization
measures in place. Essentially, Beijing wants new digital trade agreements to conform to its
restrictive approach to data governance.
Traditionally, China has refused to negotiate trade rules around data flows, data governance,
and digital trade, citing sovereignty. This was due, in part, to losing a WTO dispute on its
regulation of publications and audiovisual products in 2010. China’s approach shows that Chinese
policymakers cannot reconcile a strident view that sovereignty in the cyber realm supersedes
the need to voluntarily limit it as part of international trade agreements or other international
negotiations. Likewise, China has refused to join the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation CrossBorder Privacy Rules system, which it sees as a U.S. plot to steal its data.33 It generally opposes
efforts by small groups of countries to determine key norms and rules, especially if it is not part
of the rulemaking. For example, Zhang Jun told the UN Security Council that “‘small circles’
should not decide cybersecurity governance, and interference in nations’ internal affairs should
be avoided.”34 This also presumably covers various efforts in the Asia-Pacific to create new digital
trade rules that support the free flow of data and prohibit data localization.
However, China is increasingly interested in joining forums and agreements where small groups
of countries are working together on new digital trade rules and mechanisms for cooperation
on digital economic governance. In 2021, it applied to join the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and the Digital Economy Partnership
Agreement (DEPA). The latter agreement involves Chile, New Zealand, and Singapore. China’s
interest is especially stark given the lack of U.S. involvement. Both agreements include strong,
enforceable provisions on data flows and digital trade—and lack a self-judging national security
exception—that would likely require Beijing to make substantive changes to domestic laws and
regulations. DEPA is not just a trade agreement but a forum for cooperation on digital and datarelated issues such as AI, data privacy, digital identities, e-invoicing, fintech and e-payments, and
open government data.
Whether China’s interest in joining the CPTPP and the DEPA is genuine or not, a case could
be made that it wants to be involved in small Asia-Pacific initiatives that can evolve and shape
regional rules. For example, the P4 trade agreement between Brunei, Chile, Singapore, and New
Zealand eventually became the CPTPP. China’s potential involvement in these agreements is likely
based on the key caveat that there are broad, self-judging exceptions for privacy and national
security that allow it to keep its myriad data localization and data restrictions in place. This again
demonstrates how China wants to follow a separate set of rules domestically from the ones it
advocates for abroad—open digital markets for Chinese firms, but a closed domestic market for
foreign firms.
Another sign of China’s evolving approach to data and digital trade is that it has made its first
commitments on both issues in the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP).
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However, RCEP provisions on data flows are largely symbolic because they are not subject to
dispute settlement, thus making them unenforceable, and are weaker than provisions in the WTO
General Agreement on Trade in Services, to which China is a party.35 However, China is not
solely responsible for the RCEP outcome. India also pushed for the self-judging national security
exception before ultimately deciding it did not want to join the partnership. The e-commerce
chapter was concluded before India left negotiations, and the remaining parties decided that it
would be too difficult to reopen the text. However, two key data-related provisions in the RCEP
(Articles 12.14 and 12.15) notably include a trade test that acts as a guardrail against parties
misusing legitimate public policy exceptions (like privacy and national security) to enact arbitrary,
discriminatory, and disguised barriers to trade.
Similarly, China initially opposed the 2017 launch of the WTO’s Joint Statement Initiative on
E-commerce that was supported by the United States and dozens of other countries. Only in 2019
did China decide to join when it saw that members were serious about making progress and did
not want to miss out on a chance to shape the rules. Thus far, China has been fairly constructive
in discussions. As of April 2021, it had provided 4 of the 52 submissions. China has had the
opportunity to grandstand and obstruct early discussions on data but has not succeeded, despite
its first submission explicitly opposing talks on data and digital trade (it wanted talks to focus on
goods-based e-commerce).36 During plenary discussions early in negotiations, countries could not
agree that data should be included. But in 2021, all 86 participating countries (including China)
agreed that data is important to negotiations. Negotiators have been able to finalize multiple
non–data specific provisions without opposition from China. While this may seem to be a low bar
to clear, Beijing could have obstructed even these outcomes. Since then, the tone of discussions
around data has changed, as countries realize that an agreement will have no credibility without
data-related provisions. However, this is all a prelude to negotiations on actual text around data
and how to design a framework that allows digital free trade, which is deliberately being left to the
end due to sensitivity surrounding the issue.
When negotiations finally get to the issue of data and data flows, China’s position will likely
focus on two key components. The first centers on how parties negotiate exceptions to rules that
protect data flows and prohibit data localization. Thus far, China has not been forced to articulate
its position, as the United States and EU are at loggerheads over data flows and privacy. Similar
to China, the EU wants a self-judging exception, but to protect privacy, allowing it to justify data
localization in the name of privacy.37 China’s submission shows it wants a broad, self-judging
exception for cyber and national security.38 Until the U.S.-EU dispute is resolved, China does not
need to make its position clear and will thus avoid the inevitable opposition to having a broad
loophole for national security, privacy, and public morals. Second, China’s approach will also
depend on whether the final agreement includes tiered commitments, especially for developing
countries. If such commitments are included and China is unhappy with the data-related
provisions and exceptions, it could opt out by only agreeing to join the lower tier.
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China is making a canny and cynical series of strategic decisions in changing its approach
on data flows and digital trade, especially given the lack of U.S. involvement and leadership. It is
possible that China will sign on to ambitious provisions related to data and digital trade if it can get
broad self-judging exceptions for national security and other interests that allow it to essentially
circumvent the intended impact of these new rules. The odds of its success depend on strong and
concerted U.S. opposition and coordination with liberal democracies on achieving an ambitious
and meaningful outcome on data flows at the WTO and elsewhere.

Recommendations
The United States needs to develop a whole-of-government global digital strategy to counter
China’s growing and multifaceted efforts to advocate for a top-down, state-controlled internet.
Data flows and data governance are two critical parts, but there are many others. The following
recommendations specifically relate to international data governance.
First, the United States and like-minded countries need to pay more attention to the forums
where China is seeking to influence local and international data governance, as each successful case
adds up and over time benefits Beijing’s strategic effort to advocate for a top-down, state-managed
internet. The United States and others need to move on from a largely ad hoc response to a detailed
and coordinated all-points strategy that responds to China at every forum and level (i.e., country,
regional, and multilateral). Time is of the essence given the lack of concrete rules around data and
the fact that so many countries are reforming domestic data governance laws and regulations. As
countries develop these regimes, they are actively looking to leaders for ideas and guidance.
Further, realistic and constructive alternatives to the infrastructure and digital policy ideas
China is promoting need to be offered. The United States, Australia, and others have started doing
this, such as via the Blue Dot Network, but more needs to be done. Thus far, China has focused
largely on ICT infrastructure, with a few instances where the government and private sector have
supported restrictive digital regulations. Given these examples, it is feasible that Chinese-built ICT
infrastructure and data centers will be increasingly deployed alongside China-inspired localization
requirements that act as the leading edge for related digital technologies and policies. This risk is
particularly acute for countries that have authoritarian tendencies. The challenge for the United
States and others is to develop and deploy a more coordinated and effective approach to digital
policies, such as data privacy, cybersecurity, content moderation, government access to data, and
other digital issues, to compete with China’s policies. This will not be easy, given that each country
has its own strategy. But developing and advocating for alternative digital policies will be crucial
as officials in countries look for pragmatic advice on how to address these pressing issues.
Second, the United States needs to broaden its cyber diplomacy engagement and educational
outreach. It can no longer expect to shape the final outcome in negotiations with small groups of
countries. Russia and China are playing the full field in terms of engaging all countries involved in
UN and ITU discussions. The United States needs to do the same, much like U.S. partners that are
more pragmatic and proactive in working with as many countries as possible to sway undecided
countries before major decisions on cyber are made.
The United States also needs to prepare educational material and digital development assistance
to build genuine support for its preferred policies. For example, Huawei’s New IP proposal initially
received reasonable support among African countries before they understood its full implications.
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Education is the foundation for building coalitions around these new issues. Countries in Africa
and other regions need assistance on digital economy, data privacy, and cybersecurity issues.
Chinese companies have been capitalizing on this to expand the scope of the ITU in a way that
suits China’s broader objectives. The United States and others need to do more to ensure that these
issues are addressed in the proper forum and receive greater support, such as digital development
assistance through the U.S. Agency for International Development.
The United States also needs to devote more staff to actively engage in UN, ITU, and WTO
discussions on digital and cyber issues. In many cases, the United States is missing in action, and
if officials are there, they are not proactively providing material and ideas to drive the agenda. U.S.
partners are often surprised at the lack of U.S. interest and pressure. Likewise, the United States
needs to provide resources and support for private-sector participants to be consistently engaged
at UN and ITU discussions. At the moment, there are few Western firms that consistently go to the
ITU for standards work. Often there are only a handful of European and other officials present to
oppose bad proposals, and it is difficult to hold the line against concerted Chinese efforts across
the ITU’s eleven study groups and other committee meetings.
Third, the United States and like-minded countries should proactively outline and advocate for
an ambitious, binding set of rules to support data flows and prohibit data localization, with narrow,
targeted exceptions for privacy and national security. Negotiations on these issues at the WTO
are likely to come down to the scope of exceptions. Europe wants a broad self-judging exception
for privacy, while China wants the same for national security. One option is using the UK–EU
adequacy decision as the basis for a balanced framework. Reaching an agreement between the
United States and EU on the issue of privacy is central to pressuring China to sign onto ambitious
data flow provisions that would require it to remove the majority of its localization policies.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter finds that China’s digital ambitions—particularly the use of commercial
entities as part of its strategy to achieve those ambitions—present an imposing threat
to the market norms, values, and prosperity that undergird the existing global system
and its security.

MAIN ARGUMENT
The threat posed by China’s digital strategy is especially acute because of the nature of
technologies catalyzing the fourth industrial revolution, which are enabled by a mutually
reinforcing and interactive “digital triad” of information and communications technology
infrastructure, big data, and artificial intelligence. By allowing states at the forefront of this
revolution to formulate more effective responses through greater access to information and
rapid analysis of data, while also influencing the information environment of adversaries,
this triad converts data into a competitive battlespace extending across boundaries, domains
of state interaction (e.g., military and commercial), and the real and virtual worlds. China
aims to be the first country to merge the components of the digital triad to not only drive
economic development and commercial value but also enhance the competitiveness of its
diplomatic, military, and intelligence operations. Successfully combining and managing
these technologies could very well grant China global technological superpower status,
accompanied by all the negative externalities of an authoritarian nation-state’s control over
the international information system.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• China’s digital strategy has the potential to undermine the ability of the U.S. and its allies
to project diplomatic and military power in key regions around the world, as well as to
reduce companies’ abilities to operate in those markets.
• China’s emphasis on leveraging corporate players and competing in commercial
domains constitutes a different approach from that seen in past nation-state competition
and recasts the corporate domain as a nation-state battlespace. Traditional modes and
mechanisms of international competition, like military deployments and actions in
institutions of multilateral governance, are insufficient to address Beijing’s challenge, and
new tools must be developed.

C

hina’s digital ambitions—particularly the use of commercial entities as part of its strategy
to achieve those ambitions—present an imposing threat to the market norms, values, and
prosperity that undergird the existing global system and its security. This is a multilevel
threat: Beijing’s efforts to claim the architecture of a digital world endangers the ability
of both international militaries and commercial players to operate competitively. It also endangers
individuals’ privacy, the integrity of the information they receive, and the interactions on which
the digital world depends.
The threat posed by China’s digital strategy is especially acute because of the nature of
technologies catalyzing the fourth industrial revolution, which are enabled by a mutually
reinforcing and interactive “digital triad” of information and communications technology
(ICT) infrastructure, big data, and artificial intelligence. By allowing states at the forefront of
this revolution to formulate more effective responses through greater access to information and
rapid analysis of data, while also influencing the information environment of adversaries, this
triad converts data into a competitive battlefield extending across boundaries, domains of state
interaction (e.g., military and commercial), and the real and virtual worlds.1 China aims to be the
first country to merge the components of the digital triad to not only drive economic development
and commercial value but also enhance the competitiveness of its diplomatic, military, and
intelligence operations. Successfully combining and managing these technologies could very well
grant China global technological superpower status, accompanied by all the negative externalities
of an authoritarian nation-state’s control over the international information system.
How the United States and its allies choose to interpret and respond to the digital ambitions of
the People’s Republic of China (PRC) will determine how the ongoing fourth industrial revolution
affects the balance of power in years to come. The contest for influence over the emerging global
digital ecosystem will define 21st-century global strategic competition. This chapter seeks to
underline this point by illustrating the immediate security implications of Beijing’s digital strategy.
It details the security threats that could emerge from a China-controlled digital architecture and
the information advantage and coercive leverage such control would grant Beijing. This chapter
also explores Beijing’s use of commercial entities to execute its digital strategy and assesses
the challenge this poses for both increasing international recognition of China’s actions and
formulating a competitive response.

Digital China and the Security Implications of
Modern Economic Statecraft
The PRC is constructing a global digital architecture to shape, manage, and control the
international information environment by developing and exporting coercive tools of control.2
These activities threaten the existing international system and the norms on which it rests. They
also threaten international security along traditional military dimensions, as well as economic,
informational, and political ones. Beijing’s particular approach to digital competition risks
obscuring the nature, immediacy, and severity of the threat. As illustrated in earlier chapters,
1
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China pursues its digital ambitions through commercial as well as government actors, projecting
power in domains and through players that are not traditionally considered within the framework
of national security. These gray-zone activities represent a core pillar of Beijing’s approach to
competition in the digital era. They demand that the United States and other liberal democracies
acquire a broader perspective of security and competition, one that accounts for not only
traditional military and intelligence concerns and actors but also economic and political ones. The
core security implications of Beijing’s digital ambitions as they apply to, and take advantage of,
both traditional and nontraditional security domains include the following:
• A state-driven agenda that forces companies to pursue government interests, blurring the
lines of traditional commercial competition and converting the commercial domain into a
battlespace—which presents an immediate national security concern.
• The use of global digital systems, including commercial platforms, to acquire superior
information—and therefore an advantage in military, commercial, and political competition—
as well as to restrict, deny, or distort other nations’ access to information.
• The use of global digital systems to shape the international information environment, including
through dissemination of propaganda and disinformation.
• Efforts to dominate critical nodes in strategic, digital-relevant industry chains and infrastructure
and convert them into coercive leverage, political influence, and outsized economic returns.
• Efforts to undermine the incentives and legal structures that drive Western innovation, chiefly
the concept and protection of intellectual property (IP) rights, and in the process unfairly
advantage China’s development of advanced technologies.
The rest of this chapter also emphasizes Beijing’s expanding use of commercial actors for
national strategic ends and the resultant redefinition of commercial activity as a domain of
battle. This is a redefinition with which the United States and other liberal democracies are only
beginning to wrestle and that demands a new generation of competitive frameworks.

A Clear Agenda and Expansive Footprint
The risks identified in the preceding section are not just notional. They are evident in the digital
architecture China is already developing and its discourse that explicitly describes an agenda for
digital control to advance strategic ambitions. When engaging with the international system,
Beijing touts the economic and social benefits of its investments in digital infrastructure and the
positive role of Chinese companies in emerging economies around the world. But the reality is
more nuanced. Generally speaking, these activities answer to the Chinese government’s foreign
policy objectives and agenda. In 2018 the China Academy of Information and Communication
Technology, a scientific research institute under the PRC’s Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology, described the strategic underpinnings of the “going out” of Chinese ICT companies
as follows:
• Safeguard China’s national security by establishing an autonomous and controllable closedloop digital ecosystem with communications equipment and internet applications that improve
the level of network information security.
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• Advance PRC international influence and soft power by expanding the global network layout
and controlling capabilities of telecommunications equipment, expanding foreign exchanges
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and cooperation, building a community of shared interests and shared destiny in the network
age, and expanding the influence of Chinese culture and ideology.
• Resolve domestic overcapacity issues within China’s ICT industry to provide revenue growth
for Chinese companies and consolidate China’s position as the industry’s global leader.3
This framing makes clear that China’s digital “going out” policy serves a larger strategic
agenda intended to shape the international community according to Beijing’s vision. The calledfor construction of a Chinese-led, closed-loop digital ecosystem is already underway, creating
the foundation of a network-led “community of shared interests and shared destiny.” The United
States and other liberal democracies should take note of this strategic objective.
Countries concerned about China’s growing digital influence should also note the wide-ranging
network of actors supporting Beijing’s agenda. International focus has oriented around Huawei
and other national champions, but a bevy of lesser-known state-backed corporations also support
Beijing’s digital ambitions abroad. They assist PRC efforts to achieve information superiority, form
critical nodes in strategic digital-relevant industry chains, and execute national strategies. Some
state-backed corporations have been formed with the sole purpose of constructing and managing a
hub-and-spoke arrangement of integrated information technology platforms and networks. These
networks span the internet, telecommunications, financial payments, big-data centers, submarine
cables, and cloud computing.
Beijing has already made extensive inroads. Current initiatives in the Digital Silk Road
appear focused on integrating China with neighboring countries in the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) and Eurasia. The China-ASEAN Information Harbor Digital Economy
Alliance represents one such initiative led by the PRC government to form a digital infrastructure
ecosystem interweaving China with Southeast Asian nations that could in time serve as a bulwark
hindering U.S. commercial pursuits and establishing new standards and norms for digital
operators in the region. First proposed by the Cyberspace Administration of China and the
Guangxi regional government in 2015, the alliance pursues an ambitious plan to “deepen network
interconnection and information exchange” between China and ASEAN countries. This has led
to the construction and management of a “new internet exchange” hub in Nanning by China’s
three state-owned telecom operators, as well as submarine fiber-optic projects and a big-data
information exchange platform to “explore new models of big data utilization” and “guide relevant
government departments.”
Demonstrating the nontraditional role enterprises are playing in implementing the PRC
government’s strategy, the alliance is led by China-ASEAN Information Harbor Company
(China Eastcom), a state-controlled information technology company approved by the State
Council and based in Guangxi.4 China Eastcom does not appear to operate according to market
directives. Instead, it is tasked with constructing an “international communication network
system and network hub with Guangxi as the core, facing ASEAN and serving China’s southwest
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and central south.”5 The company, with support from Guangxi and central government agencies,
is driving China-ASEAN network integration and information exchange to promote the Digital
Silk Road. Foreign governments appear unaware of the company’s true origins and objectives.6
China Eastcom is not an outlier. Another company, Silk Road Information Port Co., serves a
similar purpose. Based in Gansu Province, it is a state-owned enterprise operating as a “strategic
fulcrum” to advance transnational cooperation and the formation of a “Silk Road information
corridor” for Central and West Asia, as well as the Middle East.7 The company is overseen by
the vice provincial governor Zhang Shizhen and owned by eight provincial-level state-owned
enterprises, including China Unicom and China Telecom.8

Constructing a Digital Infrastructure for the “Information Advantage”
As this report has demonstrated, China is developing and exporting a network of digital
infrastructure globally. This includes physical infrastructure as well as virtual platforms
(discussed in chapters 1 and 2, respectively). These are predominately built by national commercial
champions under Beijing’s direction; they are tools in a national geopolitical agenda rather than
products of organic market activity. This digital infrastructure may allow China to gain global
information advantages that both support its own security apparatus and threaten the security
of its competitors. Construction of digital infrastructure abroad promises Beijing superior access
to information, including in a manner that supports and informs military and intelligence
operations. As discussed in the following section, this infrastructure also promises China the
ability to restrict, distort, or deny information—and therefore the virtual activity that depends on
that information.
This first-order security threat—as well as the surveillance implications of China’s control
over its commercial champions—is well illustrated by a series of cyberespionage campaigns
targeting the African Union over the past ten years. In March 2018, French newspaper Le Monde
revealed that between 2012 and 2017 confidential data on an African Union ICT system provided
by Huawei had been routed to a server in Shanghai each evening.9 Two years later, in December
2020, Japan’s Computer Emergency Response Team alerted African Union officials that Chinese
hackers were stealing massive amounts of camera footage from the African Union headquarters.
The headquarters had been constructed by the state-owned China State Construction Engineering
Corporation in 2012 and still retained Chinese technicians to help maintain its digital systems.10
This example of Beijing’s intelligence services leveraging overseas digital infrastructure
constructed or operated by Chinese companies to collect high-value information is not an outlier.
It is a matter of law. Article 7 of China’s 2017 National Intelligence Law requires “any organization
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or citizen” to “support, assist, and cooperate with state intelligence work.”11 Article 28 of its
Cybersecurity Law requires network operators to “provide technical support and assistance to
public security organs and national security organs that are safeguarding national security and
investigating criminal activities in accordance with the law.”12
China’s presence on the African continent is expansive and growing. The extent of the presence
indicates the pervasiveness of China’s information threat. Chinese ICT firms, led by Huawei,
established a major foothold in African telecommunications infrastructure long before the formal
announcement of the Belt and Road Initiative. Some date Huawei’s first forays into African
countries back to 1996.13 And its digital infrastructure construction has propagated over the last
quarter-century: as of 2021, Huawei alone had built 50% of the African continent’s 3G networks
and 70% of its 4G networks.14 The Cyberspace Administration of China is now pursuing the
China-Africa Partnership Plan on Digital Innovation to solidify China’s position on the continent,
which includes preparations to expand Chinese digital platforms as well as construct physical
infrastructure like smart cities and 5G networks.15 Entrenching PRC ICT firms in Africa is a
clear policy objective for Beijing and is viewed as a means to compete with Washington to expand
China’s influence and control over emerging global digital architecture.16

Shaping the Information Environment
The information advantage that China’s digital infrastructure provides does not end at
information collection. Beijing can also distort, restrict, or deny information to its competitors,
whether those be governments, militaries, or commercial actors. Smart logistics hubs and IT
logistics standards (discussed in chapter 3) offer ripe examples. These systems depend on data
to enable streamlined movement and exchange. Beijing could use control over Chinese-built
logistics infrastructure and platforms to cut users off from necessary data streams. This is already
happening as a result of its Personal Information Protection Law, which went into effect in
November 2021.17 Doing so could force operations at a targeted port to shut down, leave a shipping
company’s fleets stranded in the middle of the ocean, or even stall a government’s customs
processes. More subtle than outright restriction, Beijing could also distort the information streams
on which this infrastructure relies. For example, incorrect information could be fed into customs
databases, permitting the inflow of illicit goods. As these examples indicate, China’s global digital
architecture allows it to shape the digital environment—not only to obstruct competitors’ activities
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but also to fuel Beijing’s champions. This threatens the integrity of global information (and the
decisions built on it) at the personal, corporate, and government levels.
At the personal level, for example, China can use its platforms to spread propaganda or
disinformation, replacing fact with its own narrative. TikTok underlines the immediacy and
significance of this danger. In the first quarter of 2020, TikTok was the most downloaded app in the
world.18 In October 2020, it surpassed Instagram to become U.S. teenagers’ second-favorite social
media app after Snapchat.19 TikTok is owned and controlled by ByteDance, a Chinese company,
and in August 2021 the Chinese government, through a state-owned entity, claimed a board seat
and stake in ByteDance.20 ByteDance—and through it the Chinese government—are reportedly
able to access the information of U.S.-based TikTok users.21 In addition, TikTok serves as an active
platform of Chinese propaganda internationally: at the behest of the Chinese government, the
platform censors videos on sensitive subjects ranging from Tiananmen Square to pro-democracy
movements in Hong Kong.22 The service also has the ability to promote Chinese propaganda and
disinformation. Kara Frederick, a fellow at the Center for a New American Security, observed
in a 2020 interview: “If the CCP decided [through] ByteDance to feed you propaganda, you’re
addicted.…It is there, and you’re going to get more and more and more. And there, they can tweak
and see what you like, what you don’t like.”23
At the corporate level, Beijing might use its digital infrastructure to artificially enhance the
competitiveness of its national-champion companies at the expense of other international players.
For example, Chinese transaction and industrial platforms tend to include credit ratings. As these
proliferate internationally, Beijing might inflate the ratings of its favorite players to make them the
preferred choices for customers.
Finally, at the government level, China’s control over digital architecture—and corresponding
ability to shape information—would allow it to redirect military forces that depend on Chinese
information systems, whether by adjusting their routing or feeding them false instructions. Or, as
previously noted, Beijing might be able to skew customs information to allow the entry of illicit
or tariffed goods into other countries. China’s propaganda and dissemination of disinformation
could also help stir up popular unrest or shape voter preferences, skewing the incentives and
priorities of democratic governments.

Concrete Footholds: Leverage over Value Chains and Infrastructure
The security implications of Beijing’s digital strategy also apply to the tangible production
of digital technologies. China seeks to foster dependence on it by controlling value chains for
emerging industries, which grants coercive leverage. Beijing has already shown that it is willing to
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use this leverage. In 2010, for example, China restricted rare earth exports to Japan in retaliation
for disputes over the sovereignty of the Senkaku Islands.24
More than a decade later, China continues to control global rare earth production, as well as
the upstream and downstream value chains, despite widespread awareness of the vulnerability
this creates. In 2018 the U.S. Department of Defense concluded that China poses a “significant
and growing risk to the supply of materials deemed strategic and critical to U.S. national security.”
Not only does Beijing dominate upstream mining of critical minerals, but it is also “increasingly
dominating downstream value-added materials processing and associated manufacturing supply
chains.”25 Such control gives China a key advantage: foreign military or technological challenges
have little credibility if they depend on core inputs from Beijing.
This dependence extends well beyond rare earths. A similar industrial asymmetry applies across
critical value chains of the digital era. China’s primary Internet of Things module manufacturer,
Quectel, controls more than a third of the global market,26 while China’s Bitmain and MicroBT,
which manufacture bitcoin mining units, have effectively no market competition.27 Even further
upstream, China dominates global production of the basket of minerals necessary for emerging
technologies, including cobalt, lithium, and nickel.28
This control over key industrial production is no accident. Beijing’s science and technology
planning consistently emphasizes not only developing emerging technologies, scaling them,
and setting their rules, but also developing integrated and relatively autonomous value chains.
For example, Xi Jinping explained in a 2016 speech that without a solid manufacturing base for
strategic technologies, Chinese technological capacity would be “a waste of work,” and that “in
the global information field, the ability to integrate innovation chains, production chains, and
value chains has increasingly become the key to success or failure.” He explained that “the final
result of technology research and development in core technology should not only be technical
reports, scientific research papers, and laboratory samples but should [also] be market products,
technical strength, and industrial strength.”29 In other words, technological capacity requires
manufacturing capacity.
China’s integrated circuit program—and the supporting role of government-guidance funds—
illustrates this emphasis on industrial capacity, as well as the creative measures Beijing implements
in pursuit of it. China has developed a system of government guidance funds that are tasked
with allocating state capital within specific industry verticals to scale up Chinese capacity and
independence in strategic and high-tech industries. To date, more than $670 billion has been raised
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across 1,741 guidance funds, including at least $60 billion specifically allocated to the integrated
circuity industry via the National IC Industry Investment Fund (Big Fund).30
The Big Fund poses real threats to the global semiconductor industry and U.S. national security.
Chips are an integral component in advanced technology supply chains and military platforms
ranging from aircraft carriers to satellites to missile systems. China has invested over $100 billion
into the semiconductor industry, while also heavily subsidizing the purchase of Chinese chips
domestically and targeting foreign semiconductor firms to acquire IP. This undermines U.S.
and European economic competitiveness and innovation, potentially driving some firms out of
business or forcing them to exit key markets, which is China’s ultimate goal. In February 2018,
Chen Datong, a founding partner of Hua Capital and manager of the Chinese government’s
semiconductor industry investment funds, delivered a speech in which he stated that the Big Fund
aims to subvert the global semiconductor industry by creating overcapacity, just as China did in
the solar and LED industries.

A New Technological Race and Changing Innovation Incentives
At the same time, Beijing’s approach to the digital revolution is also transforming the context in
which innovation takes place and the incentives undergirding it. Acquisition of foreign IP through
both licit and illicit means and the subversion of strategic industries through overcapitalization
are core elements of PRC digital strategy. China is willing to risk undermining the fundamental
drivers of global innovation in order to impede other countries’ ability to compete with it in the
technological race underway.
While China is not alone in conducting economic espionage, the scope and scale of its activities
are generating unmatched economic and national security risks to the United States and its allies
and partners. China has developed a systematic approach to identifying, targeting, and acquiring
IP and talent from around the world. IP theft erodes the long-term competitiveness of global
companies, especially as stolen IP is absorbed and repurposed by Chinese firms to compete in
global markets. In 2016 the U.S. Trade Representative’s Section 301 investigation into Chinese
trade practices assessed the cost of PRC IP theft for the U.S. economy at $400–$600 billion a year.31
Meanwhile, the FBI has reported that it opens a new economic espionage investigation tied to
China every ten hours.32
China’s IP theft targets extend well beyond the United States. In its 2020 annual report, the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service, Canada’s premier intelligence agency, called out China
for covertly gathering “political, economic, and military information in Canada...in support of…
state development goals.”33 In 2020 the European Commission proposed hiring “civilian spy
catchers” to protect research and innovation developed within research universities from being
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stolen.34 Similarly, Japan has begun paying its companies to reshore manufacturing capabilities
out of China. In October 2021, Tokyo appointed a new minister of economic security to—among
other things—counter economic espionage.35
However, China is not slowing its theft of foreign technology. In fact, its “innovation-driven
development strategy,” unveiled in 2016, turbocharges foreign technology acquisition programs,
introduces new tools for repurposing foreign IP, and channels state and foreign capital into
priority emerging technology sectors to wrest dominance from foreign innovation leaders.36
Acquisition of foreign IP often follows a government-prescribed process of introducing, digesting,
and assimilating foreign technologies that lead to re-innovated Chinese products. According
to Tai Ming Cheung, this policy encourages the “going out” of Chinese firms to gain access to
foreign R&D and technology. It also seeks to entice foreign companies to establish R&D facilities
in China.37
PRC IP theft undermines the revenue, talent, future economic growth, and economic
competitiveness of core industry players. Over time, and with no meaningful counterresponse,
China’s industrial policy could subvert the incentive structures that underpin innovation—the
engine of economic and military power—including the competitive and financial returns inherent
in ingenuity and the laws that protect global markets.

Conclusion: Viewing the Commercial Domain as a
21st-Century Battlespace
If China’s digital strategy were to succeed, it would undermine the ability of the United States
and its allies and partners to project diplomatic and military power in key regions around the
world, as well as reduce companies’ ability to operate in those markets. China’s digital strategy
creates the prospect of a Chinese-led digital bloc that operates telecommunications, financial
payments, e-commerce, logistics, internet, and satellite navigation separate from the rest of the
world. As former Australian prime minister Malcolm Turnbull articulated, we do not need a
“smoking gun” when assessing China’s intent; we can see that the country has a loaded gun and
do not “want someone with very different values than ours to have the ability to pull the trigger.”38
Yet China’s loaded gun (and its implications) has thus far evaded large-scale recognition, let
alone a meaningful and coordinated response. In part, this is a function of China’s emphasis
on leveraging corporate players and competing in commercial domains. Corporations are the
defining instruments of 21st-century strategic competition. They wield significant influence over
society and political institutions; retain massive amounts of data globally, including on people; and
are the primary incubators of cutting-edge innovations that will define the next era of economic
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and military winners and losers. It makes sense, then, that governments should try to harness
the competitive forces of corporate actors to strengthen diplomatic maneuverability and military
capability. Yet this constitutes a different approach than that of past nation-state competitions and
demands a change in the framework used to assess Beijing’s global influence—and the threats it
creates.
Economic statecraft is traditionally defined in the West as a suite of policy tools, including
sanctions, export restrictions, and investment screening. China pursues a broad, ambitious version
of this by using commercial entities to implement its national strategic objectives domestically
and abroad. Since 2013, Beijing has expended significant resources to consolidate control over the
management and activities of Chinese corporations, turning them into arms of national power.39
Under Xi Jinping, the PRC government has rolled back market reforms implemented in the early
2000s under then premier Zhu Rongji, directing more than $1 trillion in domestic mergers across
strategic industries like railways, chemicals, and shipping. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
has also consolidated control over the management decisions of both state-owned and ostensibly
private corporations like Alibaba.40 Xi stressed CCP leadership over state-owned enterprises in
October 2016, declaring that they “should become important forces to implement decisions of the
CCP Central Committee…to enhance overall national power, economic and social development,
and people’s wellbeing.”41
China’s use of corporate players as tools to achieve its digital ambitions, along with its recasting
of the corporate domain as a nation-state battlespace—demonstrated in the Military-Civil Fusion
strategy—obscures the threatening nature of the country’s digital strategy. As this chapter has
demonstrated, these efforts directly contribute to Beijing’s strategic ambitions to gain greater
control over the global digital domain, and by doing so shift the global balance of power in its
favor. Liberal democracies must recognize China’s use of the corporate sector in its digital strategy
as a threat and counter with their own national security strategies.
As the case study in the Appendix that follows highlights, Military-Civil Fusion in the digital
era also turns national power projection into a value-redeeming proposition. China’s approach
demands the development of new tools to respond. Traditional modes and mechanisms of
international competition, such as military deployments and actions in institutions of multilateral
governance, are insufficient to address Beijing’s challenge. Effectively mitigating the risks of
China’s growing digital influence will be difficult. The concluding chapter of this report attempts to
provide a framework for how states concerned about China’s growing influence over international
digital architecture can begin to collectively address these challenges.
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APPENDIX: CASE STUDY OF HOW BEIDOU INFLUENCES
THE STRATEGIC, MILITARY, AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTS

O

n July 31, 2020, CCP general secretary Xi Jinping ascended a podium in front of a bright
red digital screen in Beijing’s Great Hall of the People to address a group of CCP and
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) dignitaries. Xi’s words were displayed in Chinese and
English on the screen behind him as he spoke: “The BeiDou-3 Navigation Satellite
System is formally commissioned!”42
Covid-19 restrictions left his audience unusually small, but Xi’s rhetoric was not dampened. He
extolled the commissioning of BeiDou-3 as an event that “fully embodied the political advantages
of China’s socialist system in concentrating its efforts on major events, [one that is] important
for enhancing China’s comprehensive national strength and promoting China’s economic
development and people’s livelihood.”43 He praised the project’s scientists and technicians for
“carrying forward the spirit of ‘Two Bombs, One Satellite’”—harkening back to the development of
the PRC’s first artificial satellite, atomic bomb, and intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). State
media outlets were equally effusive about the event. One commentary in the People’s Daily asserted
that “the completion and commissioning of the global BeiDou-3 Navigation Satellite System is an
important milestone for China to climb the peak of science and technology and become a power
in space.”44
The fanfare was merited. The successful launch of the final satellite in the third phase of the
BeiDou constellation (hence BeiDou-3) on June 23, 2020, made China the third individual nation
(after the United States and Russia) to put a complete satellite navigation system with global reach
into orbit. This case study examines the motivations behind China’s initiation of the BeiDou
project and its security implications.

Overview of the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System
The third, global phase of the BeiDou constellation consists of 30 satellites launched between
November 5, 2017, and June 23, 2020, from the Xichang Satellite Launch Center in China’s
southwestern Sichuan Province. This phase builds on the 15 existing satellites of the BeiDou-2
constellation, which provides navigation services to the Asia-Pacific. Altogether, BeiDou’s
combined second and third phases include 8 satellites in geostationary orbit, 27 in medium Earth
orbit, and 10 in inclined geosynchronous orbit. Another 5 BeiDou-3 experimental satellites—3 in
medium Earth orbit and 2 in inclined geosynchronous orbit—also exist within the constellation,
albeit on a different signal system.45
BeiDou’s satellites and launch vehicles were produced by the China Academy of Launch
Vehicle Technology, a subsidiary of the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation
(CASC)—the PRC’s primary state-owned space program contractor. Research and development
42
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was conducted primarily by the Fifth Academy of CASC, also known as the China Academy of
Space Technology. A rich ecosystem of research institutions and commercial enterprises exists to
develop and market applications for BeiDou technology, such as a network centered on the BeiDou
Aerospace Satellite Technology Application Group, which includes CASC, the China Aerospace
Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC), the Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), the Institute of Computing Technology of CAS, the
State Administration for Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense, the Smart City
Working Committee, Beihang University, Zhejiang University, Jilin University, and the Hunan
Institute of Technology.

BeiDou and China’s Global Power
BeiDou is an inherently dual-use system: Chinese state media has identified its navigation
services as central to “national defense mobilization,” while also noting applications in consumer
smartphones, public transportation, and agricultural monitoring.46 As a result, BeiDou and its
security implications have to be considered within the framework of both military and commercial
or civilian competition. The system is a core pillar and archetype of China’s Military-Civil Fusion
strategy.47
State media has asserted that “the establishment and development of a fully autonomous
navigation satellite system is…a requirement for national security and military modernization.”48
Initially, BeiDou was framed as a defensive effort. As reported by state-run news outlet Xinhua,
“if a country relies completely on the United States’ GPS system for navigation, positioning, and
timing, it means that the prerequisite for that country’s economic development and security is
the GPS navigation system that provides goods and services for it.”49 One retrospective published
in an online newspaper under the state-owned Shanghai United Media Group identifies two
critical moments in Beijing’s 1994 decision to initiate the BeiDou project: the United States’ use
of GPS-guided precision munitions during the 1991 Gulf War and the July 1993 Yinhe incident,
during which a Chinese freighter lost its ability to navigate after the United States temporarily
suspended GPS coverage over the Indian Ocean.50 Other state media outlets have described the
BeiDou system as “the fundamental lifeline for the enhancement of weapon effectiveness and the
safeguarding of national security.”51
However, BeiDou’s offensive applications are also clear. China’s Dong Feng 31-A ICBM is now
guided by the BeiDou system—a development that has caused consternation among defense
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planners in the United States. This is only one of several ties between the system and the PRC’s
ballistic missile infrastructure. For example, the Yuan Wang–class tracking ships that are used
to track BeiDou satellites and other Chinese spacecraft are also used to track and analyze ICBM
launches. These ships report to the PLA Strategic Support Force, which manages the BeiDou
system and is responsible for space, electronic, and cyber warfare.
BeiDou is progressing beyond a mere “lifeline” for China’s national security to an effective
tool in the global expansion of Chinese power. Chinese discussions of BeiDou also underline
the extent to which China sees the digital contest as a zero-sum game. The chief designer of the
BeiDou-3 constellation has stated that its goal is not to function as one of several global satellite
navigation systems but rather to supplant GPS as the number-one navigation system on (and
above) the planet.52 Should China succeed in doing so, it would erode the asymmetric military
and foreign policy advantages the United States and its partners currently claim based on GPS’s
position as the de facto global standard. Just over a year into BeiDou-3’s full operability, the PLA
has already demonstrated its ability to mask troop movements by restricting the use of BeiDou in
conflict zones. That this development coincides with (and has hindered) enhanced surveillance by
Indian forces of PLA positions along the Line of Actual Control hints at the increased flexibility an
independent global satellite navigation system now offers Chinese military planners.
A Chinese military that is no longer reliant on GPS navigation services would be able to disrupt
GPS services with minimal interruption to its own operations. The Russian legislature’s passage
in July 2019 of a law enshrining cooperation between Russia’s GLONASS system and BeiDou
caused concern among some U.S. analysts, given the country’s history of jamming and spoofing
GPS signals over large areas. Greater integration between the two services would free up resources
in both countries to coordinate global-scale GPS disruption operations, complicating the United
States’ and its partners’ ability to jointly project military power in a timely fashion. The resulting
degradation of deterrence could spell disaster for those parts of the world in which the expectation
of rapid U.S. military intervention has long maintained peace and stability, such as the Taiwan
Strait. Even without the threat of GPS disruption, deployment of BeiDou has set off alarms in
Taipei. In an August 2021 report, Taiwan’s Ministry of National Defense warned that the system
allows Beijing newfound reconnaissance capabilities, while the PLA’s precision-guided weapons
can now “paralyze” the island country’s defense infrastructure.53
The proliferation of BeiDou-enabled military technology likewise affords regional powers
aligned with the PRC greater ability to maneuver outside of U.S. constraints. As early as August
2020, Indian media reported that Pakistani authorities intended to adopt BeiDou for both civilian
and military purposes, with the country “completely [switching] to the BeiDou navigation system
for all its critical military platforms.”54 Pakistan’s diminished reliance on GPS means diminished
U.S. leverage in the event of a conflict between Pakistan and India. This would decrease military
stability in an already volatile South Asia at a time when the United States seeks to deepen its
security ties with India to balance against China.
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This pattern could repeat itself across multiple regions of the world as other countries defect
to BeiDou to get out from under GPS hegemony, especially those countries adversarial to U.S.
interests. In March 2021 the Iranian government signed a 25-year agreement with China granting
Iran’s armed forces access to the BeiDou network. Chinese commentators were quick to assert that
this agreement would enhance Iran’s military position in the Middle East, to the detriment of the
United States.55
The BeiDou system is also essential to China’s ambitions in space. The PRC is eager for
recognition as a space power. State newspapers translate and reprint international media praise
for the Chinese space program after events like BeiDou’s commissioning and the return of
the Shenzhou 12 manned spaceflight.56 To this end, the CCP has targeted the aerospace sector
in general, and satellite equipment and applications in particular, for “vigorous development”
in its marquee technological development plans such as Made in China 2025 and the Strategic
Emerging Industries initiative.57 Xi Jinping himself has linked China’s rise as a space power to his
overarching goal of bringing about “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation,” claiming that
“the aerospace dream is an important component of [China’s] dream of [becoming] a powerful
country.”58 An independent global satellite navigation system is for China’s leadership a step
toward the realization of that dream.

BeiDou and Its Role in Advancing PRC Foreign Policy Initiatives
In addition to China’s vision for itself in space, the BeiDou system has quickly become integrated
into the country’s foreign policy and military ambitions. This is a mutually reinforcing dynamic:
China’s international engagement and investment serve as avenues through which to expand
BeiDou’s reach and user base. The system’s proliferation locks in Chinese influence globally, paving
the way for additional engagement and investment. State media has proclaimed the system as not
merely “China’s BeiDou” but “the world’s BeiDou”—a milestone in the country’s “opening up” and
newfound international stature.59 China has identified a host of externally oriented strategies that
benefit from BeiDou. This makes the security implications even more acute: the system is folded
into, and a core part of, Beijing’s major strategies and programming for internationalization. From
the point of design, BeiDou is proliferating in lockstep with China’s global influence.
For example, BeiDou is a key component of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). BRI is Xi
Jinping’s flagship foreign policy program and constitutes an immense network of physical and
virtual infrastructure integrating the Chinese economy into the continental economies of Africa
and Eurasia—and those economies into China’s—to be completed by the PRC’s centennial in 2049.
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The expansion of BeiDou services into countries that have signed on to BRI, and the displacement
of GPS in those countries as a result, has been described as a key opportunity for the initiative.60
By April 2019, more than 800 people from over 40 countries had received BeiDou-related training
in China, with the State Council Information Office describing this trend as “BeiDou shining
down on the Belt and Road Initiative.”61 By the June 2020 launch of the final BeiDou-3 satellite,
PRC state media boasted that “BeiDou has provided services and related products to more than
100 million users in countries and regions along the Belt and Road and exported [those services
and products] to more than 120 countries and regions.”62
Of the countries participating in BRI, Beijing’s “space cooperation” efforts have particularly
targeted those on the African continent, with the first “overseas BeiDou [applications research]
center” being located in Tunisia. Chinese experts have led BeiDou training sessions in Tunisia,
Sudan, Egypt, Algeria, and Morocco.63 In 2015 the CCP pledged to provide satellite television
to 10,000 villages across the African continent; by 2020, 8,162 villages in nineteen countries
had received this service.64 Other BeiDou services are rapidly growing in popularity in regional
countries such as Ethiopia. According to the state-run China Daily, this indicates that “Beijing has
made progress in the battle for global data dominance.”65 China also helped develop and launch
Ethiopia’s first two satellites and provided meteorological satellite data–receiving equipment to
Mozambique. In 2021, Beijing cited the “solutions based on the BeiDou system that have already
been applied in many African countries” when it announced that it would establish the “ChinaAfrica Digital Innovation Partnership Program…[to] strengthen digital infrastructure, develop a
digital economy, carry out digital education, enhance digital inclusion, co-create digital security,
and build a cooperative platform [between China and the nations of Africa].”66
The growing BeiDou presence in Africa offers a ripe example of Beijing’s larger playbook for
expanding its influence and control over global physical and digital infrastructure (discussed in
chapters 1 and 2) and in setting the technical standards, norms, and preferences (discussed in
chapters 3 and 4) that will shape the future of the digital domain. This example also underscores
China’s ability to lock in information superiority, influence over digital environments, and
competitive advantages for state-influenced Chinese companies to pursue Beijing’s objectives
within the commercial battlespace.

BeiDou as an Economic and Financial Accelerant
BeiDou does not just provide China with competitive military capabilities. The commissioning
of the third phase of the satellite system has created enormous economic development and
commercial opportunities for the PRC, including opportunities that can in turn be converted
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into military development. Even five years prior to the completion of BeiDou-3, the system had
already started generating $31.5 billion in annual revenue for online clients, including Chinese
defense industry conglomerates like CASIC and China North Industries Group Corporation, an
arms manufacturer.67 By the end of 2020, sales of BeiDou-compatible chips and other products
exceeded 150 million units, with analysts predicting that total sales in 2021 would exceed 436
million units.68 The China Satellite Navigation Office valued the overall output of China’s satellite
navigation industry to be over $62.5 billion, with an annual growth rate of 20%. The overall value
of BeiDou’s services is projected to reach nearly $156 billion by 2025, spurring the creation of a
“smart device” industry worth $469 billion by 2035.69
This outlook points to a core, and often unrecognized, element of China’s Military-Civil
Fusion strategy and its interplay with the country’s digital strategy. In the past, countries’ power
projection and security apparatuses have tended to be expensive propositions. Beijing’s approach
to digital competition has turned its domestic and international power projection into profitgenerating propositions for its corporations. The dual-use nature of information technology
systems means that they can serve commercial ends while propping up a national security system.
And throughout, they collect and transfer data—the new, determinative factor of production.
In short, the completion of China’s BeiDou satellite system introduces new security threats for
the United States arising from reduced global dependence on GPS—as well as from the options that
this reduced dependence creates for adversary states to target GPS systems. BeiDou’s completion
also marks a significant turning point in Beijing’s effort to secure influence over the emerging
digital architecture.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter argues that as the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) makes the world
increasingly illiberal through its efforts to control the global digital ecosystem, democracies
should work together to establish platforms, systems, and infrastructure that reinforce
liberal democratic values.

MAIN ARGUMENT
The People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the corporate entities that the CCP increasingly
controls are building digital platforms and infrastructure that risk becoming the “operating
system” for a new, illiberal international order—and, in the process, cementing the CCP’s
leadership over the fourth industrial revolution. The characteristics of this operating system
reflect the choices and interests of the CCP. To achieve this, the party has launched an
ambitious campaign to develop, export, set the rules of, and maintain control over both
the physical and digital networks of the fourth industrial revolution. This would enable its
creation of a system that makes the world safe for authoritarianism by legitimizing the party’s
governance model, cementing an advantage for Chinese commercial and military actors,
and, more broadly, locking in the party’s control over information. This presents a challenge
to the incumbent international system and the freedoms, opportunities, and security that
it undergirds, while also weakening liberal societies’ multilateral leadership over the global
system. Countries concerned with the PRC’s digital rise must actively compete with Beijing
for the architecture of the fourth industrial revolution and construct a positive alternative
that privileges liberal democracies while undermining authoritarian regimes.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• Democratic policymakers and business leaders must accept that Beijing’s alternative
system and its challenge to the global architecture are a present reality, not a future
condition. Recognizing this truth is the most important step in designing and
perpetuating government policies and business models that will succeed in the world as
it is rather than what some desire it to be.
• Liberal democracies and like-minded countries need to develop a “common operating
picture” to better understand the technological, industrial, and commercial systems that
shape the digital ecosystem.
• An effective response to China’s digital strategy requires efforts to ensure that the digital
ecosystem of the future reinforces democratic values and the rule of law.

T

he People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the corporate entities that the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) increasingly controls are building digital platforms and infrastructure that
risk becoming the “operating system” for a new, illiberal international order—and, in
the process, cementing Chinese leadership over the fourth industrial revolution. The
characteristics of this operating system reflect the choices and interests of the CCP. The party’s
digital architecture is meant to advantage authoritarian regimes over democratic societies, Chinese
companies over their international competitors, and the Chinese narrative over fact and freedom of
expression. As a result, the party’s digital ambitions challenge the international system that citizens
of democracies around the world are accustomed to, as well as the freedoms, opportunities, and
security that it undergirds. This happens at a time of global reshuffling, catalyzed by the emergence
of data as a factor of production, that raises the stakes and severity of the CCP’s challenge.
The first section of this chapter considers the challenge that the PRC’s efforts to control the global
digital ecosystem poses to the liberal international order. The following section then considers
policy options for how democracies can work together to counter China’s digital ambitions by
establishing digital platforms, systems, and infrastructure that reinforce liberal democratic values.

The PRC’s Digital Challenge to the Liberal International Order
The incumbent liberal international system was established following World War II. It is based
on the Bretton Woods agreements, which promoted efficient foreign commerce, and global norms
articulated in the United Nations Charter that center on individual rights, limited government,
self-determination, multilateral institutions to negotiate disputes between states, and collective
security to deter conflict. This system privileges democracies over authoritarian regimes and
functions as an instrument to compel authoritarian governments to adopt economic and political
reforms.
With the end of the Cold War—and the emergence of the third industrial revolution that
accompanied it—this liberal international system expanded to become a nearly global system,
defined by a newly cemented international architecture. Most countries of the former Soviet bloc
sought to adopt the liberal operating system. Simultaneously, the rise of digital infrastructure
began with the expansion of computing and communications networks. As countries and their
citizens went online, the values and norms of the liberal international system—transparency,
rule of law, market economics, separation of powers, limited government, and independent
journalism—spread across borders.
For a one-party state like the PRC, this encroachment and expansion of the liberal international
order posed an existential threat to the ruling regime. It locked in multilateral leadership on the
part of liberal societies over the global system—which the PRC was hard-pressed to challenge
within the paradigm of the third industrial revolution. This incumbent international system
also threatened authoritarian control, suggesting to Chinese citizens that economic and political
liberalization went hand in hand and that “progress” meant adopting the political and societal
norms of the liberal international system. The CCP desired the benefits of access and understood
that China needed to engage economically and diplomatically with the broader international
system. But the party also remembered Chairman Mao Zedong’s warnings of the dangers of
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“peaceful evolution” to its exclusive hold on power.1 By the end of the first decade of the 21st
century, the CCP had grown increasingly obsessed with the threat of its own downfall, as well
as with the pernicious effects of liberal ideology embedded in the international system.2 The
party also became fixated on how the nascent fourth industrial revolution could challenge the
incumbent global system and privilege a new set of illiberal norms.
Given these fears and desires, the CCP set out on an audacious path: re-engineer the operating
system of the international order into something that advantages Beijing’s regime, advances an
illiberal worldview, and provides the party greater control of resources, industry, and information.
To achieve this, the CCP launched an ambitious campaign to develop, export, and set the rules of—
while maintaining control over—both the physical and digital networks of the fourth industrial
revolution. From the party’s perspective, this strategy to impose its values and interests on the
international system through increased influence over the digital domain has two important
benefits. First, it insulates the CCP from challenges to its domestic legitimacy by interrupting
the spread of “Western constitutional democracy,” which in the party’s view has a number of
distinct characteristics, including “the separation of powers, the multi-party system, general
elections, independent judiciaries, [and] nationalized armies.”3 Second, it secures PRC leadership
internationally and makes the world safe for authoritarianism by legitimizing its governance
model, cementing an advantage for Chinese commercial and military actors, and, more broadly,
locking in the party’s control over information.
The party’s leaders have expressly rejected a digital operating system that favors a liberal
international order for one that is deeply illiberal. Beijing is intent on coercing the world to adopt
its platforms and infrastructure, and the asymmetries they create, effectively forcing one of
two outcomes: surrender to the party’s system or to a balkanized digital world. As the previous
chapters have made clear, the PRC is positioning itself to advance its national economic, social,
and military modernization initiatives by manipulating the rapid changes underway across
information technology, telecommunications, and big data.
The PRC has been waging its campaign to control the broader digital ecosystem for over a
decade. The CCP is intent on forcing the world to either adopt its platforms and infrastructure or
settle for a long-term, drawn-out campaign in which Beijing pressures countries and companies to
adopt and perpetuate its model. Perhaps the most important first step for democratic policymakers
and business leaders is to accept that Beijing’s alternative system and its challenge to the global
architecture are a present reality, not a future condition. Recognizing this truth is the most
important step in designing and perpetuating government policies and business models that will
succeed in the world as it is, rather than what some desire it to be.
Liberal democracies must abandon the fantasy that the CCP can be persuaded in any
meaningful way to drop its challenge to the liberal international order and the digital infrastructure
beneath it. The days of business and political leaders imagining that convergence and market
access are just over the horizon are over. Liberal countries must actively compete with the CCP
for the architecture of the fourth industrial revolution by constructing a positive alternative that
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privileges democracies and undermines authoritarian regimes. This does not mean scrapping the
existing system and starting from scratch—there are existing norms, standards, and infrastructure
that can serve as cornerstones. Rather, this effort will demand employing regulatory tools like
export controls, investment security mechanisms, and restrictions on data and capital flows,
as well as interventions in the market such as the restoration of industrial and manufacturing
bases independent of Beijing and standards organizations not co-opted by the CCP. The question
remains: can democratic governments, along with their companies and citizens, build the next
generation’s digital operating system to protect global norms, prosperity, and security—even as
the CCP seeks to undermine them?
There is good reason to believe that policymakers and national leaders are already taking the
necessary steps. For example, President Joe Biden emphasized this point in his June 2021 executive
order on protecting the data of U.S. citizens from foreign adversaries:
The Biden Administration is committed to promoting an open, interoperable,
reliable, and secure Internet; protecting human rights online and offline; and
supporting a vibrant, global digital economy. Certain countries, including
the People’s Republic of China, do not share these values and seek to leverage
digital technologies and Americans’ data in ways that present unacceptable
national security risks while advancing authoritarian controls and interests. 4

The goal is to define a global architecture for the digital era that fosters a multipolar community
of independent countries, settling disputes through negotiation, transparency, and the rule of
law—as opposed to a community of clients in which an illiberal hegemon seeks to safeguard its
ruling party and rejects the idea that political legitimacy springs from the consent of the governed.
The CCP has concluded that controlling the commanding heights of digital infrastructure and
platforms, at a time when the global order is being redefined, provides the tools to achieve its
objective of building an illiberal international system.
While recognizing what needs to be done is an important first step, policymakers, business
leaders, and citizens must embark on the hard work of translating these aspirational goals into a
functioning digital infrastructure that serves the combined interests of stakeholders in a liberal
multilateral system. The following recommendations outline a framework for a competitive
response—one that begins with understanding the problem at hand, seeks to shore up elements
of the existing system that can be defended or reclaimed, and works to build new elements where
necessary.

Recommendations
Align data privacy laws. One of the greatest impediments to formulating a common approach
among democracies in dealing with the digital challenge posed by the PRC is a lack of common
legislation around data privacy. In this area, the United States is a laggard and would benefit from
following the European Union’s lead. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) offers
a roadmap for how Washington could standardize the piecemeal collection of state laws into
national legislation that would allow citizens the right to take legal action against companies that
4
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release or fail to protect their data. It could also be used to require comprehensive reporting of
data breaches beyond the narrow requirements in place today. As the former principal deputy
director of national intelligence pointed out in a recent article, U.S. adoption of a GDPR-like law is
“the first practical step the [United States] should take.”5
Develop a “common operating picture” for the technological, industrial, and commercial
systems that create and operate digital infrastructure. Before governments can take action, they
must understand the challenge and their competitive environments: policymakers require a
common operating picture of the technological, industrial, and commercial ecosystems that
develop, manufacture, and maintain the digital infrastructure that their economies, militaries,
and political systems rely on. Without this kind of detailed knowledge, it is extremely difficult
to understand where opportunities and vulnerabilities will arise or how policies will shape the
character of these systems.
To assess, defend, and develop their digital infrastructure and platforms, countries need
to understand how existing frameworks operate; the innovation, industrial base, and supply
chains that support them; and the standards and governance systems that define them. They
also need to be able to detect changes that cause vulnerabilities. They need to recognize how the
commercial entities operate and what incentivizes certain business models over others, which
requires an understanding of both hardware and software development and operation, as well
as the commercial dynamics. As the last decade has made abundantly clear, the control and
manipulation of these systems can have profound effects and are as important as any physical
piece of infrastructure.
For many of us, our relationship with digital infrastructure starts and ends with our smartphone
or Wi-Fi router, which leaves us blind to the myriad of hardware, software, and commercial service
providers that operate this system behind the scenes. The opaqueness of this infrastructure creates
vulnerabilities, whether from a lack of knowledge of the software bill of materials that helped enable
Russia’s SolarWinds hack, the PRC’s nearly decade-long compromise of over a dozen managedservice providers with the APT-10 hack, or the alleged hardware hack by the PRC using Supermicro.6
One set of U.S. initiatives that could be emulated is the combination of the 2019 supply chain
executive order (EO 13873) and the 2020 creation of the Committee for the Assessment of Foreign
Participation in the United States Telecommunications Services Sector (“Team Telecom”). These
two actions gave the U.S. federal government authority to review the provision of information and
communications technology (ICT) equipment and services, as well as to provide national security
and law-enforcement expertise to the Federal Communications Commission as it reviews and
approves license applications. The ability to perform these two interrelated tasks requires a detailed
understanding of the technological and commercial aspects of the ICT industry. This allows the
U.S. government to make risk mitigation judgments about current and emerging threats, perceive
business and supply chain risks, and shape market choices in ways that privilege democratic values.
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Commit to higher expenditure levels on research and development. Total global spending on
R&D has more than tripled over the past two decades, increasing from $677 billion annually in
2000 to $2.2 trillion by 2019. However, this is almost entirely due to increases by the United States
and China. Countries like Japan, Germany, South Korea, France, and the United Kingdom have
made only modest increases to their R&D spending over the same period (see Figure 1).7 Other
democracies must do more to ensure that open societies dominate breakthroughs in science and
technology, as well as bring them to market and allow commercial entities to scale.8 This entails
figure 1

R&D expenditures of selected countries, 2000–2019

source:

“Main Science and Technology Indicators,” Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=MSTI_PUB.
note:

PPP stands for purchasing power parity. PPP is used to determine the relative value of different
currencies and adjust data from different countries to a common currency to allow direct comparisons
among them.
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not just investing in R&D but also prioritizing applied and experimental research—both areas
that the United States and other democracies have traditionally de-emphasized relative to basic
research.
One encouraging trend is the establishment of the European Innovation Council, which applies
money from the EU budget to invest in technology innovation. This goes beyond grants for basic
research to make venture capital–like investments through equity in European start-ups so that
they can scale their innovations. The European Innovation Council envisions assisting start-ups
through mentorship of founders and aligning private investment.9 Japan has also made recent
progress in this area. In one of his first major policy speeches, Prime Minister Fumio Kishida
committed to an R&D fund of approximately $90 billion to “fund research and development in
advanced science and technology, including in the areas of digital, green, artificial intelligence
(AI), quantum, bio, and space.”10
Countries must also take reasonable precautions to ensure that the CCP cannot gain unequal
access to the fruits of these investments. This means adopting or expanding deemed export rules
to control the release of technology and know-how. It would also involve a tightening of what
qualifies for a “fundamental research exclusion” at universities and research institutions. For too
long the PRC has been permitted access to the rest of the world’s R&D ecosystem without granting
reciprocal access to its innovation base.
Rebuild electronics manufacturing outside the PRC.11 Simply making scientific breakthroughs
and patenting intellectual property is insufficient. Democracies must also possess the industrial
and manufacturing base to bring ideas to market and ensure that they are applied in ways that
reinforce, rather than undermine, liberal values—as well as maintain the independence necessary
to prevent the PRC from using industry supply chains to develop coercive leverage. This means
developing alternative manufacturing and industrial bases that are not dependent on the PRC. The
vast majority of global manufacturing for electronics, as well as other digital-relevant industries,
takes place on the PRC’s east coast. While the United States, Japan, Europe, South Korea, and
Taiwan continue to make the most advanced and critical components for electronics, they
have largely surrendered the building blocks of these industries and are dependent on the PRC
as the principal buyer of advanced components. This creates a vicious cycle in which the CCP
plays advanced component manufacturers off of one another, incentivizing and coercing them
to turn over technology and know-how in exchange for market access, including through forced
technology transfer.12
This hyper-concentration of electronics manufacturing within the PRC did not happen
through the invisible hand of market forces but through the visible interventions of CCP industrial
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policies. These policies were designed to localize manufacturing, along with the technological and
industrial processes and their associated supply chains, within the PRC.13 Democracies cannot take
advantage of science and technology breakthroughs if they lack the comprehensive manufacturing
and industrial base to actualize the advances through new products and services that span the
commercial and national security spaces. In fact, it is increasingly difficult to justify to taxpayers
within democracies why they should fund R&D in these fields when the benefits of new industries
and jobs accrue to an adversary. Achieving this recommendation requires a combination of
inducements and impediments for businesses to shift manufacturing away from the PRC.
Establish new standard-setting bodies and block PRC influence. Advocates for an open civil
society must employ or create—and fund—new groupings and forums dedicated to developing
and proposing new technical and policy standards recommendations that reinforce their values.
Participation by the PRC and other authoritarian regimes must be limited to late-stage negotiations.
If the PRC decides to adopt alternative standards, it can do so. A 2021 U.S. Interim National
Security Guidance document emphasized the need for like-minded countries to work together to
achieve this goal: “We will shape emerging technology standards to boost our security, economic
competitiveness, and values. And, across these initiatives, we will partner with democratic friends
and allies to amplify our collective competitive advantages.”14
This endeavor should be paired with efforts to defend existing domestic and international
standards bodies from China’s malign influence. Democracies should terminate bilateral standards
cooperation with the CCP and its government-controlled entities. They should also bar domestic
standards organizations from including, as members, PRC entities that have been designated as
tied to the Chinese military, engaged in human rights abuses, or are under CCP control.15
In addition, advocates for an open civil society should push back against overreach from
multilateral bodies in which the PRC has established undue influence. For instance, the UN
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is not the appropriate venue for developing or
implementing ICT standards. ITU continues to serve an important role in deconflicting radio
spectrum and satellite orbits, but its latest efforts to expand into ICT standard setting, AI norms,
and facial recognition rules should be resisted.16 These are functions that are best left to other
multilateral institutions, including potentially new organizations that are developed by coalitions
of like-minded countries committed to democratic values.
Reconstruct a digital ecosystem that reinforces democratic values and the rule of law. As the first
two chapters have pointed out, democracies need to invest in and build a positive counterpart and
13
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challenger to the PRC’s global digital architecture. Rather than try to persuade the CCP to accept
liberal norms and abandon its quest to build a digital ecosystem that reinforces an authoritarian
governance model, democracies should set about building an alternative system and exclude
the PRC from gaining nonreciprocal access. If democracies fail to create their own ecosystem,
countries will be left with no choice but to accept the party’s operating system. U.S. national
security adviser Jake Sullivan articulated this concept in a July 2021 speech:
The first wave of the digital revolution promised that new technologies would
favor democracy and human rights. The second wave saw an authoritarian
counterrevolution. And the question now is whether we can engineer a
third wave of the digital revolution—a turn in which we forge a democratic
technological ecosystem characterized by resilience, integrity, and openness
with trust and security, that reinforces our democratic values and our
democratic institutions.17

Employ coordinated regulatory and policy tools across democracies to provide advantages to
like-minded countries while disadvantaging authoritarian regimes and their corporate entities.
Through fits and starts, democracies have begun to coordinate various tools like export controls,
investment screening, anti-dumping/countervailing duties, and sanctions (both financial and visa
restrictions). This nascent coordination should accelerate and become formalized under a new
grouping. This grouping should include the EU, Japan, India, South Korea, Taiwan, the United
Kingdom, Israel, Canada, Australia, and the United States—nearly 2.5 billion people. These
democracies include the most relevant elements of global technology and digital leadership and
should generally pursue a common agenda for the application of regulatory and policy tools. No
one nation in this group can dictate the agenda. Reaching a consensus should require compromise
on the part of all participants.
Expand digital trade provisions to include more democracies. Among democracies, localization
requirements, data barriers, and discriminatory treatment of digital products, platforms, and
components should be removed. Both the digital trade chapter within the United States–Mexico–
Canada Agreement and the U.S.-Japan Digital Trade Agreement offer a roadmap for expansion.
To achieve the scale for an alternative digital ecosystem, democracies must resist the urge to
recreate, through protectionism, every portion of the digital infrastructure stack themselves.
Using comparative advantage within the community of like-minded nations, while denying
access and advantage to the PRC, is a more effective approach. The effort by France in 2019 to
impose a digital services tax aimed exclusively at U.S. technology companies and in violation of its
own international trade agreement commitments is just one example of the kind of activity that
undermines the creation of a digital ecosystem that protects the liberal international order and
multilateral institutions.18 Germany’s Digitalization Act, passed in January 2021, also targets large
U.S. digital platforms and tech companies and will likely prove equally harmful.19
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Ideally, democracies would formalize frictionless data transfers between like-minded states
and impose significant data restrictions on authoritarian regimes and their commercial entities.
Continuing to allow Beijing to benefit from a one-way valve of data flows undermines free and
open societies.20 If the PRC continues to construct its own digital ecosystem, then it should not
benefit from a digital ecosystem established around liberal values. Japan’s Data Free Flow with
Trust initiative provides a path to establish a baseline for democracies while excluding those nations
that fail to observe standards built to shore up the liberal international order. Other examples
include the March 2020 Australia-Singapore Digital Economy Agreement, which sought to remove
barriers to digital trade.21 Countries could also build on the U.S.-led Clean Network initiative,
which includes 60 partner nations and seeks to set high standards for telecommunications
infrastructure and networks. The concept for this arrangement arose from an international forum
of democracies hosted by the Czech Republic in May 2019 to establish criteria for security and
trust in telecommunications networks and the associated infrastructure.22 Like-minded countries
must willingly set aside parochial disputes among themselves, adopt “good enough” solutions, and
begin implementing an alternative digital ecosystem that reinforces shared interests and values.
There is reason to be optimistic given actions across Europe, Asia, and the Americas over
the past few years.23 For example, the India-Japan memorandum of understanding to enhance
cooperation in the field of ICT was signed on January 15, 2021.24 The agreement focuses
cooperation on 5G infrastructure security, submarine cables, and smart cities. It provides a
framework for how the world’s largest democracy and the third-largest economy can build the
next generation digital infrastructure. In September 2021, South Korea initiated the process to
join the Digital Economy Partnership Agreement, a plurilateral agreement between Singapore,
New Zealand, and Chile intended to strengthen digital trade and establish standards for digital
cooperation.25 Germany’s efforts to create a standardization roadmap for AI could help the EU,
the United States, and others define principles for AI development that reinforce, rather than
undermine, the rights and interests of individuals.26 The EU GDPR, 2019 Cybersecurity Act,
and Digital Services Act all acknowledge the necessity of creating “a safer digital space in which
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the fundamental rights of all users of digital services are protected.”27 These and many more
initiatives by democracies have much in common and share foundational values that could serve
as the bedrock for a new digital ecosystem.

Conclusion
The coming decades will require democracies to work together to recreate an international
system that privileges their values. As the PRC accelerates its efforts to build an alternative digital
system for an illiberal international order and it gains acceptance from other authoritarian regimes,
those countries that value rule of law, transparency, individual rights, and free markets will need
to act in concert. Democracies will be forced to confront a competitive world in which the PRC
and other authoritarian regimes seek to drive wedges in open societies and coerce acceptance of
an illiberal order. Resisting those efforts will require leadership from multiple capitals, business
leaders, and wider civil society. The sooner those leaders align policies, manufacturing, and R&D
toward a common digital infrastructure that excludes the PRC, the more likely democratic nations
will be able to protect the interests of their citizens.
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